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A QP.h'orM THAT TALKS
ACT I
setting—•Susan resting on her am looking out of the window
at her garden sees a tiny spot of blue nnd darts
out to her garden. >he stoops, listens.
Characters: Susan
Flowers
Crocuses
inowe!rops
violets
axTodils
Tulips
Iris
Have five or six children in each flower group in
order to make a colorful bed*
usan -Oh, dear little flowers, love you so. I wish you
could open your little eyes end see me so that 1 tay
talk with you* (Flowers in garden hear her.)
Crocus©s-{ Lifting un their blue, golden yellow, and white
heads.) Oh, :iusan, wo can talk with you. You are
the first on© we have seen since our long winter*
s
nap. -e are going to be prettier and brighter than
ever before. Our dresses will be blue like the sky,
golden yellow like the sunset, and white like the
snow. Lon’t you think you will love us? Just wait
and see*
Snowdrops- (Looking up) Hello Susan l How do we look this
year? e were a long time getting started for
Father inter left a heavy blanket of snow on us,
and we didn’t know whether we would be able to push
our heads uo, but Susan pushed the snow away from
us so we could show our faces*
usan--—Isn’t It grand that ay crocuses and snowdrops are
blooming and they still remember me? (Looking
around garden*) ell, here are my friends, the
violets, the little king3 of the garden. You look
bigger this year than last. hat has happened?
Violets— 3usan, you mean that our leaves are larger and our
faces brighter? 1 guess Susan it was because you
took good care to keep us warm this winter with
those leaves* How are all your other friends
Have you seen any of thins?
Susan——Yes, king violets, I have seen ny friends the
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5crocuses who say they are going to be prettier than ever
and snowdrops who are whiter than ever* They had a very
hard time with father inter.
Crocuses
Snowdrops—Susan I look over there* dee who has Just waked
Violets up. ./he has a yellow ruffled dress*
Susan— (runs over to daffodil bed.) Shat kind of ruffles
are you going to wear this year? Arc- they all goin*?
to be the same color?
Daffodils—&o, Susan, some of us are going to wear double
ruffles. Some of us are going to be all a bright
yellow and some are going to have our heads a
lighter yellow. I am sure you will like us. se
will brighten up this corner for you.
Violets-( Call to Susan who has gone over to the tulip bed.)
Do you see what we see, Susan? Susan looks
around in surprise.)
Susan-—Ro, king violets, I don't see anything new. here?
Violets-Don't you sfcc- the crocuses and snowdrops nodding
their heads to you?
Susan—Oh yes! King violets. I do see them now. They
are telling me that it Is ti^e for them to leave.
(Goes over to see them. Snowdrops and crocuses
fade away.) They are going to sleep. .>usan very
sad.) All I have now are my violets and daffodils.
They were so pretty.
baffodils-It won't be long Susan before the tulips and iris
will join us.
Susan—ao, I guess it won't be long. (Susan hears something.)
It's the tulips tossing their heads.
Tulips-Susan! Susanl Remember us? «e are the tulips.
e are glad to be back with you. Do you remember
iris? just met them and they told us if they
could have a little more water that they might be
able to put on their bright violet and yellow and
white dresses.
Susan—Oh, thank you, dear tulips, for telling me that,
yaybe all my little friends would like a drink.
(Susan goes and gets the hose, sprinkles violets,
daffodils, tulips and iris. All the flowers seem
to have new life.)
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Tulips—Oh, Susan, Look I The irises are here (Susan looks
,«r»O
P
,>U 38 n— (Very happy) Aren’t you handsome? How many colors?
(All the flowers get up out of beds and say little
poem skipping around Susan, Then they go back
to their beds. Curtain is drawn.)
Foetai—-Susan has mad© for us a garden.
^any seeds did we sow
Flowers that many could not remember.
In Susan’s garden did grow.
Susan has made for us a garden.
Knowing the love we flowers bring.
tiO weeds were able to stop our blossoms from oreathin^
Thanks to our Susan’s care
wow, dear Susan, we made you a garden.
You may pick us for the ones you love
Little words and your thoughts of kindness.
'-ill be with us flowers where ever we go.
AOf II
Setting: Violets, daffodils, tulips and iris all out of their
beds in full bloom. Susan is out weeding garden
giving them room to grow, talking to herself. .Shall
I pick a bouquet?
Susan-—Daffodils, just look at that grass, it’s making you
so you can’t breathe, (pulls up the grass.) At that
the other flowers hear Susan, and begin nodding their
heads. Susan goes to help tnem.)
Tulips—Oh, Susan, you make us feel so much better when
you take care of us this way. $e can hold our
heads up and see the bright warm sun.
Ireses—How we can feel the wind Susan. e were having a
hard time.
Violets- e’ll live much longer now. Thanks for your help.
Susan—-Oh, I’m so glad I’ve made you feel so fine. I was
so sorry that I did not give you better care. I
have had something on my mind I wanted to ask you.
All flowers-.hat is it Susan? Tell us. Perhaps we could
help you.
Susan—-Yes, I think you can. One of my dear playmates,
Bobby, has been taken to the hospital. I want to
make him happy. I’d like to send some of you there
to be with him. If you would like to go. You

7make me 30 happy, I think you can make him happy, too.
All Flowers— e do not want to leave you Jusan, but if it
will make bobby happier we* 11 go. khen will you
take us? Today or tomorrow?
Susan-—Tomorrow morning, 1*11 come around and get you.
Sleep well tonight and tomorrow be in full brightness
for bobby. (Flowers sleep, Susan sleeps.)
Curtain is drawn.
ACT III
Setting—Next morning, violets, daffodils, tulips, iris
all bright in beds with heads high. Susan starts
to pick them.
Busan Good morning, dear friends, bid you sleep well?
You all look so bright and shining. Your colors
are wonderful, better than they have been all
spring.
Violet *e knew you wanted us wide awake.
Daffodils- but, 3usan, we* 11 miss seeing you.
Tulips— -Tse feel finer than ever. It is just for you.
Iris-—--I know we’ll make Bobby happy, sowe are happy
to go.
Busan- (Begins to cut a most beautiful bouquet for Bobby.
Lach flower straightens up hoping to be the next
one chose.) I come to you first daffodils.
baffodils-You cut so carefully. You don’t hurt us. You
don’t cut like the boys. They pull us.
Susan---- ( doe s to tulips)
Tulips-—Those daffodils are lovely. nhy not add our little
red to them. Snip. Snip. Snip. Goody we’re In title
bouquet now won’t Bobby love this.
Iris---—Oh we have been waiting for you Susan l oe are
already to go with you. (Susan snips some yellow
white, end violet iris.)
Vlolets—Don’ t you forget us? e want to go along, too.
Buaan Yes, king violets, you are going in a few minutes.
,- -
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You are going In another bouquet all by yourselves. You are
the kings of my garden. You have a different power and I
want you to give that power to Bobby so he can walk again
(All the flowers are in a beautiful bouquet for bobby.
Looks over her garden.) You were once a beautiful garden
growing in ssy yard and no® I bold you in my ams . X had
fun with you. I loved you. I wanted to be with you. Now
1*11 have to wait for another year. You have made me happy,
but you are going to make Bobby happy, too. 1 am going to
take you to him and other children will see how I have
loved you and will want a garden too. (Leaves to go to
Bobby. Curtain is drawn*)
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AJT I
Setting— lymouth ji&Iand
jfc&raeters-rhom&s “afeston \re. Bishop
eaoon '’raeman
deacon torre11
Thomas ^eeton-l thinx. dear people we should gat rev uy to
leave our home ana go where we can pray to
God in our own way# The king ea®*t tell us
what to do. dtmt do you think?
,
think it would Da good to go,*
will not have to do what the king wants us
to do#
Deacon horroll*where do you thin:- we could go to so we
could Lav© our own church? ghat country?
Thouas eston— Doiaeone tola &•* that the people of ollanu
can pr&y to <>od ee they wish. aybe they
will let us do the same.
oeacon 'ruemsa-Then let us yet ready to t>:- e t o trip.
(To the two women in the group#} ow long
will it take you to get ready?
•re# " Isi- ay e con be pac-.-.ed and ready to >v with. in
this com in, week 1 think*
Thomas yeston-mybe with, the help of God we shall be able
to start for the frienaly boli&nj. shore one
week from the lond&y after the next 'unu&y
.
( jurtain drawn*
)
AST II
.ting-- ,'riendly Holland. The wosen are sewing.
jharacters-hrs# Bishop Deacon Freeman
.re. oodbury
rs. Bishop— I feel very badly every time l loo at little
John. Be speak e the Dutch la core than
our own and he knows nothing about our English
ways.
rs. ooibury-’feo I have noticed that and 1 L ve been
- *
worried ab ut h too
1
1
P
m
ra. Bishop— t w .aid s©ss to as bettor to 1st tbs a* ilaren
have the hards* ipe of their own country rather
than to have our children forget their own
ire. • oo&bury- X wish we could go to some now land where
we could use our own language.
Deacon Proeraan-C Joaes in) In three short days dear ladies
get ready to sail for bone* e shall go to
our fa tiers land and st&y imybe for about a
month and than we shell sail for America where
we may be able to build another Plymouth.
m shall l hope be able to Lave our own church*
.re* Bishop—-it we had stayed fere much Ion er we would
not have shown our children as the boys and
girls of England but they would have become
i ollands own children.
pro# Woodbury*1 hat® to leave people who have been so hind
to us but I thin It is better that we go.
( lurtain drawn)
AdT III
Setting in Plymouth
,
' assachusetts* ( ,omen was. ing.)
Characters-— captain stsndish .re* Bishop iquanto
Deacon Morrell Hr®. Woodbury
All soldiers Hr© • White
Capt. :tandish-Get ready men and come with me while the
woman stay home and get t^e cloti.ee clean.
Lets ta re a trip to the foreat to ae-c what
kind of game there will be there*
Deacon orrell-iery well. You Lav© a hunter's keen eye.
Lead on.
All soldiers- fe shall gladly follow you*
Capt. stand ish- ,e shall leave two soldiers be*. ..ad to to .©
care of the women in case of trouble. (Holders
leave with stand ish leading thee* Two soldiers
are left behind.)
rs. Bishop—Did you mind the stormy trip very ouch?
iirs* Woodbury-Yes 1 did very such but I put ail my trust

japt. tend la) -If tisla o&a .nows what n© is s pying h© can
be or threat nelp to us. d& ij&v<s -us la to be
tiunhful for than* ( durt&la brawn)
AJT I'/
Sot tin. — ,b >ut a year Inter* .10 .an are patting randy
for Thanksgiving d^nnei’.
r tars --rs. Bishop rs. ! ill
: re. viaodbury Governor (ana warriors)
(and sen)
Mr?, Bishop Hasn't it been & hard year since we last
stood here and saw our good friend squant .••
l oi’e than half of our friends have gone and
we can hardly see where t&MNi atones are now.
rs. Woodbury-It la bettor that way. if the lad Ians hs
seen the number of atones they would have gone
after us and even our daring Japtain could
not have saved us.
Hrs. /hits——fas he was a© good a nurse as a soldier.
Mrs. Bis,.op Do you resemb^r now b&dly we felt when we
heard that ha was killed?
rs. codbury- nd how happy ws were when he returned.
rs* white 2 thin-: he is nappy in the joy of Priscilla
and John hlden. ! e was very sorry at first
when John said after Priscilla, nvihy don't
you speak for yourself, John?**
Mrs* oodbury-The daring captain spoke the truth any biases*
R&im&b&r whoa he said, f, if you want & thing
dorr, well, do it /ourself** Oh looil here
oosog the Governor and a .1 Ms on.
jrs* -.hit©—--And right behind him is .assault and his
warriors. (Governor ana men. Maeeasoit
. rrierc come in.)
Govenor : t ~s gooc that we came at the s .c tine.
how we can thane God for Me goodness in giving
us fine gardens and then we can go and have
our dinner that the good women have gotten
re-dy for us.
iaesasoit -Phe Great spirit is looming over us. Fix©
pipe of peace has been smoked by us and the
.* *
.
. .
.
peso© cospa; t wUot seals will last forever*
.y men
have brought eoaie deer .. .. tur . y to a&& to the dinner,
’ye shall all sit down as brothers*
Governor- -(To his people) Let as se-t &sid» ..me day &
year to give thanks to God for hie kindness
and goodness to as, : o you fell want to?
People e all want to very
Qovsrror ;e shall nans It fha&Deglvlng „ay . all haxl
tr an - sgivlag lay *
People -All hall Chan sgiv lag Day l i ;arta in arawru/
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SA*'?A CLAOS 3U&PRISRS £H>. &GTHLK OOuJf CHILDZilK
ACT I
Setting—-Sight before Christmas in a poorly lighted living
room. Right near the fireplace is a great big
book of Mother Goose rhymes. Mother Goose*
s
picture is on the cover.
Characters Children
Jane Betty
Jimmie Jack
(Jane and Jimmie walk quietly in with stockings
to hang up.)
Jimmie--— Come on, Jane. Let*s hang them up here!
Jane — here are Betty and Jack?
Jimmie-— ( Grilling) Jack! Betty! Come on. ae are going to
hang uo our stockings now. (They go out and get
the two smaller children »nd bring them in end
they hang up their stockings, fto talking is going
on, if there is any the children nay say a few
words whatever comes to them, then they are taken
out. Jane and Jimmie fix the stockings and sit
down by the fire.)
Jimmie— What do you think he will bring us, Jane?
Jane———I have no idea. Oh, I wish morning would hurry
and come
.
Jimmie— I would like » new sled, for mine is all broken.
Jane—
-I would like a nice doll* a bed. I have no room to
put my doll to sleep. Sometime a I have to let her
sleep in my chest drawer.
Jimmie——You know what mother says you need Jane ; a new pair
of eyes so you will not cry 30 much.
Jane-——( Angry ) Mother said you need a new pair of hands
for the ones you have slap and pinch people.
Jimmie-— -( Bending over and picking up Mother Goose) Poor
Mother Goose needs a new hat. '«e did a bad piece
of work on her when we dropped the chocolate candy

on It
1
Jane——— If Santa Glaus brings anything to Mother Goose they
will all need something. (Jane gets close to Jimmie
and reads the book between them.) See what I did to
Miss feuffet’s footstool when I was little. Mother
says 1 pushed holes through it with ray scissors.
Jimmie——(Turning page) And look at Boy Blue, he really
needs a new horn. I should think he would not like
that tin one.
Jane--—--(Turning page) And Jack and Jill 3houid have the
pall all banged up the way they have been carrying
that pail up the hill and down. It should have
lots of small cracks.
Jane -I don f t think Santa Glaus even thou ht of them; if
,
he did he would surely bring them something.
Jimmie-——How can Santa think of them when they don’t even
hang up their stockings.
Jane--—-—Poor Mother Goose people. (Someone calls ** children
Jane and Jimmie (get up) I am sure it’
3
Mother ( They drop the
book and get as far as the door when Jane gets hold
of Jimmie’s arm and turns back)
Jane- •Jimmie lets take those poor Mother Goose people with
us. They are going to feel badly when they see
Santa filling our stockings and he doesn’t give thegi
anything, and most of them ©re children too. (Sn©
Picks up the book and Jimmie takes it. Both go out f )
Gurtoin drawn.
kOf II
Setting--— Same
Characters-Jack and Jill
Boy Blue
Miss Muffet
Bo-Peep
Simple Simon Santa Claus
Jack Horner
Mistress Mary Quite Contrary
Mother Goose
(Jack and Jill look in. Walk quietly over to
fireplace and look up at it, feel of the stockings
go to the window and look out. Holvi between thorn
old tin pail.
I don’t think he has come yet.Jack

Jill You can not tell he could come anytime now.
Jack-— c sure do need a new pail, look at it Jill. Be
could not ever, carry a cupful of water in it, even
If ®e didn’t tumble down.
Jill———•As a rule we don’t tumble down. It was only that
on© time.
Boy Blue (Loud whisper) hello. Jack I nello Jack! Anyone
else around?
Jack and Jill- ell hello, Boy Blue. Come on ini
Jack-— -Jill and I were just talking about cant© Claus.
Boy Blue--- (talking in) You heard what the children said.
I did too.
Jill—— Ohl Do we need a new pail.
Jack™ -(Holding it up) See!
Boy Blue—-I guess you do need one. fake a look at my horn.
Its all banged up after I have climbed tho^e walls
for those cows.
Jill --—thy sure I
Boy Blue-—Ana once that poor horn went down the well when I
was trying to help Johnny Stout get that pussy cat
out that Tommy Green put in.
Jack and Jill-?s&sn’t Tommy Green a mean b< d boy.
Boy Blue—-And ever since then 1 haven’t been able to toot it
very well.
(Miss Muffet comes in holding a little stool under
one ar® and in the other hand a string from which
hangs a big black spider)
Jill---— - Look, here’s Little Miss kuffet too! (Jill goes
over to door and takes hand ana lead# her in) I
think she needs © new tuffet
. Am I right. Miss
Muffet?
Miss Muffet-You are right. I need a new spider too.
Jack- —(Looking over spider) He iook3 good to me. Chat’s
the matter with It?
'd**a
«.
•:
.
.
.
Ilie© Muffet-
1
fa sic ' of a blac r spider. I vi . t a big yellow
one.
Boy Blue— j never : new you cared vrh&t color spider you bad
ise uffet
.
(Simple Slaon comes to door.)
Jack Oh, here la Simple Simon. Joiae on in, my friend.
’4® are tal *.lng about tie things we want.
Simple Simon- ( Joses in slowly and starts to st-aaer.) i-X-i
c.Iways wasted lots of things. I Lopen. soae day
* might have pennies enough to buy a pie, but
; never had enough pennies.
Boy Blue— ihioh do you want, pennies or pies?
Simple sifton- x w&nt pies.
jack Homer— { Coses in has he . rd last two tel ) You have
ne* Here l ploked out the pittas i &h§ f« re
ago. (Simple Simon ta eg the pie and 8tape way
back to eat it.)
Boy Blue * r olio jao. Hornsri 4hat do you t; .n you need?.
si I amer- { furns to others) What 1 no. a new pie*
Mistress itary quite contra ry-( 'omea In) i really need s new
watering pot. (Points to old one.) look at this
cess •
Bo-Peep— { domes in) Look at distress Mary quite Contrary
s always. Look at my ribbon. You heard wnat
Jiaaie e: id about it. Everyone loo e t it.
Jill Yes, Bo-Peep, we have all noticed it, but we haven't
wanted to hurt your feelings* Have you ever tried,
to iron it?
Bo-Peep oh, yes, mother Boose coos it for often.
Jill——'—But it still lias lost its color hi sn*t it?
Bo-Peep—-i .now it has. I have worn it out going after taose
sheep out in the hot sun ana catching tiiSir legs
li o this* '16.98 croo : and begins catching
children's legs, fliey run to get away from her.)
..
.
.
-
;
*
1
.
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.
Mother Goes e-( Gom^a in, waving stick at them) Children!
Shat is wrong with you? Do you know you are
making too much noise and you will wake the
whole house, danta Claus may come in ana catch
you. /hat will you do then?
fell--— -----Tha t would bo fun if he did. Ahat fun
l
Jack-— -Maybe we could catch him. If we did w© would
ask him for a pail; -vouldn’t we, Jill?
do-feep--——And I want a new ribbon.
Boy Blue-----And I want a new hbrn.
Jack Horner—And I want a new ole.
Simple Slmon-I’d like 3ome pie, too.
Miss Muffet—I want a new fcuffet ana a yellow spider,
bother Qcose-Poor Santa Claus, hasn’t he enough to ao without
you asking him for things.
Jack—-—-—-He never gives us anything.
All-- ---Jimmie and Jane said so, too.
Jill • They said he would if he only thought to.
Jack-- Let T s try and make him think.
All- -And how!
Jack———Le will all hide and then when he comes we will
jump on him and hold him.
All-—-——-That will be fun. May we Mother Goose? Oh may
we?
Mother Goose-If you say you aren’t hurt him.
All—-——fee won’t. We won’t. *e won’t. (Children go and
hide behind chairs in coi'ners. They hear far off
sleigh bells. Mother Goose roes to door and
stands. The bells aro louder. The winnow opens
slowly, Santa Claus comes in, puts down bug,
goes and gets big sled, closes tms winnow and
goes near fire, rubbing nl3 hands.

Santa Claus-Such a house l I just dldn*t know whether I*d be
able to get In or not* Look at that chimney.
Kext year they may ask me to come in on the
telephone wire. Oh, here are the stockings-one-
two-three-fourl (Children watch Jack and he tells
them when to crawl out and spring on Santa Claus
from behind. i*hey pull him do n, hold his hands
and legs and put him in a big chair in the middle
of the room. .Santa Claus yells. Help met Help
no! 1 am being ijilied. Jack puts a handkerchief
around his mouth.
}
Jack —How, deer Santa Claus there is no use to wiggle
end scream, you are caught and you will have to
stay quiet. Hold up your hands and wiggle yoar
fingers. (hante does as told) All right. (Jack
takes off n&ndkerchief and comes around front.)
We are only having fun.
Santa Claus-Oh, you don 1 t, you young monkeys.
'Jack-—— --- >q are not monkeys and we told Mother Gkmse we
would not hurt you. (Mother comes in a little.)
Sants Cl&us-I feel very baaly. You h rive hurt me terribly.
Jack-— -You have hurt cur feelings more.
Santa Cl^us— ell, what f s all this?
All--— You have never given us a present.
Jill hot all our lives.
bo-Peep- Se feel very toadlv.
hoy Blue---—-Very badly.
All--—— -Very badly.
Miss buffet-— { Gtoing up to him) I would like a new tuffet and
& yellow spider.
Jack -Jill, I would like to h*?ve a new pall. I need
one badly.
Fio-Peep-
-I need a new blue ribbon for cry crook badly.
hoy Blue --And I need a new nom.
v,
V
.'
.
Mistress ary X neec a new watering pot for my garden
so badly*
jao- Horner i. need & new pie that Las sense plus® in
it* There wasn’t a plus xn mine so *
gave it to Simple Simon*
Simple Simon 1 have always wanted a pi©* but never had
enough pennies to buy one*
Santa Jlaus tffcj, you silly little children* .nut are
you trying to bo hold me up for presents?
why ate? 1 an Santa ,laue. X have always
been the childrens friend, don’t y >u feel
badly about the way you have acted?
I iss uffet —— ~~
-
want a new yellow spider*
Santa :laus \ yellow spider just listen to ner*
Miss xuffet — X want a tuffet too*
Santa laus ••*. tuffet l • ear me l ear me l
Jac You said you would toe good.
Santa Isue other Goose, what do you tain. of the
way you have brought up tnee© children?
.other Goose -I just can’t help it. children do just
the tniaga tiey want to do nowadays.
Santa Glaus uo you will not stay by ..el (To ..Iss
uffet) hnd you over there are waiting
for a new yellow spider?
iss uffet Do not forget y tuffet.
Santa laus — Your tuffet. Jam will you please bring
mm my bag.
ill — i;8 ' s going to give us something, he’s
going to. (Jack and other boys bring
Santa laus * s bag to him and set it down
before him. . e opens it, feels about in
it and first pails out a little stool.)
Santa .‘.laus lore little xles uffet. here is your
new tuffet, see if you are going to be
able to sit down on it. ( iss .uffet
sits down on it between his legs and Santa
Glaus swinge down over her ae.,d a big

yellow spider. 3ho acre ms when she sees it and
runs.
)
Santa Claus-nhy miss Muffet, I thought you asked m for a
yellow spider?
Mias Kuffet- ( Coning heck) I used to have « black one and I
was usea to dim. (Takes spider on string and sits
on new toffee by Santa’s feet.)
Santa Claus-Here, Jack, here is a new pail for you. You will
have to oe more careful this time. Do not get it
all banged up. (Jack t dees it starts to go over
to Jill, falls, and pail goes ©cross the room.)
Santa Claus-ahat is the use of giving you a new pall? Jill
will have to take cure of it for jm* (Takes out
new oink ribbon) Here Bo-Peep here is your new
pink ribbon. (Bo-Peer, takes it and goes over to
Jill who helps her tsko off old one and put on
new one •
)
Santa Claus-hnd here. Mistress Mary, here la a now watering
pot for you. How happy you will feet Give me a
big smile. (Mistress Mary smiles) .ell, here.
Jack Horner ( giving him pie) here is your pie
with lota of plums*- You must not pic^ toes out
all at once. Didn’t your mother tell you that.
Mother Goose -Oh, 1 have told him many times.
asnta Claus- -He re Simple Simon here is your pie and 1 have
even given you pennies to buy morel
Simple Simon-fhank you Santa Claus.
Santa Claus—Here, little Boy Blue, here is a new horn for
you. See how it sounds - (Boy Blue blows on it
and children all form around Sant® Claus.)
Sants Claus— Here, my children, help me, fill, these stockings*
I’ll make you my helpers. (They fill stockings.
Sled and dolls beds are set up beside the firepla
fiow you better run and get back into your book
for it Is almost morning. Don’t get caught . Hun
l
Hun l (They all run out!)
e
Santa Claus-- (Thinking) Four Mother Goose hiu not ask for a
cap. I think she needs one badly for that
chocolate candy all over it makes her look funny#
(Goes to door, comes back with nsw Mother Goose

took: Picture of Mother Goo so on tha book now
has Mother Goose with a bright red pointed esp
Instead of a brown one. Santo Gibus puts book
beside firs piece turns to everyone.)
Santa Clous—Kerry Christmas to all, ana to nil s good-night
i
(Sounds of sleigh bells grow f*r away} Curtain
drawn.
ACT III
Setting Sarly corning Jimnle end Jane cone in.
Characters™-Jiausl a Mother Goose children
Jane Botty
Jeck
Jiss?1®™™—look there i s t&y sled! (Goes over to sled.
Jane pulls hi® back End points to Bother Goose
with other hand)
Jane -Ch wait, Jlsmie! Look!
Jlcmle -———hook for whcti
Jnno—. --—-It’ s red no-v!
Jimmie-—™-- -hat is red, Jan&i
Jb/'.e ---Don 1 1 y;u see ‘Mother Goose *
n
enpT
Jlaelo- ----Oh my. Let* k see #hat has happanea to the ethers
( i’ney fit down with book before the?s arid talk ^ and
turn pages.)
Jane———Look at Boy Blue. He h«-« & new horn. His used
to be tin.
Jl&mie- -—-And Lisa Muffat 1 3 tufret hasn’t; say holes in it.
Shy she even has a yellow spider. It used to be
blfcck. jud Jack ana Jill - they have a new pall.
It only has one bang.
Jane- •Just look at Bo-Beep she has a pink ribbon
instead of the oiue one. And Jack Horner’s pie
doesn’t nave any holes in 1;. And Simple Sircon
has a pie too. X ar sure Santa Claus sast have
heard us telling the things th^t they needed.
-—I wonder if Santa heard me say you needed so. eJisale
--
_
eyes
Jane —-(Looking at him - eyes wide open) ix> you
think they look new?
Jimmie -They look very new ana shiny. Maybe I
might he able to pinch you and 3ee if you
*111 cry.
Jane— ch no, you won’t, you wouldn’t daie to. If
ycur hands are new they won’t pinch people
will they?
Jimmie— — ----(Looking at hands) I don’t feel as though
I want to pinch anyone now.
Jane — ——Let’s go and show Mother the book. (Runs
out with book - comes back and goes over
to fireplace and takes down stockings.
Sing to themselves. Mother doose children
come in behind ther? for a minute and then
go out. Jane turns around. She knew she
heard someone.
Jane—
—
— I thought I heard someone.
Jimmie—--——-—I don’t think you heard anyone. Let’s look
at our stockings.
Jare--— ——-Fine, but let’s have betty and Jack come too.
Maybe they are made ne* too.
Jimmie——-—I don’t think you could tell whether they ard
new or not for they are almost new just as
they are.
Jimmie and Jsne-—
-
( Call) Oh bettyl Oh Jack! Gome on in
ana see your- stockings. (They go out to
get thorn end bring them in. Children run
to get stockings.) Curtain drawn.
r
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ACT i
) setting—&ooia witr large dee *. and chair. Des« has lots of
pair on it. Lo nd calendar on wall, old
Year is trying to get desk cleaned for hew ITear*
Jfcaraot©refold Year Twelve months
Hew fear
Old X«ir*(Yelkteg on telephone., *a still liere* vn y
,
heXlet ; &a trying tc t t •. .. for t e
New Ye: r. Tell hie w: en tom eoases, for he ta ©a sqr
place. {Looks at clock*) It won’t be long now.
Good luck and godby to you all. (Tinkling of belle
are beard outs id©- someone no he at t,.a door.)
Ob 1-
. be iel well, the little fellow had a cola
trip. (Old Year goes to door and opens it; ioae
on ^ni
Hew Year- ere I a® {patting bis cold hands to ware them.)
1 hope 1 didn’t keep you waiting* It was just
January. He would not drive any faster.
Old •••'• ;.»oi Sit down Master Hew Year* I wanted to get
everything ready for y -u. Jt has been a very busy
ye* r* ( does on with ..is wor* .) There were ,.uny
things X wanted to do but wasn’t able to. 1 just
did not have enough the. seel (lifting up paper
with things to do) I have not finished all jay
work. You will nave to do it for iae*
Hew Year-Yes, I will help you. I will do it for you. 1 hope
to be a real New Year 11 e nothing that has cose
before. {Mew Year walks up and down while the
1- Year looks at him.)
Old Year-(watching Hew Year) You know I was just the way
you are when 1 was your age. You will have a hard
time with the weather* You won’t b© able to do
to .uch with it. The ...on ti.s are alv, ys in trouble.
They are always bumping into each other. . hsc. &
very hard time with .larch. But I tried to do
&y best.
hew Year-' guess you did.
Old Year-It is very Lard to .& © all the people h y . ttomj
are just aa hard as the months to .:a © happy,
hen it ie wet, t«>©y want it when It is
..
.
.
.
.
f
.
-
.
.
I
cold they want it warul.
Ksw Year-You did have year troubles.
Old Year-it is almost ti *© for me to go, and I ;ave not
tolv you everything* (Puts on things and get
3
ready to leave*)
Hew year- 1 will try to give them everything ticey want.
Old year- (Gaea back and looks in desk) I forgot about
the promises the people . >cde when I just came*
Here trey are* X guess there isn’t much change*
Oh* I must t& e down the old calendar. }|ere is
the new one for you. If you give the months their
right places they will be happy* ( Id year starts
to leave in a hurry.)
Sew Year-yea, I shall try to safe* the months very happy.
Old year- ( Homes back) Be good to ti.© children* fry to .£.-•©
them happy* You don't have to worry about the
grown ups too much. Just ask© the children happy.
•>od night, h-actor He* Year, and good luck*
lew Year-Good night. Old Year* 1 a..all try to make this
Hew Year happy for the children* (Old Year leaves*
Hew Year is tiin ing,*) fry to make tie ahHaren
happy
. fry to make the children happy. Why sure
i will but some like it hot, and some lime it cold,
telephone rings) hello* les, I am Warn Year.
You have some promises to ms. a. I'll put them
aown* people are going to be more careful and not
so careless* Children are going to be happy and
not cross* Children are not going to ere. their
toys and they are going to school every day and do
air school work well* They ere not going to
have fights with one another. Yes, I. hive put them
all dewn* Good by and goo- luck* (Mew Year hangs
up.) This is going to be & grand year, i am going
to try and give the children all He good weather
I can. Maybe I’ll let them choose the weather
they like best themselves • 11 the months could
do their work together, tne children wouldn't have
to wait for their fun* 1 guess 1*11 call January
and tell him the news. ( j-lle January) cm© in
January
•
January—Old Year lias gone. Good luck to you, . -raster Few Year
Hew Year-I a - the hew Year* I asa going to try sj it
a happy one for the children. January! fie children
.
soy tkey fere going to be good this ye: r* They .re going to
toe h&ppy, n t cross They are i*ot going to bren > tneir toys
and t. ey ere going to school and do their work well. They
are not going to have fights rltfe on© another* Did you ever
i.e r of any better pro, isos?
January—Yes, l b&ve heard of some proa* see that sound like
tha t •
Stv Year-1 as so happy, j have a plan for them. 1 em going
to let all the months do their wor together, and
then I && going to let the children choose the
weather they 11 --e best.
' ununry-— . kn log his head ) r-o, I wonH 1 Ld*
We have never done it before.
few Year-1 sow it has never been done before, fbls Is a
New Year.
January— I don’t aiind doing it as long as i can send all the
ice and snow X want and always be the first sonth
of the year*
Hew Yskr-hll right, ry* that e-&n be tad- @n care of.
hill you tell so the aaees of the other sonthe?
Jerat ry— l fe&v® little to do with the other months* dll -I
.-.now Is that I a® always waiting for December to
get out of the way, and 1 hear children tel .lag
about February before I have gone.
Hew Ye r-Fld Year told me about ..arch.
January-- oh i have heard of his. -hi laran say when J give
a tv rd blow they say I am mad as a March day.
Hew Year- las you tell me the months you do now?
January— '(roe© to deer*/ December went witi .Id Year. He
may not have come back, but I’ll call his just the
ease, (jails.) February • h&rohl c -.'©kber J
hew Yecr-
' jaunting then on his fingers*) February, March,
scomber, January that is f >ur, and there . re
eigi.t sore* (A noise is heard and. three months
come in* Poor ala D© ember is very sleepy • ) kh,
here you are ay months* dome on in and let a© see
y >u*
February anc March-What Is this all about? re we late?
why have you s&liod us?
*.
.
*
' "
.
.
.
.
.
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; . •
.
if ij C r~ * I# have a new plan* &e are going to ma^e
the children happy* $e are going to give them the
woati er trey want* £ou, February, ecc...ber and
: larch are to do your wor now ; instead of coding
as you always Mve •
.'•hror-— (Running around r jo^*} & very good plan. wh&fe
fun*
December-*: Just waging up.) silly 1 ililyi the children
won* t want to se« me ag&ia. They have just soon
Santa jlmus and fcav«. load their Christ .-.as tree.
Silly i Silly l
Stew tsar- It is not silly, one little boy toll m that be
wanted hrlatsae every day in the ye r.
February-., t will be allright if you don*t Lurry :ae off too
soon. I bate & very snort t i ..are.
Maroh -A good pl&nl
months?
.
good plan* But where are the other
Sew Tear-That is just what 1 want to now* o you now tl a
others?
Hsk ~
—H /cry happy . } There are April , Hay , ? uno , j uly
,
5 9 e&ber* See*
thin* I know the... all.
New Xe&r-I gu#s& you ao. < ow aid you Ismm tho all?
larch 1 go running about everywhere and I blow here ana
blow there so 1 get to .now them mil. Long, tl oe
ago I used to be the first month in every ye., r-but
now January is it.
January— ( iuita cross) It dust have been & very long time
ago.
March -.,11 the other souths will 1, .e to some* .prll my
cry & 1-tile and liay say shake at the cold, but
they are fun and they will coma.
Sew Tear-Final- 5*21 them .. afedfet (march call© then and hew
Tear counts them on fingers. December, January and
February t&l and t.,« otimers come in. April is
crying, and Kay, -rune, July and August are she ;.ing.
They ao not ixok each Other too well.) Hells, all
my souths* . Si all tell y a iea you mil.
we are a New Tear, you are to do your work, right
now. I want the children to see ti s we U @r ti *y
.*
.
li e best, sous lire it Lot, and &osm li .e it 3olu • . / new
plan is that they :an shoos© what they 11 e.
March-—•Still say a very good plan.
January—You .now i shall seed all tie ice and enow X want.
Hay -1 can’t get all ready in ti.*e* I shall Lave to
use my last year’s dress*
mu Yeur-f& t will be all right* Do not worry.
t|—*— . IM msm% to do 30 much for tfce children*
wanted to show them buds, birds, and flowers. But,
X si-&ll do all 1 oar* for you*
October— aa .1 wanted to get all the seeds gathered for the
sAii-t.. :.a Is •
Dew Xe&r-l thin, we snail Lave fun. don’t you !' oveaber?
'hir. t can you do'5
Kove-nber-i don’t thin 1 can do too much* .aybe Gepteaiber
will fcava some fruit re,Jy.
Kew Year-(ral lug to September.) will you September?
September- w.y sure i own nave t e fruit ref-dy# ffce children
will start going to school again* jhilarea
always are glad to go baa* to school* Good for
September* school has begun*
June -Oh September, you would never say that if you could
Lear wi r then say* Good for funs* school
is out* I shall give thft children fine woods and
fields for them to play ami pretty leaves on the
trees and lots of days off.
Hew Year-Fual Pun* ow if you will go and do your wor ,
be sure and give tiM® wh t ever they went*
all the isonths-oood luck to >ur New fear- (New fear is all
alone* .onths s-.ip out.) Curtain drawn.
kit 111
Setting—hivingrooa with two or three windows and fireplace*
. as tree over .orner* Bill fixing broken
s led •
1harm c ters-Jana erandma
Bing .Betty
Dick
<.
.
*
.
.
J&ne-
D
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•(aurming in) Bingl Bing# It llok© good outside#
urry and get y mr sled fixed so we can go coasting#
arand.ua says she surely o&n cose now# we .ay nave
another ’hristmae party all over again#
ling
-oh Jane# .0 are going to coast. ,e don’t have
Ghrletsa.fi parties in January, ohrietoas is all over.
You want It everyday#
Jane -Grandma said its a Christmas party if you have a
Ofcrietm&s tree up and we still have ours up#
(Grandma cones In#) Bing says y.u can’t have a
Ohrlstsas tree In January#
{Jrandma-(0oing to window) It looks to me as though you can
have anything you want. The weatherman las mixed
up tie weather so, you can’t tell flo.aetiaes whether
It is winter or suiaaer. (Loots out winaow#) It
looks f&ir now. I thin- X see Betty cosing down
the yah •
Jane (Looking out window#} fas, I thin it is Betty and
I think b 'o& has her new Bleu with her#
Grandma-Qo and open the door for her, Jane# (opens tne
door and Betty dome# in#}
jane- Betty the hill has lots of snow on it and is fine
for coast ing and we can take our sleds out#
Grandma-Bow are you Betty? Gome over to the fire and get
warm# you loo. cold*
Betty X am freezing# i other made me wear ;uy coat, and I
am glad she did# It was so warn when 1 started out
I didn’t want to wear it# On the way the wind started
to blow and was I glad mother told me wear it ti.en#
Grandfsa-Betty dear, I hope y :u didn’t catch cola# fie
weather changes so# as soon as Blag finishes
fixing his sled, why don’t you go coasting?
Bing 1 don’t thin : Dick is here yet#
Jane (Goes to window) Die :
his sIom with him.
is on his way, arid he has
Grandma- •ome children, get re« dy# B® sure to put on your
coats and cape# Don’t you d. re go out without y our
overshoes on# You can't tell wren the weatherman
sight change his mind* Bing, let ick in#

r>
Bing ( Opens door) Jon© on In, - a. •
! Bisk- Isn’t it grand to have the snow?
Tana— --It is snowing, good! Good l Good,
3rand0ia-}-urry children, so you can have e >ice fun,
Betty (All dressed goes to window) Oh loo/.
1
it has
turned to rain* It is raining hard* lie can’t go
now*
-fan© (Going to window) ae can t go. Betty.
#»
Died'—--(Goes. to other window) it’s snowing, don’t fee silly*
Bing* (Goes over to Dick) You girls don’t now snow from
rain,
fane——Grand raa, eoa* here and see if It isn't raining.
(Grandma goes to Bing and Disk*)
Grandma- I can’t tell what it is doing, I as sure you won’t
go coasting today* fa e off your tilings* The
rain will melt all tn* snow*
jane ( .rying) .;© can’t go*
Betty—-nother said she didn’t know what had of weather we
were going to have, but I wanted to come anyway*
Grandma- ( helping children ta m off clothes) I just don’t
Hnow what :Xud of weather we are going to have, A
few minutes ago It was almost like a summers’ day,
but look at it now* ( Children loo out.)
Betty-—There is the sun and everything loo s so bright.
Jen© Oh, goodS I as* happy .
Grandma-well, | wonder if it is going to fool us again.
shall go out aM geo for myself. (Grandma goes out,
children put on clothes.)
Bing We shall go coasting yet, just wait and see.
| Grandma- ( domes in) It is just like a summer* e day,
thought I saw a little green on the trees and a
bird sing. Doesn’t it sound silly for . .e to tal
that way* (wind rattles the window as children got
ready to leave.) That Is the wind h ing. atoh out!
( v i i Idren go to window *
)
» . * .
.
*
.
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Die.: Look at that big, big bla ei c? oudl
jane ( trying) 01 dear! It is raining again*
Granaaa-1 think the wind is getting; ready to blow*
Bing-—-it is so bad it could blow you off your feet*
Betty all those children running with their sleds.
Gr&n&ss-l t looks to ab ae though all the isantls i^ave co&e
together. January was’ not like this when 1 was
email* wo used to hmve enow, snow, and then more
snow. I tfcink you should stay Lorn© , so ta e your
things off and we can bur* some fun inside* there
is our Christmas tree. 'Me can play it is a Christmas
party*
Betty 1 have had my Christmas tree.
jane- 1 don’t want a Christ as party.
Bing and Dio -we don’t want on© either.
Grandma- .veil
,
children, all 1 can say is that we m •;© the
best of the bad weather* 1 shall go and fix tnoae
windows. They rattle so you would 'think Marsh hod
come* (Grand,as leaves- children look out the
windows crying*} curtain drawn*
ACT III
hettlng-Kew year’s rooau hew fear sitting at das *
baracters- .aw fear and ’Twelve s -nthc *
hew fear- telephone rings) elloi Oh, hello, -oveaber*
how are you? (Lots of growling from Hovesaber)
Loss©thing gone wrong? I have nothing t do* idn’t
September get the fruit ready for you? { nock on
door) Wait until I open the door, (huts down
telephone) Oh, hello, anu&ry. cease on in. hood
luck to you.
anumry-C Very cross) fou don’t call this good luck, do you?
New fear-Mhy, what has been the trouble?
.
anuary
—fou don’t mm the trouble • it is all mixed up*
hew fe&r-kh my! November has .just told me she has nothing
to do* I do not enow what to thin;’*
..
.
o d
ft
*
anuary—She hue noticing to do. How-, lays ; can’t tell what
I am to do* * send snow and It melts right away*.
nb.e poor children haven’t been able to coast.
Mew Year- )t
,
that is too bad*
January—and all %m children have colds* Some h&v© very
bad colds and some are sneezing ail the time.
Hew Tear*that is very bad news* aha t are you going to do
about it?
anu ry—this was not ay plan, it was yours.
Mow Tear-You said you wanted to try It.
January— 2 told you we bad never done it before. You didn’t
want us to go on our old way.
Hew Tear- U.at old way. I never now it. K&r -h e&id he 11 ed
this way too. .her© is he?
anuary—You never now where 2arah is. e is everywhere.
Mow Tea r— flat is right. Ke is everywhere . i ’ll see if I
:an find elm* {-halls Karel and he coxes in*}
F&rch 1 have had a blowing good time. /hat do you want
now?
Hew Tear- Sverything Is wrong, f -ere is a lot of trouble*
January says everyone is mixed up and no one soowe
who he is or what he is to do. all them all in
and sees what is wrong.
March -I ehall go and get then. o not worry. {-Jails all
the months arid. t»ey come running: In.)
Hew Tear-hello, ell my months. 1 hear you have had trouble,
fell me what le wrong*
1,11 months- r& do not ^ now what we are doing* didn’t send
any flowers, buds or snow.
anuary--Cfo other months } It Is all a baa mists. ©.
Mew Year-Yes, yes 1 can see it is. ust tell me one at &
time your troubles.
.. arch -till a good plan.
December- ( to larch) Ho one could do anything with you

blowins arena. •
New flip- v> e, come. Do not be so ...,oan* 1 .oust sail on
everyone of you by naoa and thea you can tell oe
your trouble* October, did you give the children
any leaves to color?
October- ~fhere were no le&ves to color. fJbe trees &idn*t
1ave any leaves on them.
hew Year- (Talking to unaj 1 thought, one, you were going
to help with tie leaves.
une -I iiad all ay leaves and grass looking pretty and
green t en who case but January and February and
the snow bit them, and the children did not have
any fields or woods to play in. they could have
stayed in school.
September- J he children said they could not tell whether it
was ti-eir free play time or not. Tijere was no
fruit for the.... i hud nothing to do witi it.
Nove.ber- didn’t either.
Hew year- thought April planted the seeds and ;&y called
the buds back, on the trees and the b^rde to sing.
1 want .-.prill
hay -l thinK she is crying again. 3he tried her best,
but January's -old was too b&rd for the seeds, and
rebruary frightened my buas and birds away and some
of December's 3hriet&&0 trees were all over >,y
garden* I bad a very bed time.
Hew fear- jell, December, what have you to say about it?
December- It was all march*s doings. Ho one could do anything
with him.
All months-? 9 broke our buds and branches an tool our
seeds away in the w~nd.
March 1 just tool the tree* by the branches and g< ve
them a little sha -©* I was just sha lag hands
' with them*
Hew Year- ell, we must get things b&e in the old. way.
Tell me, January, wh&t to do for you are always
the first month.
january-Let each month have a turn one at a tine, as they

used to do. J shall coi.e first on the calendar.
Kew Year- boo s at calendar) Yes, you are t**e first, but
they are all here togeti er.
Sew Year- { Turaing the pages) .ell, so ti ls is ti a old way
ana anu&ry y^u are first. Then It e^ye
January, thirty one days, snow and ice.
February, twenty eight days, snow arid ioe«
larch, thirty one days, month of winds.
March C&unn^ag) end after use coses April and ay.
•lew Year-, eep still, . arch. 1 thin we s: all h.-v© to go
bad] to the old way of letting the months do their
wors at one tiae. I should have a one ti e before.
Fang up the calendar will you anuary? flow call
all the names of the souths in order and ti.ey can
tade their or.ier in line.
anuary
—
(fuming calend r) February, hrch, .pril, o&y
,
one, uly, august, September, October, loveaber,
December*
yew Tear-You are first, anuary. Go do your wor now. The
Others will have to wait for their time* Be ready
,
come and do your word on time* Lots of luc>; to
you all and be cure you re.aa.iber all t.-e children*
h.onths leave saying good-by and goo. lueh.
hew Year waves to teem all.) urtc in drawn.
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W08D8 HOT JU M&iL VOOAMIUH*
abrabam Lincoln 66
Arm Rutlad.---® 6
assaoeiaat ion
cabin 1
candidate
cimract^rs 1
cbarcoal
cipher! nr:
-Jivil War 4
curtain 1
Douglas
Banhe 1
honors 2
Illinois 2
Indiana
I sntuc j 3
Mas? Toed 3
Hlfeaiseippi 2
pro® ident 4
poling 3
ThOisas Lincoln 1
Virginia
United States
.'
LET’S k AKE a FLAY?
ACT X
Setting —-Dick’s living room
38
s
Characters -Dick
Bobby
Dick--———-(To friend) Come on out and play hide and
seek?
Bobby———— •—Oh, I don’t want to* we played that yesterday
and I am sick of It.
Dick- — ell, what do you want to do then?
Bobby———(Thinking) Oh, I have a good idea, bet’s
make up a play. Tomorrow Is someone’s
birthday. Do you know whoso?
Dick-—'——Oh don’t be silly. We can’t make up a play.
ho ever heard of such a silly thing to do.
Who cares whose birthday it is anyway?
(Thinking) Are they going to have a party?
Mo, they aren’t going to have a party. I
think, I shall have to tell you. It is
Abraham Lincoln’s birthday.
All the tine I thought it was going to be
Busan’s birthday* X must have forgotten
about Lincoln. Lay, (thinking) maybe if ®e
make up a play we could give it in school.
bobby-— * —Maybe we could if Miss drown would let us.
She always has some kind of a play for
Lincoln and we can surprise her.
Dick*———---I think she would if she thought it was a good
one
.
Bobby— -- hat kind of play do you think we should have?
bow many children do you think we should have
in it?
Bobby-
Dlck—
Dick- --Well, there is such a short time why don’t we
have it in pantonine. You and I can look up
all about Lincoln **3 life and put it into ilttl#
acts for the children to be in and then they
i
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Bobby-
14 ck-
Bobby
Dick
won* t have to learn any parts. .a can use mnny
more children.
-That ia a swell plan i«e’d better start workinr
right now.
(Goes and gets book) Here is a book about
Lincoln that I had in my own bookcase.
•Fine — 1*11 go and sets what I can find at my
house. 1*11 run home and sec what I con find
and then 1*11 come right back. In the F*eanf I^e
you try to find all you can about Lincoln.
(heading page after page — Bobby leaves to go
home
)
Curtain drown
ACT II
Setting and Characters are the same. Children for
pantonines ore needed also e speaker.
Bobby Here* a another book on Lincoln, Dick. It has
many pictures in It. It will show us what w
shall have to wenr for clothing. Have you
been able to get anything that we could use'
Dick-———Oh ye si I think I have about ten or twelve acts
that we could use. (Looking over his paper on
which he has been taking notes.)
Bobby-- Swell, let’s go over them quickly. You know I
am in on tnis too. Let’s go, what is the fir t
one?
Dick-——The Lincolns settle in Kentucky and then very
soon decide to move.
speaker - In a little log cabin in Kentucky on
February 12, 1809, the second child of
Haney Hanks and Thomas Lincoln was born
and they named him Abraham. The Lincolns
had moved from Virginia to Kentucky but
didn’t stay long for the father was again
on the move and didn’t like to stay in one
place too long so they moved to Indiana and
then to Illinois.
Fan tomine -Have a log cabin and Thomas Lincoln. Haney
,•
:
• • •
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GHanks would hold baby Abe and beside her would
be little sister Haney.
Dick-————Whet do you think of that, bo boy?
Hobby ——Swell! I have an idea for the second one. «e
always see pictures of Lincoln be fox*© the fire
reading. Let’s have one on that.
Speaker-Leaning before the fire.
hen Lincoln was but nine years old his
mother died. HI 3 father married again. His
step-mother was very good and kind to him.
She saw that he wanted to learn. He ll<ed to
read before the fire. All the schooling
Lincoln had did not amount to one full year.
He taught himself reading, ciphering and
writing. He didn’t have any pencils or paper.
He wrote his lessons end sums on a wooden
shovel with a piece of charcoal.
Pantomine -Lincoln lying on floor before fire reading
and turning pages of a book.
——
-—-Do you like that Dick? I have another idea.
It Just came into my h©ad while I was talking
to you. ^hy don’t we have one of Llneoln
poling the flat bo*>.t down the Mississippi.
Hobby
Speaker-Poling the flat boat down the Mississippi.
&hen Lincoln was only nineteen years old he
was given charge of a neighbors flat boat
and was sent on a long Journey down the
Mississippi River to market vegetables among
the cotton planters. It was a long and hard
trip.
Pantomine-LIncoln and three other men ooling flat boat
down the rivex*.
Hobby———How ao you like that one Dick? Hot too bad is
it?
Dick
*
——
—He must have had some time poling that boat.
Here’s a story about Lincoln being called the
nallsplitter. I wonae*’ what he aid.
Speaker-hhen Lincoln was twenty-one his family moved
to Illinois where his father built another log
cabin. Abraham split wooden rails to fence in
his father’s land. Years later when he was a
candidate to be president he was nick named the
-'S.
“railsplitter.” One winter he split fourteen
hundred rails in order to pay a woman for the
trousers she had made for him.
Pantomlne-Lincoln cutting and splitting rails.
Bobby-—--He must have had some work. I would have been
sick if I had to do all that work. Wouldn’t
you Dick*'
Dick-———Your not fooling. He Iras some workerl Look at
this. You can say he was a worker. Here is a
story about him keeping a store. It seems to me
he was always working. Let’s call this one,
”Honest Abe the Storekeeper. w
Speaker-**Hone3t Abe the Storekeeper.”
When Lincoln lived in Illinois he did work
about the town. At one time he worked in a
village store. &any men and boys used to
gather in the village store and tell funny
stories. Here is where he won the nick name
wHone at Abe. 11 Once while working in the store
he gave a man the wrong change. Abe walked
two miles to make right the mistake of six
cents in change that he had made. It wasn’t
long before Lincoln was out of work because
the store had to close.
Pantomlne-Abe is sitting on counter reading a book and
men come in to buy something. £any funny
stories were being told. Laughing is going
*
on.
Bobby---—-That was too bad for Lincoln for he really needed
the money. He re ’3 a story that tells about one
of Lincoln’s girl friends, Ann Rutledge. «e*ll
call this one Lincoln’s friend, Ann uutledge.
Speaker-Lincoln’ s friend, Ann Rutledge.
When Lincoln was a goung man he won the love
of Ann Rutledge. At her death Lincoln felt so
badly that his friends thought he was going to
lose his mind.
Pantomine-Ann Rutledge walks across the floor and
Lincoln follows her.
Bobby——Too bad Ann Rutledge died. They say Lincoln
loved her. Say Dick, I’m finding more stories
about Lincoln than I expected. Lookt It says he
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was a lawyer. You know my dad Is a lawyer. Let’s call this
one Lincoln the Lawyer.
peaker - Lincoln the Lawyer.
When Lincoln was twenty-seven yenrs old he
was allowed to ro Into the bar and went to
live in Springfield, here he started to do
law work. Everyone began to know and think
highly of him as ne rode about the country
with the country judge from one court house
to another, he had a way of telling stories
that not only were funny in the courtroom,
but ones that made hls case clear.
Lantomine-Llncoln in courtroom, pleading a case.
liobby Li ck, look at Lincoln. He always wanted to be a
lawyer and he got it through hard work. Let that
be a lesson to you.
Lick-—-—Here’s a story that tells of another love affair
of Lincolns. This one we’ll call The Marriage of
Mary Todd.
Speaker - Lincoln and a man named Louglas were both in
love with a handsome young woiaan from Ken-
tucky named Mary Todd. Lincoln happened to
be the lucky one. He married Lary Todd in
November, 1842. They had four boys born, to
them.
Pantomine-Lincoln and Mary Todd just married.
bobby-——Wasn’t that nice that they had four boys. I
wonder what his boys did?
Dick— -Here’s a story about Lincoln and the slaves.
Speaker - Lincoln and the slaves.
*
Lincoln always wanted to help people. He
felt that no man had the right to be master
over another and that there should be no
slaves.
JPantomine-Lincoln with slaves.
Dick———Leave it to Lincoln to help people. I see here
that due to his many kindnesses people just loved
him and he received great honors.
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.lobby— Yea, Dick, be did receive one of the greatest
honors. He became the i resident of the United
States.
Speaker - President, Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln became a great speaker. He felt
that the country put hiro in charge of the
ship and he was going to steer it in the
right way. Many thought he was an old back-
woodsman and couldn't do it. But he did.
He became one of the most well known and
beloved presidents we ever have had. He
loved all the people and they trusted him.
Pantoralne-Lincoln being sworn in as president.
Bobby-—
—
1That s the beat act we have had yet. Don't you
think so, Dick?
Lick- —You are right Bobby. It is grand. Here is
another story, one of the Civil War. This must be
a very sad one. I think we had better Just call
It the Civil ar.
Speaker - The Civil War.
The Civil Bar was a war between the Northern
and Southern states. Lincoln wanted to free
the slaves. Lincoln never hated the south
where there were more slaves. The Civil
War brought sorrow and pain to both sides,
finally the war came to an end and the
northerners won.
Pantomine-Three children take the part of northerners
against three children taking the part of
southerners.
Dick--—--Am I glad we northerners wonl Thata why the south
has that feeling toward us now.
Bobby——I think I have one more act for our ploy. The
sudden death of t in coin was surely a terrible
ending for a good man.
Speaker - The Assassination of Lincoln.
It was while Lincoln and his wife were
seeing a play that a shot fired by John
Booth rang out. The shot hit Lincoln.
rr
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Lincoln fell forward in hi a chair* He was
carried to a near by house where he stayed
for the night* Everyone hoped that Lincoln
would live but he died the next morning*
iantomlne-Lincoln and wife alt chairs watching play*
Booth points a gun at Lincoln and Lincoln
falls*
Hobby--—- asn’t that a terrible ending for a wonderful man?
Dick——It aure was* ‘tell hobby we nave sjaae our twelve
little acts. I hope kiss brown will let us use
them tomorrow. %e*ll have to be at school bright
and early so we can surprise her. I think we
have don© a good piece of work* Don’t you?
(Curtain drawn)
^•<*1
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- HO KILL
(Play on George Washington)
ACT I
Setting: First part of act at home - then at library - then
goes back to house part of act again*
Characters: John Librarian - Miss King
Susan
Mother
John — (hushing in, in a hurry) Mother, Susan and I ®u3t go
to the library In a hurry to look up something about
George Washington. Our room and Miss Green* a room
are having a game. The room who wins will get a
picture of George ‘Washington to hang up in their
room. V*on*t they Susan?
Susan-——You know mother, &lss Green has so many smart
children in her room. I just bet they* 11 win.
Mother—— i<ow, children, if you go to the library and get all
the books you can on Washington and oring them back
to j our room ano. study hard maybe your class will
win.
John -Oh I hope we do. Good-by mother l corse on Gue, lets
go. (leave to go to library) Curtain drawn for
library act again.
lss King-Hello I John and uaan. :«ay I help you? ¥ou look
as if you have a lot of trouble on your minds.
:usan -oil, here*s the story Miss King. Our room is going
to have a game with Miss Green* s room on Washington.
The one wno wins will get a picture of George
Washington, feisa Green has all the smart children
too.
Miss King- .ell, children don’t worry. The way it looks to me,
your room may win, for more children in your room
have come here than from Miss Green* 3 . It shows
that you children work herd and you all seem 30
interested.
John --Oh l rhats good to near, cttybe we *11 win after all.
lss King- hen you go back to school tomorrow ask your teacher

/? *?
to put some questions on the board. Tnen you
children can find the answers.
Susan— Thats a good idea. e’ll do that, won’t we
Johnny?
John Thank you Miss King for all your help*
s iss King— Don’t forget to tell me who wins will you?
(Children leave to go home) Curtain drawn, goes
back to house act again.
Mother Good to see you home. Did you get many books?
Susan——Oh notherl Kiss King was so nice to us. She let
,
us take lots of books. (John breaks in)
John-- --You know mother - > iss King says more children
from our room have been down to get help than Miss
Green’s, in aybe they are not so smart after all.
Mother-——Shy don’t you children eat your supper and then
read your books later?
John---—--Good idea mother.
Susan -I think so, toot I am nungryt (Children go to eat
supper) Curtain drawn.
ACl' II
Characters: John Other children
Miss Cook Tim Betty Jill Ginger .Haney
Susan Bobby Jane Jack Billy Teddy
John-—— ( Goes up to teacher) «»iss Cook, Susan and I have
gone to the library and have gotten many books on
ashlngton. Our whole class can use them. Miss
King told ua that many of our children had oeen
down, but not many of Miss Green’s. Oht I hope
we’ll win.
I iss Cook—Thank you Johnny for all these books. I am sure we
will get much out of them, and if we all work maybe
we’ll win.
Susan- -Miss Cook, why don’t we all make up some questions
on George Washington and put them on the board, and
then see If we can answer them?
John———How many children from each room are going to be in
..
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the gfe anyway?
Kiss mo :
—
John, Law n&rqr do y >u thin we should have?
John -My be four*
Mss ;oo -rb&t*© about tLe number I thought, too*
Susan .ha &r© going to be In the four*;
Mss look-i tnink children I aa going to let the class choose
them* Lets choose now*
Susan 01* I Lope i can be one*
T aim-— -— o too •
Isa loo - a/be t:o children will pic- y .a*
John—-— isn’t it time for the bell?
hiss jook-'juees it is- (Bell rings# ehildren c ,ue .in)
hiss Soak- I hear boys and girls a&ny of you h, ve been down
to ti.e library for boo s on George Washington*
tint is fine# :«ow jetas and Susan have some-
thing to tell you*
John —-Susan, ..las loot and ~ were tailing t~is over before
school ana we thin . it would be a good idea to «c ;•
a l*st of questions on George Washington that they
night asi* (Susan br©& ..s in)
Susan- Also that we choose six children fron our class for
the g&se*
All-— That’s a good i-dss
•
Tin - jan we iaa>e up cur questions first .nd teen choose
the children, _lac moA?
Alas goo' -That's 3 fine way to begin* who is ready for the
first question end you nust Anew the right answer#
fn, X guess year first* (Starts putting the.;; on
board •
}
ft 1* «nen was - n;> uxagtoa bom? HO was born
on a big far i at Bridges -jree
,
Virginia on
obruary 22
, 17x1*
- lss booh -Good start Tln&y* Bobby you're next*
.•
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2. bhat did George Washington like to play? He
was powerful and liked to play outdoor games and
he could run faster and jump farther than any boy
in his room.
¥ Miss Cook--See, George Washington liked outdoor games just
like you. Betty, have you a question?
Betty ?. hat happened to George Washington when he was
seven years old? George’s father died and he had
to stay with his half brother Lawrence who was a
-
good soldier. George learned a lot about being a
good soldier from Lawrence.
Mias Cook--George Washington’s daddy died when he was small
just like Timmy. Susan's hand is up.
Susan- -4. What did George Washington learn from his
teacher when they used to take walks together?
When George Washington and his teacher i«r. William
used to walk over the country-side tney used to
measure land. Goon George began to measure land
and could do it almost as well as his teacher.
Busan, what a good answer. Ir see Jane’s hand.
* *
5. Hho was Lord Fairfax? LoVd Fairfax was a friend
of George’s brother who owned a great plantation
and people were moving in and taking his land so he
gave George his first real work of measuring in
order to find how far his land went.
Miss Cook--Lord Fairfax was very kind to George. Jill have
you a question?
Jill-- --6. Lhat is one of the most well known stories told
about George Washington when he was little? The
3tory when his father gave him a hatchet and he
cut down his father’s fine cherry tree, When his
father saw it he became very cross and called
George to the house for he thought George did it.
George owned up to it and said he could not tell a
lie. His father forgave him.
Miss Cook-- Yes Jill, that was one of the first stories I heard
about George Washington when I was small. Jack
seems to be ready for one.
Jack-- -7. How did George Washington get Vt . Vernon? His
half brother Lawrence died and a few months later
his little girl died so at twenty years old George
iss Cook
—
Jane-
.’lOf
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Washington owned fit. Vernon*
<«iss Cook— Last year children I visited Ut* Vernon. It is
lovely. (Shows picture of it) John looks ready.
John----—-B • ho did George .ashington meet at Illiarssburg
that he liked? He set Martha Oustls who soon
be cam© his wife and lived at kt* Vernon.
&iss Cook— . ' rtha Costia made £t. Vernon beautiful. linger
wants to add something.
Ginger—
—
-9 . ans George Washington ever a soldier? He
fought for the English against the French and
Indians and one day two horses were killed under
him and four bullets -sent through hi 3 clothes.
One Indian wanted to kill mshlngton but just
wasn’t ehle to hit hlia.
&Is3 Cook—George ashington was one of the finest soldiers
we ever had. Billy looks willing.
Billy-—---10. .ho was the first president of our country?
George Washington and he b© cruse ore side nt in Hew
York City April 50, 1789.
las Cook— h. lot of children think George Washington took
office in &ftshlngton, but he didn’t for ftew fork
City was the ennitol then, Teddy you look as
though you have a good one?
Teddy— -11. hat is George iashingtoa called by his people?
George Washington is called nfhe Father of his
Country” •
;iss Cook-- oys and girls, he was a grand father and leader
to all his people. Haney, I as* glad you have waked
up. *e hadn’t heard frees you. hat happened to
you?
fcancy— 12
•
Bow did George a shine*ton die? George r-iaehin.fr-
ton w&3 out on his fine fans one day and a bad
storm came up end got his clothes very wet, and
caught a very bad cold. He wouldn’t take anything
to help hits for it and two days later died.
iss Gook--Children (speaking to all) You have done a good
piece of work. How we have all the questions and
you know all the answers. ho do you want to be
the four to go in the game? I’ll pass out 3lipa
and you tsay put a name on them and the four highest
.
win. (Passes them out)
Mi as Cook—-— (To John) You may pick them up and count the
slips of paper and then tell us the winners.
(All the children are watching.)
John —Oh Miss Cook, Susan gets six; Billy gets five;
Jane gets eight end f get eight. (Children are
all happy. Clap hands)
Miss Cook-——Boys and girls I hope you’ll study hard so we
may win that beautiful picture. The way you
children have answerea those questions 1 just
can’t see how you could fail. (Curtain drawn)
ACT III
Setting---—--come back to room excited. They won the game
between the two rooms.
Characters-—-John Betty Miss Cook
Susan Jane
John————Mi 38 Cook, wasn’t that a hard game? Tnose
children didn’t know anything.
Susan———Just think a mark of eighteen to six. I guess
they didn’t study the way we did.
Betty —(Bolding picture and looking at it) el3 its
all over and see what we have. It was wcrth*
while wasn’t it Jane?
Jane-———I didn’t think we would e e r win, for Mias
Green has smarter children, but we went to the
library and got so many books.
Miss Cook —I am very happy that you children won. You
tried so hard and worked so. dome of those
questions were very hard.
Susan--———I know it. I almost failed on one. I got
frightened when I looked at Johnny.
Jane ——Won* fc our mothers feel happy we wont
John—————Better still you know who I am going to tell,
I am going to see Miss King. How about it my
friends?
Betty-—
-----Maybe Miss Cook would let us take the picture
down to show Miss King? oula you Miss Cook?
'*
.
‘
A. t
lit 33 Cook— 1 think that*s a very nice thing to do.
Bias King is always very nice to you children.
Children-- —Qood-by Ml 33 Cook -- See you tomorrow.
(Curtain drawn)
-
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accident 2
aid 1
America
blood 3
characters 2
lar& Barton 31
curtain 3
dies star
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r-.mm dukaht mjd his helper op ti:s battle? ikl
a:t 1
.getting-— ienri D unfitnt (talcing to L: raseIf } val ing down &
country road near soiferino in June 185.;, Lears
the sound of shooting and suddenly Time himself
in the aladie of a terrible battle. . ny men
have been billed rt* tie eraies leave
their cie d and aon who were hurt right where ttey
had fallen, the poor soldiers had t lie on the
battlefield dying of water ana in pain, ho one
bad cone to help then, ho runs to the near by
town where he thin; s he any get iel] •
dbaractere-henri Tnina&t Chili
first Lady
doctor
Old wots&n
.unant—— ; oea to door) noc , no,; hi
First Lady-. Very quickly) Xes* Yes! o you want so ..e thing?
Who ars you?
Dunant { Begging with her) I see that you have - saddle-
rs# by y vur .. •: • Would you pi#
b<- s. et of food to the soldiers, th • y r.. »d It.
Please help them.
ret L&dy-'.Very mad) I guess not. Chat do you tain.. I sjr9
Do you thine I would go on that field wnere tie
snooting has been going off all day. an 1, e to
fight. Let them fight, Why shoul- - aelp thea?
(Closes door in Dunants face.)
kunant (Quite upset goes to the house next door where he
fines a doctors* sign, traps on door. 8 man
cooes to the door.) ay 1 see the doctor?
Doctor t. the doctor, shat do y u want?
Dun&nt If you are a doctor will y u go over ana help
those poor soldiers who need you.
I Doctor (Roughly) Dear .can. good doctor never leaves
bis people. Those asea will die anyway# so let
them. There is no there that - xiow.
Dunant { legging) you may be able to help so^e of them to
live, won’t you plea so go?
.
j t&r told you* | . A
unant- { Leaves, still wondering what help L® can get 1 or
tn« .ica decides to go bao to fcue doctor* *raps
oil u. oor* • ^
Id v/ esa&c~ { Answers wrap, doctor didn't answer. > h. I Cl
do for you s»y friend? Can 1 get you southing
to eat?
Dun&nt ;.o tiou: you* I ass not hungry* j?l*as® tell as
docs that fart wagon out in the yuru ueloag to y ;u?
Old wosian- .‘here did you sea It?
Dunant lay out In the back yard.
Old \ it Is out in the boo yard, it belongs to us*
T-unarit would you be able to got that wagon fixed and drive
it out to tie soldiers and bring b&c fcn© ones
that were hurt?
Old woia&o- ;Lj should I go?
Dun&nt i«ll| the doctor mm$ b*
Old wo ;an- ’ll go* {Goes to get w< gen re-.
-y.j
Dunant You are good. You are t*.e first >ne J*uve as :ed
who will help* (feels happier.) how x as going
to t.nock on the door of everyone la town until 1
get lots aor® help, eo tie soldiers *>ho are hurt
ill not be 1 t* c bdttlsCieM* wsaat the
soldiers ta ©n car© of. hen
- get sn,ugh helpers
shall nave a meeting at y house. ( wurtain drawn)
Child comes .rut and epea s.
The first Rea rose agree..ert was signed in Geneva
at runant* 8 hone. In order to ia& e Liu happy they
chose as their flag the Swiss flag* Instead of
having the white cross on a rea field they cnoee
a red cross on & white field.
h-JT 11
k Child coeies out and spec s*
/. i 86 olan Barton* s health was very poor at thus
tine. She gave up teaching school and went to
Washington to wor . They were beginning to tal
about war in as* ington. when one of t. - forts
wc,e fired on she wrote to a frieno who had & paper
..
.
.
.
*
.
ana as. ed for money and geode to help tie sold iere •
She would see that tbs goods w t-e given out if
sent t ; Iter* everyone oaiae to help and hex M
w&i* turned into a house where geode were stored*
setting—on her doorstep© awaiting t: e arriv. 1 of ar. y wagon*
.is© Barton- ( talking to friend) Ihave so u&uy tillage
coming* I want to take the,.: to the soldiers w^ore
the isen need the©# and I can't get there* ri^ey
won't let a wewaan near the fighting.
-riend To begin with- rise Barton, a battlefield Is no
place for a woman* Aren't y >u afraid?
ise Bart on-Ho, I'm not afraid. I want to help those men.
l a© going sous way* (suddenly is told from
Washington that she «aay go*) see, now may go,
my wish bias bean answered * I shall leave right now.
FFlend Good luu to you, Mies Barton. (Leaves)
Mies BartoQ-TsK.es her hags and gets ready to go to We
battlefield* Army wagon coses to pick her up.)
hello* (Gets in wagon piled high with boxes and
food*) Where shall i sit?
Driver sight over there.
h ise Barton-(Looking out window) Look at those poor sen
along the road* They loo, eo sic.' * Iney need so
much help* (Sees soiiis bretid starts to out the
bread and hand it out 1 1 tbs strangers* ; nother
train of arsy wagons is coving towaru the battle.
(Gets after driver of wagon that 8 .e is In to get
going so th- t t ey arrive at ti*e field first.)
Army doctor-God has looked out f r us* (When n© boos Kiss
Bart on coming. ) How did you get here so soon?
Lave not a ting but our nivee and tools, no
linen, not even a piece of cloth or anything*
iss Barton-(Goes up to doctor) *u. Glare. arton, doctor.
i have brought witx. m© mny tilings to help you.
i am her© to help, you loo very tired.
Army doctor- There are many men wnoo need my help. .von if
jh&racters- iss Barton Army doctor
John
Officer
^rieiid
river
..
-
.
.
.
**
•
.
.
»
.
5
.
.
as tire;. I cannot give up ay worn* l wish we h&d
so.;i© way of getting goods to us after we have
a battle# i re ee a candle from poc ©t.) Seel
I have one candle and i should have many.
hies Barton- ( Leadlag him to window) Look doctor over there
through the trees and see wi^-t you see.
hr vj doctor- l,oo b
)
Lights 1 Ll£i te. Loo a li e & barn.
,e it one? 3ts on f re 1
188 i rton-rio, it isn’t a fire. That ie where * am eeping
my goods t brought with me* The born is
lighted by lanterns ana outside tie barn •* have
helpers cook ing food for the sola lore .who are
brougi t b e : . woula y ?u help us by letting us
send those who are badly hurt to you?
tray dbetor-You can do anything y u want, rail me,
beard stories about your wagons* e
right out on to tie battlefield without anyone
to guard you?
Iss Bart n- fhy doctor. . a.., guarded the best all.
All the sold le r-e give ze their help.
Ar~gr doctor-.,here do y .a get all y or help and gooes?
hiss Barton- -well most of
. y helper© come from t. e army.
Don’t they John?
: cl.n the driver) -they sure .. o.
hiss Tartan-Hose of my ti Inge come from frienus mod families
of the soldiers ana I store them for tie .
Officer (comes in)- ise Bsrton will you let me tee in the
soldiers who are hurt? I can give you some
wagons to ret t .«:..*
iss oar ten- 'in©* i’ll use as oany as y >a have* *11 get
drivers for then*
.
r y acctor-old you ever thin las Barton that you might
be t&aen by the other people?
iee Burton- -h yes 1 have thought of it &ny times but the
soldiers need me and I must go. I don’t think
doctors ana nurse c should be ta ten by the other
people* 8be bears a noise) he-. n’Juere
aid It hit*
.-
.
.
.
; Yi.ti— :)L jilea Barton, it hu* hit our hospital b&rn,
0 . . e mv asn* . t iw.j t
t.«e windows are br > on*
i
..-Isa
*£*
rt a- or poor boy## .n.y do t*.e other pi pis f
t~© soldiers who re hurt? ur poor hospital*
capitals should Lav© a ....i&r.-v an the**. { ar is
almost over
.
j fou now John I nave a plan*
,f all the people who have missing soillora gat
i. t >u 3 b v; it*- ®o ; ’ 11 Kl t
John —That is a sure wonderful tr.ing to uo#
hiss Barton- i si^ali find those hissing solu.^xy. • lG
tired* it tool; nice Barton four years to ao
the war ana ... t the «na there ware only four
hunared forty stones that had to b© iaar. ed
fun nova 5 ’
. ; ( . urtain draan#}
AOf11 I
;:hild eo:-.;e.: cut and spaa, s*
- a S. rton leaves for across beoaus» of illness*
one goes to Switzerland and hears about Red cross
aiid. f ear 1 . mm&nt
.
Setting Swi tzerland
Ihara^ters-arand Dutiess of Baden
Miss Barton
Grand ucbeeg of Baden- { Thinking) iso Barton has ooaae to
fcnis -ountry* (War between -r&as© ana Germany
going on*; i wonder if one will help me* I hear
she -s a grand nurse with U.e soldiers who are
hurt* (Goes to .-.res a. ton ana asks her) hiss
parton would you give me sot© help? X bear you
have done grand wor w*tL soldiers m o re hurt*
*ics Bart >n~ibst do you hs.ve for a hospital?
Grand Duchess of Baten-i have made ay house into u hospital
for the siea*
Mies Bart >n-I shall go and help as a Red dross worker and
If 1 evor live to ro bao . to my oouath,y * -wilt try
to tell the*. ti# wor.. t. e ,\eu io.::; it s o jne
here*
Grand Duchess of B&den-Tlien perhaps the Red roes can be
ivery country of tin world* tufb##
the battlefield you must wear the Red ;ross*

11 the countries that join the Red .rose will
not fire on the bulldogs* s.-ipe, houses, hospitals
if they are sa&r ed witi the Red ;;ross*
Isa Bart >n-Oh, when I go hoase i * li try to get ssg people
»
lit IV
2 .ild ooroee out and spe&- s*
iss Barton sam back to A&erioa in .3* 3* It was
harsh 16, 1882 U^t the uni tea States joined the
Bed dross after mash hard and daring, wor by hits
Barton* out of her* vor ; la-ve grown many other
services
•
Betting jhildren holding oarus ana telling what each
service t a Bed ross give*.
roae r.orv. ,-e -roae service gives service to servicemen ana
their fa. ilies vhen-ever U*sy need ijelp*
Oleaster a-.;. .?ci: v f-the Red rose ie re., ly t go out ana
give help when there h&s been trouble in a city
eu l as a flood and a fire ana stora, they give
the people ail the help they need*
Burs • n Service-Bed iross teaches people nursing -are so
ti t ti ey ssay help others in their families and
*3 W r I B I Q*J i (4 Is -
Kutrltlon cry i ;c
-
Bad jroes gives courses in h :•* to get
dinners ready so that people -aay have better eating
ways and als t it has people trained to go out and
get dinners when there is trouble in the city*
It .8 called the canteen.
.firs t h- » ;e te r safety *rr: oci .. . . I ircvoa t i .-.a * led ;rose
tries to show how to stop ac-Ident®, They train
people so trey can help when there ia an accident
and no doctor ie no r. This is called first ai ..
There are swhi.iing courses given by tre Rea -rosa
teachers so children will now wnsre and hoe to
swim*
Blood B:..n a- The Red rose sets up ban s as bh^y are called
and people give blood so that t x,ey uiignfc help
someone who nee-s it to litre* Blood costs a lot
of ij-oney to buy*
'uni or Be- .roes - unior Rea roes lots tht> cx-lxur©;* help
others in U.e city and also tries to ~«s. e a frienaly

feel i nr among the children of the world*
Volunteer Hterviues-yoluateer services arv people who help
without pay when-ever they are needsa* f^ey have
all been trained by tie Had jroee*
Tii« tted JroBB is a living cross* K>n 1 1 you, give?
( urtain drawn*)

tfORBs mt os basal voo& slai-t* list
Axericcn
April 16 * 1775
Bouton 2
British 16
d&aferidge
characters 2
Charlootown I
colonise X
Jonoord. 6
curtain 2
dashing
Dorothy .iuincy 3
English
Genera1 Gage
gun®
hi
hoof-be*, te I
John BaneocB 6
Lexington 3
Lydia Kaneooh 3
Bedford
patriots 4
Paul havere 25
Samuel Adams 5
tax

tm nmmm rids of ?aul kswsrs
4 ,
4,;t I
The English king did n?t like the American colonies*
He mdd thexa pay heavy j. The people of Bost aid
not pay tie tea tax. !e sent over British soldiera. The
colonists ild not like t Is and got read/ to fight*
setting— 3oston * pril 16, 177b* Old \orth nuroh.
Dar ness*
Share a to re-Paul Revere
Friend
Paul Kevere-Hi l seldom friend, .tot news greets us today?
Friend-—(Calls Paul Revere aside quietly} I have he.- ro
of strange goings on up Lexington and joncord
way. General Gage oust have found our hiding
places for our stores. Adame an,. Hancock, so
I he&r t have gone to Lexington and ioncor -
•
Things look bcci, baa.
Paul Revere-Be on the watch, tfatCi- the British*
Friend -They are after our stores.
Paul Revere-The British are getting their men together.
(Calls other patriots} If the British start for
for Lexington ana Concord, lianaOC' and Mams
must be told. If the British reccoats s&rcn to
loncord tonight they will take all our guns,
powder and goods. Things look vary had*
Friend They are moving about, very busy. I thin, they
are going to plan a quick move.
Paul Rev©re-Find out if you can whether they go by land or
by sea. f© met know.
Patriots—de * 11 ce on the watch.
Paul Revere-(To friend) Go to the tower of ine meeting
house. 1*11 be ready across the river. Kang
r lanterns in the tower, one if they go by land,
and two if tney go by sea. I si.all be ready in
a minute to ride.
Patriots
—
(saying to themselves) one if by land, two if
by sea. ( They move t* Paul Revere rows
.* •
<
.
.
: ,
.
over to Uharlestovn side and the patriots wait on the
Boston side,
^rienci ( ,limbc to tower-ta* so two lanterns with him.
Llgnts them. Turns to patriots.) hll is well.
P<: ul Revere-( On did rice town aide-very ch n:, he listen?
.
^ttn be seen watching tower of church. All is
quiet.
)
Friend { who is up in tower of church puts forward one
lantern.
)
Paul severe-(softly to hisself
. ) one l&ntorn-by-{doesn*
t
finish.
}
Friend (Puts forward a second lantern.)
Paul devare-Two-by sea. (Stands, puts feet in stirrups
and gets on horse, takes one last look and
gallops off.)
(Curtain drawn*)
ACT U
Setting—Paul Revere, spreading the alarm that the British
are costing, stop© at inn-.caper’s house and farmers*
houses.
Uhareaters-P&ul Revere
Innkeeper
Farmer 1
Farmer II
Paul Revere-{Galloping away, hoof-beats can be heard.
Gets down fro® horse in a hurry. Yei , 1/ To
ar.-.el To aruisl The British are coming*
Innkeeper-
(
losing downstairs carrying a lantern, wearing a
long nightgown and caj>, yells. ) Up and to ar ssl
The British are coming. (Lota of tailing and
moving about.)
Paul Revere- (Gets on Lore© and gallops off to joncoru;
stops at farm houses on way.) Enochs! ( Bangs
on doort
•
I
Farmer I—who goes there?
Paul Revere-To ar^sl To arms! The redcoats are coming!
(Goes to next far-.-bangs on door.)

Parmer 1 1-Such noise* the is it? what is the matt©r?
Paul Revere-fou haven't heard any real noiee yet. the
British oats are sealag* ?o araal To arms.
(On rode Paul severe calling To arms! To arcs l
the British redcoats are coming until ha arrived
at Joncorb.) ( urtain drawn.)
ACT III
Setting—house in Concord where John £t&t&GOCif i ivi is hi ..iuol
Adams arc talcing over plans at tabxe. Dorothy
uincy and Lydia Hancock are in oti.er roo^ .
Characters-John Hancock Dorothy Quincy
Samuel Adasis Paul Revere
Lydia K&nooek .iinuto-aen
Voices
British roocoats
Hancock—The British redcoats are looking, for us. They
have sen looking for us everywhere • Better
watch out l
\a&8iB The patriots tell us the British ar re ay to
stake a very quick move. ( Hoof-beats are heard
far off as Hancock and Adams get ready to leave)
•
Dorothy Quincy* { Tn next room) what goes on?
Lydia Hancock. '
Dorothy Quincy-Are we in for trouble?
Lydia Hancock—Why all the rushing around and noise?
Paul Revere- ( nocks on door out of breath.) Tim British
roccoats are coming. I saw them in J&mbridgo.
They ran after me so I took the Ledford road.
f . iauto -men- * Outside ) B© quietl Don't mit so such noise.
John Hancock- {Thinks he sees wno Paul Revere Is ana asms
hi ! in).
Paul Revere- I can* t stop. The minute-men are waiting for
me. we are going over to Lexington to tell the
^ farmors.
’/olces
—
(Prom behind stone wall) who goes there? (Paul
nuto-men are t. by u... t Ltish*
Sounds of banging end firing are going on. rn©
British hear the firing* go toward the t .

rten Paul severe and sinut©-men get away*}
Paul Hev©r®-($ets Lopfi away*)
To &r®*f Pfee British are fcere*
drawn*
)
To sr^e
( jurtain

tfOSDS 8Qf 0# BASAL V:>, AffJL dir LTS?
bless
bombard, ier 14
3bars tera
curtain 2
©ana 1
exercises
0od
gunner 4
1
Introduces
Iao 16
aeaori&l
cie:nories
radio 4
©fcer&n 4
1
War 11
%flres
wreaths 3

WB£/ tm FOB KB; QRIZS
k :t 1
Setting—Two sold lore, ?©d and ao (apay buttons on coat)
on par bench t&X ing together, having met each
other fop first tim in years. Ted has one &ra
and has hand on leg. Children drawn by soldiers
tal ing oo:o@ over to t&l with them.
jharaoters-Saldiers « fed and :ao
childrens Bobby and Billy
Susan and nancy
Billy and Bobby-hello l soldiers. Vhat are you doing?
fad- —#ell, boys, Kao and I are talking over old tiaea*
you see ao and l flew in the same plane. I was
%li& bombardier and ao was ti*e tail gunner. stops.)
Billy -hi do toll us more. y© #d love to listen.
Bobby--— ihl please do. It would be so interesting.
Billy- {-jailing to Haney and Susan who were pic* Ing little
yellow flowers and who bad not heard the talcing.)
Want to hear some stories about & bombardier and
a tail gunner? (Haney and Susan o-oim running with
little yellow flowers In hands • Syee wide with
ex j 1 to.cent. ) Ted and iao-fhese are cy sisters,
Haney and Susan.
Ted- -Glad to meet such nice little girls*
ao— So aci i. ¥fty are you plo :ing the little yellow
flowers? Are trey for y *ur teachers?
Susan——Oh, no* indeed soldiers. Haney end pic: ed toes
for our " remorisl Day Exercises* tie expect to nave
soldiers oozing to our Softool* (They draw closer to
solders.) on* t forget we want to he .. r .. boat
a really truly bombardier and tail gunner. e
Just can't wait.
Haney—
— ( in long, fast breath) tfhet is a bomb ardier? .here
. does he sit? chat does he do? isn't it terribly
hard to be s bombardier? Oh* .he must have to be
brave
•
Billy—
—
(Brea :e in) )h Haney, don't you remember that
Uncle Bill was & bombardier? 1 really don't now

what ha did. Do you Susan?
Susan So* but mother used to / ray so hard for him.
Sanay -roll us, friend Tod, what you did when j >u ware
bombardier fly: n over a country •
All Flea se
,
plea bo C o 1
-vr«
a
Ted (&uiet awi.il©. Looks about thoughtfully pulling
a twig*) /ell, a bombardier must be wide awake
and always be on 1he watch. His work is to drop
bombs and get away fast.
Bobby Did they try to get you?
Ted oh yes. any of our boys were? gone after anti snot
down, but ween orders case to go vie obey ad . Some
times the boys '.new too well they would never cornu
ba. . lh* it wus
Billy Well, r ao* whet about the tail gunner?
Kao ~A tail gunner looks out for the tall of the plane.
Fa loo 8 out for the back of the plane to be sure
it doesn’t get hit. When y .u arc in the air you
forget everything end just fight with ail yo,<r might*
Ted and iao- veil, Cbildres* we tried our best to do our wor...
But why do you think we were willing to do the things
w© did?
idren- la Basest© nelp all of the children in tne world.
Ted and iso- fhat's right. Little children here and far away.
Ted -{fuming to children) yhat are you (ping to do
when you grow up?
Billy -well, I #d 1.V © to be a sailor. y uac iy w s a sailor
and i'd like to go to the sane school that he did.
Bobby And 1, 1 want to be a soldier, but the boys say it
is very hard to do it.
Susan And I want to be a nurse, we have re, d stories
about nurses helping tie soldiers and sailors.
JSaney-—-well, 1 like to play school so when J grow up I'm
going to be a t r and teach children to re d«
ly :&yl v’nnt do I laser? (tell t a . /l rings) The

bell Is ringIn* early today. The soldier© are
coming to visit ue.
luldren—Good-by. aybe we* 11 see you again soaetisse*
{ ;hildr©n go to school*} curtain drawn.
ACT 11
Setting—Green grass with little white crosses mar - ing the
graves of the veterans who died from their
neighborhood, in the center of grass is a flag
pole with flag at half mast.
jb&racterg-soldiers: Ted and ao
’Lildrens Bobby and Billy
Busan and Nancy
Teacher; hies White
urtain opens. The teacher introduces the soldier©
who have com to tal : to the children.
hiss White-Boys and girl© I ©j; happy to introduce to you
Ted Rich who was a bombardier in World u-ar 11*
Ted ’(Tell© story of be i rig a bombardier) Many boys
and girls have aseed me how lost my arm. of
course losing. my arm interests y ou. I was a le&a
bombardier. . bad to drop the bombs first in u,e
flight and then the others i.aa to follow me. t
was while we were on & flying trip across the water
that 1 felt a cutting pain in my left arm and blood
started to some through on my Jacket. I had been
hit by the people who were fighting us. I just
hoped that r would have strength to get back boa*.
t wasn’t long before we returned home with our
work well done* 1 was ti.e only one hurt on that
trip. I had to go to the army doctor end get it
treated. The next time y :>u children see me you’ll
never .now I lost my arm for I am going to get &
zsake believe one very soon, i hope to see you
all again soon.
Hi#* WMtSMfhSSt you* T*d- !isi# are glad you could talk to us*
How boys and girls I’d li e to have you meet another
soldier ao foot.
ao- (Tells his story as a tail gunner) It was during
a bad storm and we were flying high above some
mountains when cur radio in the plane bees.me quiet.
Suddenly our engine bach fired. ur hearts almost
stopped beating a© we thought of our trouble. The
back firing became more often and finally tiie
.
I'
*
engine et j. . • left to drop closer to the
mountains* •..© new what would happen if we were
unable to radio for help* Our radio haa tola ue
that hie radio wires were around ve tail of the
plane and that is why we could not get intouch
with the soldiers back boas* Someone would feav* to
hang out of the plan® and fix the trouble. With
the plane still failing l was lowered, through the
bohb-b&y doors to fix the trouble, the radio man
held tightly onto ;.y feet hoping that I would be
able to rsaeli ana t&e care of the trouble. A few
Aantes later they pulled no back into the plane
ami the radio was working, the rest of the aen bad
been busy trirowing things over board to lighten
the load so our single engine would be able to bring
ue in* suddenly our plane stopped falling ana w©
were all right, we were all happy when we really
believed we wore going to be able to cake our
landing* it was & very happy landing for us all*
• He© white- it was very in& of you two soldiers to cos®
and spaa to ue. (it that Nancy an. usan wal- up
to the soldiers with bun dies of flowers froa tire
children in the school*)
.ao -— ay Nanry* '-uean* • didn’t now you went to this
2 - >ol. (he turns to . iss nit* an. said) you
. now, Mies kbit®, fed and 1 are old friends of
i nt t ' brothers » Bobby an
Billy, while we were sitting on the par bench,
t&l log over old times and wonderhug what wo were
going to tell the children. They were on the grass
picking little yellow flowers for aoae soldiers
who ware to visit their school. Me didn’t know we
were to be the soldiers. Than you and your
little friend** Kanoy, for these lovely flowers*
fancy ' e la fcfa* biggest surprise 1 could give you ao.
Susan Then gives- ted a X rge bun h of bright flowers.}
Ted ©11, Susan, these flowers are just as pretty as
y u are. I want you to th n . all y r little pale
for -si®* (fancy and Susan leave.)
i)
Then one by one the children chosen from each grade
put & wreath on the little crosses that mrk the
grave of a veteran in that neighborhood • resthe
may bo ta en to neighborhood graveyard later for
actual groves if wanted to.)
Bobby ana Billy- (w&l in and say)
•
-
-
.
.
.
•
.
4
*
*
*
'
.
!,resthe for our votersim
Flagg red, white and blue
Today we soy God Bless The*a all
Our veterans brave and true
1 Bobby £uid Billy-then sing T&ps.
Baney and Busan sing the a oho at the bask of the hall.
On the last line of the echo the curtain is drawn slowly.
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tiVAV BBtSY ' S
ACT
Se '..ting—Betsy Rose * h am .
Character*-Be tsy Roe f
Bor daughter
Betsy Ros8-( sewing on some clothes and t&l ing to her
daughter. a :aoc<. on the aaor* Betsy puts down
eewing and daughter goes to the door and quietly
opens it.)
Gen. washington-fc© have come to see Betsy Rosa. ay we
see her? (Three men are at the door.)
, .aughter-.j on* t you step in. (Running over to mother*)
. other* there are three men at oar door loci ing
for you and one is General Washington i am sure.
Betsy toss- (Gets up, goes to door*) -oou oorning, denen l
Washington. Costs m* what can I do for you?
Con. .ashington-hra. Ross, I would like to .. v e you meet
ay friends, Robert orris and George -.oss. ;;a are
a group from Congress who have coue to seh you to
sake us a flag for our country. We heard you were
a grand eewer.
Betsy Ross- (Little upset and surprised) l don't know
whether I will be able to do it or not, but X can
try. T- of asking me to make t - untry's
flag. X feel so happy* 1*11 try my best.
Daughter-oh l mother isn’t that wonderful. Just thin,.
,
my
iiiOtner making the country's flag!
Betsy Ross- ..hat colors are to be in the flag? Rit is it
to look like? Bav© you plans?
Gen. .ashington- (Ta ing picture of flag from poc et) rs.
Ross, here is tne flag ayf friexid© ana I have
drawn. (Pointing to each part as he tells her)
h is is a field of blue and there will be thirteen
white stars. ft&n we get a new state & new star
will be added, see, each state is to Lave a star.
There will also be thirteen stripes every other
one red and w, ite to show that we have thirteen
states in our country. Those will never be
FLAG MEANS ?
I
General George Washington
Robert rorris
George Ross
..
.
.
.
.
-
.
.
.
.
.
<
.
i *
*
.
.
.
.
.
different, fcow for the colors. me colors are to do rea,
white, and blue. /
74
Bets/ Roco-Th&t flag is going to be beautiful, there 1©
one thing I < not sure of. why have you made
the stars six point®it The British flag has a
six pointed star you know?
Gen. ashlngton- e thought rs* Ross a five pointed star
would bo too hard for you to make, and we didn't
w&n't to ask you, did we, Robert t orris ana aeorge
Ross?
Robert orrls-fhat is r ght . we thought it would be too
hard.
George Roa s-be just hoped you would ma :e the flag as it is.
we didn't want to put you to any more worn. Fow
wonderful a five pointed star would boj
Betsy Rosa-fou have nade me so happy that I surely will
make five pointed star for you.
uen. fskington—- five pointed st* rt kre. ^ose we shall
really hav© a star of our own then. That is
grand • Isn't it men?
Robert ‘ orris
j Jugt womerful *George Roes
Betsy Roes- ( putting away on paper showing how to as' © a
five pointed star. Men gather around her. byes
full of wonder. Stops.) See# here Is the five
pointer star. 11 done.
Betsy Rose-Did you bring any cloth with you to make this
flag? (Betsy Roes looks around.)
Gen. ashington-ke have no money and our men are dressed
in old clothes. (minks)
Betsy Rose- (Thinking, what will w© use) 1 have sn old red
s :irt that we can use for the red etripes.
Gen. iV&Bhington-i have an army coat of blue ti<at we can
use for the field of blue.
Robert Morris- I will give you my best white shirt for the
stripes.
George Ross-I will give you ay white shirt for the stare
in tie field of blue.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
'
:
.
-
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.Betsy rtose-i'Crw, we shall have our own flag of rad, white,
and blue with our own five pointed star.
fV
Gen. iaehington- e must go now . rs* ^oes, for we nave other
work to do. When you have finished we shall com©
^
back to, get it* Thank you so much. (den. Washington
and sen leave*) burtain drawn*
ACT II
Setting and characters the ea e.
Betsy Rose- ( Bowling so fast and til ting to her daughter) I
have cut all my thirteen stare and thirteen stripes.
1 must put than together just the way den. *as, ington
wanted jse to* It must be just right.
D&ughter-The flag is going to look pretty with those bright
colors.
Betsy Roes-TLere is going to o& a lot of meaning to this
flag. Seen color is going to mean something wnen
1 get through.
Daughter- what do you aean, .mean s one thing*?
Betsy Hose- (Sewing on rad stripe.) Gee this red stripe.
Red aeans bravery, never to be afraid of anything
in the world but wrong things, and always help
those who have been badly ta an cars of.
Daughter- =©11, what does the whits mean?
Betsy Boss- (sewing rea stripe to white.) ;hite 1 think
will mean purity, he shall have to be clean all
over, our bodies and our clothes. e must have
clean minds and never think wrong.
Daughter-Do you know who I think has a clean mind and who
never thin s wrong of any one? General „ashing ton*
Betsy Does- That is right my dear. He is a fine soldier.
Daughter- hat is the blue going to mean?
i i - e blue is going to mean truth, foa ...ust never
F tell a lie about . t lug* however hard it msty be
to be true and oven If you ware going to be jsade
unhappy for it.
Daughter- other, that flag X just love and won’t General
asblngton and the men li o it. ( noci on the door.)
.*
.
,
.
.
.
.
f
4
.
*
.
.
.
.
.
Daughter-(Rune to door to answer) 0h f it*s General
rashingtoii arid hi© men bac to see j .-a, r.
otey Ross- Jams in (At that Gem* ashington and men co&e in.)
Gen* dashi ng
t
on-Qood morning, Mrs. Roes. Have you been able
to finish the flag?
Betsy aoss-Yoe* General .ashing ton, it is all finished.
(Goes to get flag.)
Daughter-General Washington, mother told sm w,.,&t the colors
are to mean.
Gen. ;aahington~Did she? fell me all you Know.
Daughter- Ffce red stands for bravery
.
The white stands for purity,
Ana the blue stands f or truth. ( t t*.at rs. ztose
walks in with flag In hand.)
Betsy Goss-General ashlngton, and men* here is the flag 1
Lave .:..ide for you* My daughter has told you Us
meanings I put to the colors. I hope you will ail
like it. ( Washington ana men can’t believe it
looks so beautiful.)
Gen. ,ashington-Qh5 has* Roes the flag is beautiful. It
will look beautiful flying in the breeze, it
will stand for Freedom* fou have done a beautiful
piece of work* Long may it fly. Robert orris,
ueorge os© and l snail never forget the sewing
you ii&ve done. (Gen. genington and men stand
at salute to Old Glory.)
Gen. ashington) e salute you. Old Glory
•
Robert orris ) ms love you, we do.
Georgs Ross ) To all that you stand for
e’ll ever be true.
( ;urt&in drawn.)

Words in Plays that Are Found in the Boston University
Educational alinlc Primary word List
329 a
21 able
47 about
1 above
4 across
33 act
acted
actual
1 add
added
affair
2 afraid
13 after
13 again
1 against
age
3 ago
agreement
air
alarm
146 all
7 almost
alone
1 along
aloud
already
5 also
18 always
46 am
1 among
amount
7 an
544 and
angry
animals
14 another
7 answer
1 answered
17 any
4 anyone
11 anything
anytime
2 anyway
162 are
2 aren* t
20 arm
14 army
14 around
arrival
arrive
arrived
44 as
1 aside
3 ask
3 asked
1 asking
64 at
awaiting
1 awane
12 away
awhile
1 baby
37 back
18 bad
14 badly
3 bag
2 bang
2 banged
banging
1 bank s
bar
4 barn
b&s :et
2 battle
6 battlefield
bay
118 be
beating
8 beautiful
2 because
7 became
become
8 bed
31 been
17 before
1 began
be88 in6
4 begin
beginning
begun
7 behind
5 be ing
1 believe
believed
6 bell
1 belong
beloved
1 bench
1 bending
2 besiae
10 best
bet
13 better
25 Betty
5 between
8 big
bigger
biggest
16 Billy
15 3ing
4 bird
3 birtiiday
bit
4 bl&c!
blackboard
blanket
blood
bloomixig
1 blossoms
6 blow
1 blowing
31 blue
3 board
4 boat
47 Bobby
bodies
24 boo €
4 bom
2 both
boxes
37 boy
1 branches
1 brave
1 bread
4 break
1 breath
breathe
breathing
breeze
Bridges

7 bright 4 shair cows
2 brighter 4 jfcange 1 cracks
brightens 1 jbarge crawl
brightness chest are©
11 bring •V1 child 2 crook
bro e 119 children 30 cross
2 bro an ch.U;ney 2 cry
4 brother 6 choose 3 crying
4 brought 1 chose cupful
2 brown 1 chosen 5 cut
2 buds 15 Christmas 2 cutting
build 4 church dad
build ings 4 city 1 daddy
built clap 1 dare
bumping 3 class daring
1 bunch classroom dar
2 busy 3 clean darneefc
41 but cleaned darts
buttons clear 17 day
7 buy 1 clock dead
28 by 1 close 14 dear
1 closer 1 deati
22 call 1 closes 11 December
11 called 1 loth deer
2 calling 7 -loUi.ee 4 desk
64 can clothing 38 Dick
1 candle cloud 50 did
cannot climbs 24 dldn* t
16 o&n * t climbed die
canteen 4 coat S died
came 11 cold 1 different
1 candy 13 color 4 d inner
4 cap colorful 113 do
capital 85 cost® 18 doctor
captain 16 coming 5 does
car s 34 Zooit 4 doesn't
2 care cook ing 4 doing
cared 2 corner 1 dolls
1 careful costs 11 don©
1 carefully -cotton 51 don't
careless 31 could 30 door
carried couldn’t doorsteps
carry 2 course double
carrying counter 44 down
3 case counting downstairs
cat 16 country draw
2 cat ch country-side drawer
1 catching 1 counts 31 crawn
2 caught court -* dress
center 1 courtroom 1 dressed
cents cover drir.
•V •
r
1
4
3
2
10
2
3
3
1
1
1
2
5
8
22
6
T
5
3
6
2
1
1
2
5
4
6
2
1
drive 13 father forest
driver fear f orgave
drop 12 February 6 forget
dropped feed forgot
dry- 14 feel f orgotten
due 4 feeling form
dug 3 feet forts
during fell forty
dying fellow 2 forward
4 felt fought
each fence found
early 4 few 11 four
eat 8 field fourteen
eating 4 fight 2 free
e Lght 1 fighting freedom
eighteen 1 fill freezing
either 1 filling 37 friend
end 1 finally 1 friendly
end ing 8 find 1 frightened
engine finding 30 from
enough 11 fine front
else 2 finer 2 fruit
even finest 2 full
ever f ingers 5 fun
every 2 finish 3 funny
everyone 2 finished
everything 11 fire galloping
everywhere 2 fired 2 gallops
excited 5 fireplace 9 game
excitement 2 firing 17 garden
expect 26 first gate
expected 8 five gather
eye 2 f ix gathered
1 f ixed 5 gave
face 1 fixing 91 6<2t
fade 22 flag 5 getting
fail 3 flat 2 Ginger
failed flew 11 8-i-rl
fair flight 29 give
faith flood 5 given
fallen 1 floor 3 giving
falling 25 flower 10 glad
falls fly gladly
families 3 fly ing 81 go
family 2 follow 38 goes
far 2 food 77 going
farm fool g olden
farmer fooling 8 gone
farther foot 69 good
fast footstool 1 good-by
faster 122 for 1 goodness
t
•* -
goody 18 hear 5 I*m
28 goose 18 heard 200 in
4 got hearts indeed
1 gotten 1 heavy 6 Ind ian
grade nela 2 innkeeper
9 grand 13 hello inside
21 grandma 52 help interest
3 grass 3 helper interested
2 graves 1 helping interesting
graveyard 38 her 8 into
5 great 59 here iron
greatest herself 173 is
10 green hide 8 isn’t
greets hia ing 227 it
group 3 high I *ve
2 grow highest
growling highly 46 Jack
1 grown 1 hill ja iket
guard 31 him 39 January
guarded 3 himself 57 Jane
8 guess 56 hie 25 Jill
gun 5 hit 34 J immie
6 hold 40 j oho
53 had 3 hold ing 1 join
hadn '
t
2 holes joined
1 nail 17 home 1 journey
3 half 2 honest joy
hall 11 hope judge
IT hand 2 hoped 2 July
1 handkerchief 1 hoping 1 jump
1 handsome 7 horn 8 June
10 hand 7 Horner 44 just
happen 5 horse
3 happened hose Keen
1 happier 2 hot 3 keep
34 happy 19 house 1 keeper
25 hard 31 how 1 keeping
hardly however ill
hardships 1 hundred 3 killed
49 has 1 hungry 9 kind
3 hasn* t hunters 11 kindness
hat 7 hurry 21 king
hatoliet 14 hurt 6 new
hate Knives
hated 428 I 8 knock
227 have 3 ice 53 know
3 haven 1 1 5 I’d jnowing
3 liav ing 7 idea 2 known
134 he 52 if
6 head 20 I’ll ladies
health illness 2 lady
*•
l
- .
.. .
.
'
•
*
.
,
G
+*
1
6
1
7
6
4
2
1
3
35
7
4
X
36
1
2
7
1
2
1
50
1
1
3
3
4v
2
3
2
16
1
76
1
15
land 2 lost 2 aixod
landed 16 lot 3 money
land in^ loud 1 monkeys
lantern louder 33 month
large 11 love 17 -more
larger 4 loved 6 morning
last 2 lovely 6 most
late lowered 56 mother
later 9 luck 1 mounta ins
laughing Xu; y 5 move
law lying 5 moved
lawyer 3 moving
lead 1 mad hr.
leader 19 mda 6 iI*E •
lead in& 43 &a e 17 mu mil
leak 2 making 22 must
l©&m 15 man 73 my
learned 33 many ray self
learning 26 arch
leave 2 mark 5 name
left 1 mrfeed 2 named
leg imrket 22 Haney
lesson 1 mar:- ing nap
let carriage 6 near
letting 2 married 27 me:.
lie a&st 4 needed
life 3 master . ne Ighborbood
lifting 1 natter a© ighbors
light© 33 ;-*ay 15 never
1 ighted 17 mybe 115 new
lighten 69 me 1 Hew Torn
lighter 13 mean S next
lire 1 meaning 6 nice
liked 1 measure 1 nick
line measuring 4 night
linen 3 meet nightgown
list meeting nine
lister* 1 melt nineteen
little 41 sen 27 no
live merry 1 nodd ing
1 5 ved mess S noise
living 3 set north
load 1 middle northern
l^g 7 might 2 nort. erners
long mighty 68 not
longer miles notes
loo 7 mind 5 nothing
loo ed 2 mine 1 nctl-ed
loo ing 8 ainute 8 H-ovtimber
lose 112 ills6 42 now
losing 1 missing nowadays
1 siieta: © 1 number
*CT
•
.
.
-
3 nurse 3
nursirg 10
13
obeyed 5
1 ocean
Oceanus 3
4 October
155 of 7
11 off
office
15
1 officer a
1 often
57 oh
46 old 17
157 on
b once
72 one
7 only 7
17 open 1
14 or 9
5 order
23 other C
84 our 2
60 out 20
X outdoor
3 outaide
44 over
overshoes
12 own
2 owned 1
packed 4
7 page 3
1 pair 4
9 pail
2 pain
pals
15 pantosaine 1
6 paper 22
1 park
6 pert
7 party 9
:.ass 1
passes 1
patting 4
3 pay 3
pencils 2
4 pennies
34
.
eople
41 perhaps
7 pick 2
1 picked 1
picking ran
picture rang
pie rather
piece 1 ra i. tie
piled reach
pinch 4 read
pipe 4 reading
place 29 ready
plan 2 X'eal
plantation 6 really
plane receive
planted received
planters 45 rea
play 7 remember
played re e t
playmates 1 returned
pleading rhymes
please 6 ribbon
pocket Elch
poin ped ride
pointing 27 right
points ringing
pot 3 rings
poor €> river
poorly O
•*> road
powder 1 rods
power 26 room
powerful roughly
pray rows
present rubbing
prettier rule
ore t ty 12 run
promises 7 running
pull
pulled
1 rushing
pulling 1 sad
push saddle
pushed safety
put 14 said
putting 1 sail
2 seller
question S seme
quick saved
quickly 5 saw
quiet 29 say
quietly 1 saying
qui ue 19 school
school lr,
race 1 scream
rail 2 sea
ruin seals
raining 2 second

71 see smarter stoops
4 seeds U smile 4 stop
i see '.ng smoked 3 stopped
seek sneezing 7 store
4 seem 4 snip stored
7 seen 17 snow 8 stories
4 gelid nX snowing 3 storm
2 sent 6 snowdrops stormy
3 set 62 so 9 story
28 sent !ng softly s sreightur. a
SQ \» 0 i-O 45 soldiers stren ©
seven 41 some strangers
sewer someday strength
6 sewing 4 screens 1 ssr i r*g
1 shake 13 so e :,’v rig stren;
2 soaking 11 sometimes 2 study
5€ she 7 scon 5 such
sheep sorrow sudden
sh , ting 1 sorry 4 suddenly
ohovel 6 sound cue
shining 1 south. 2 summer
shiny southern sums
1 ship 1 southerners 2 sun
shore 8 speak Sunday
2 short 13 s; ©&> or sunset
15 should speaking 1 su p«r
8 show 1 split 17 sure
showing 1 split tor 3 sur ely
5 sick splitting 4 sur r " e
1 side Speke X sur . r } sed
sign spot 96 Susan
signed spreading 2 swell
9 silly 1 spri ng swim
4 since Springfield awiroBing
2 sing apr inkles swin s
single sprung sworn
1 sister stasgsap table
0 S'lt 7 stand 7 tail
3 sitting 14 star 38 take
6 six 10 ../cart 0 taken
skip 5 started 5 taking
skipping 3 sta -e 11 talk
slap 7 stay 20 talking
slaves 2 stayed taps
11 sled steer taught
6 sleep 2 step tea
sleepy stick 1 teach
1 slips 9 still 9 teacher
2 slowly 3 stirrup tea T ng
3 small 1 stone 18 Ted
smaller stood 2 Teddy
r>& smart 1 stool

IjHfyi\
tel©phonos 2 toward 9 wagon
32 tell 4 tower 7 welt
4 telling 2 town 3 waiting
ten 2 toys 1 waked
2 terrible 1 tra5.n waking
j
1 terribly 1 trained 11 walk
13 than treated v/alked
13 thank 13 tree 1 'walking
thankful 4 tried £ wall
4 Thanksgiving tries 55 want
150 that trip 20 wanted
57C the 17 trouble 4 war
56 their trousers 5 warm
S3 them 2 true 93 was
1 aiemaclves truly 8 wasn’t
%rs then trust washing
41 there trusted 5 watch
5 these 2 truth 3 watching
lo2 they 15 try 5 water
they *11 3 trying 2 watering
26 thing 1 tumble waves
69 think turkey waving
6 thinking 1 turned 35 way
43 this 5 turning £13 wo
16 these 7 earns 1 wet
5 though 3 two Ive 6 wear
18 thought 1 twenty wearing
thoughtfully twig 12 weather
8 three le two %X w© *d
9 through woods
throwing unable weeding
tightly uncle 1 week
3 Tim i under 4 release
38 time unhappy 58 well
1 Timmy uiuricrn 13 We ’ll
tin 2 until 7 went
tinkling 61 up 44 were
tiny upon we *ro
2 tired 1 upset 99 what
561 to 72 liG whatever
4 today 12 use 63 when
together 11 used 3 which
20 told 7 while
6 tomorrow vegetables •shipper
1 tonight 51 very 29 white
pt 17 too 1 village whiter
5 took 18 violet 52 who
tools 1 visit whole
toot visited 1 whose
topsy 1 voices 25 why
tossing 3 wide

2 wife
wild
82 will
1 willing
12 win
6 wind
16 window
winners
5 winter
6 wish
?4 with
within
2 without
9 WOB1S: 71
6 woraon
e won
4 wonder
1 wondering
5 wonderful
17 won * t
wooden
l wood 3
wocdsnan
1 wordc
32 wor-
1 worked
2 wor ©r
3 wor ing
4 world
worn
worried
3 worry
worth
52 would
2 wouldn * t
2 wrap
writing
3 wrong
1 wrote
3 yard
109 year
19 yellow
2 yalle
26 yec
yesterday
4 yet
404 you
1 you’ll
2 young
45 your
1 you’ro
1 yourself
youreelvee

DRAMATIC READING MATERIAL FOR THE SECOND AND THIRD GRADES
Elaine Virginia Kingsley
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INTRQDUOTI ON
The purpose of the following paper ia to present ten
plays to b© used as reading material for the late second and
early third grade pupil.
The vooauul&ry is based on the Boston University Educa-
tional Clinic primary word list, and a supplementary list of
words «i»i oh occurred throe or mors times in commonly used
basal reading systems. words in each play which do not ap-
pear on this list have boon mentioned before the play. This
will give the teacher opportunity for teaching new and un-
familiar words to tho oaild*
These plays may be classified into three groups accord-
ing to suojeot matter. In tae first group may bo placed
five purely imaginative theme 8 i "Billy*© Snow priond®,
•Mar ce 1 1 s Chris tom a » , • a
All"
,
and “Natal is Meets
pear throe plays written
"Trapping with jea*
, «At
Indian Country". In the
Creel; Mythology are, "The
To uch"
•
Mew captain", B Christmas g v® After
a queen*’. In the second group ap-
to give Information to the childj
the Top of Bear Mountain*, and »xn
third group two plays based on
Story of pandora" and "the golden
Children have a strong tendency toward things dramatic.
Taey lovo to •make believe" and to imitate others. The
writer is of the opinion that dramatic reading material of
tho following nature may serve to enrich tho reading program
of t..o pupil at the primary level.
r
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VOCABULARY
FROM
WO,HD
PBB PBJMEP I - UP and Doan
FREQUENCY 1F0RD FREQUENCY
*"* m "n 1 1 r 1 1 ru,iv
and 269 up 24
baby 11 where 20
Be t ty 0
big 13
Blag 0
B obby 0
coma 36
down 24
Father 6
get 32
SO 112
ho 76
ho r© 43
is 233
It 233
kite 0
look 67
Mother 55
run 9
cos 59
sit 11
tho 590
to 253
rc
VOCABULARY
FROM
PB l PRIME P, II - BIQ4
!i?orc yi-i CQUEHCY i'OEP F • U JCY
a 296 we 107
are 120 will 62
at 77 with 5 9
bell 1 you 316
be 113
bus 0
can 93
dog 3
dUOrC 0
f OI 72 •
good 45
good-by© 9
iie 1 v 14
his 39
house 29
I 377
in 160
juap 3
a© 45
not S3
on 47
on 75
play 29
©aid 1

V GC A3ULAPY
FB CM
pniilEB - Betty k Bobby;
SCBD FBSGUEKCr wo ns
about SI hia
all 70 horae
aa how
ask 7 jack
best 12 jane
birthday 1 Jill
book 4 j la»
boy 41 jump
but 6o
kitten
oak© 4 know
cal 1 10
c oao 05 letter
like
day 16 little
dear 13 look
did S3
do 62 arnke
doe 8 13 may
I/usty 0 nonkey
oust
firm 17 my
f roa 32
fun 7 nasa©
no
glau 10 now
dot 4
of
open
Gra id&iotiier 0
da d 21
happy 17 party
have 104 play
hello 10 plea so
he 1 p 14 pre sent s
helping 0 put
her 67
F T:
~
' V -l F 0
Y
ad
as
39
6
0
0
17
3
0
30
0
46
41
67
34
9
0
39
66
13
21
63
35
13
4
29
5
13
24

Bobby cont.PB14E8 - 3o tty %
WORD FREQUENCY
read 5
ready IS
run 9
Rusty 0
she 103
sing 4
so 59
s t oro 1
story 9
tag 0
take S3
taking 0
toll 20
thank 12
that 97
them 29
tn© a 34
there 66
they 69
Tim 0
time 22
today 22
told 6
toys 0
us 24
was 56
we ot 5
vs© re 16
what 62
yellow 2
yes 9
you 316

VOCABULARY
FROM
BOOK I - Qn re ;
o
w c d FBSQUSJJCY WORD rescue
after 11 doll 4
a t;aia IS don* t 0
aa 1 door 15
an o tiier 0
a p , lies 0 e&t 14
a s 33 engine 0
away BO
family 1
baok 30 fast 3
oar her 0 faster 0
beautiful 41 fee t 0
baa 5 fin© 7
be u a S3 fire 53
before 13 flag 0
began 0 fly 6
big 13 flying 0
bird 0 fresh 0
black 5 f r ie nds 17
blue Z fun 7
box S3
breakfast 1 garden 0
brother 1 get 33
brown 3 girl SO
buy 4 give 0
by 15 $ra ndfatnor 0
grass 4
oar 3 green 5
oiialr 7
ohildre n 1 hair 0
enured 0 has 39
oit/ 1 having 0
<3 QUld 30 help 14
country 9 high 3
out 5 bor se 0
hungry 6
bad 10 hunt 13
L iCfc 0 hurry 0
dinaer 5 hur t 6

BOOK I - ctn we C- o oont
.
go hp FBSCUBKOY W0BD FREQBBSCY
if 4? picnic 4
into as place 11
porch 0
johnny 0
Just so race 0
rain 1
keep 13 ran 1
red 2
laugh 3 ride 2
laughed 0 road 1 1
1© t 22
1 iko 46 sandwich 0
live 4a sang Q
long a saw Q
lunch 0 say J
shop 1
mailbox 0 shovel 1
man 23 sing 4
many 12 ©later 7
men 3 sit 11
milk 1 sleep 5
morning IS snipped 0
;„ r
.
7 come 22
soon 14
Kanoy 0 station 0
need 6 stay 0
no igubor s 0 stop 5
notv 11 street 0
nignt 13 sue J
surprise 10
old 33 Susan 0
one 19
other 7 foddy 0
our 16 their 12
out 39 think 17
ove r 31 this 65
thro© 1
paint 0 too 25
pa in tod 0 town 4
parade 0 tree 26
pencil Q two 11
pick S
uncle 0
..
BOOK I Cn fu Go coat
WOBD FF S\ U.o,nOY.
under 0
very 103
wait
want
way
w he n
which
white
way
win
wish
woods
work
would
14
35
25
23
6
3
22
5
30
15
IS
33

VOCABULARY
FROM
BOOK II , LEVEL I
WORD FREQUENCY wOED ]
any 272 grow
bear s 9 hang
beat 0 hard
Billy 33 he n
bite 3 horns
blow 1 hot
b o w 1 0 huff
bread 2
brick 0 kill
bridge 0
broke n 2 leather
bump 0 lion
burn 10
butcher 0 made
middle -s Ized
cat 0 money
catch 12 taou se
caugh
t
1
oh ianey 0 once
cold 13
c ow 0 pair
paw
drink 5 Pig
plant
elf 0 porridge
elves 0 puff
enough 6
ropes
far 15
flour 0 same
four 1 scratch
fox 5 shoemaker
shoes
gave 4 soft
Gingerbread 0 stick
goat 0 stile
G old i 1 ocks 0 straw-
great 3 suits
c; UENCY
0
2
6
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
12
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
0
0
1
2
6
0
0
0

VOCABULARY
FROM
BOOK IX, LI V"L X
WOB 2)
in in ?RS-::U5UCY gQPP FUECTJBNCY
any 27a grow 0
boar s 9 hang z
beat 0 hard 6
Billy 33 ho n 9
bite 3 horns 0
blow 1 hot 0
bowl 0 huff 0
bread 2
brio it 0 kill 4
br go 0
broken a leather 1
buap 0 lion 0
burn 10
bufccbor 0 made 12
aaiddlo-sisod Q
oat 0 eionoy 0
oa tob la isouse 0
caught l
0 ui& ney 0 once 1
cold la
a or; 0 pair 0
pa vs 0
drink s pig 0
plant 0
o If 0 porridge 0
6 1 VS 6 0 puff 0
enough s
ropes 0
far 15
flour 0 sa.ae 13
four 1 scratch 0
fox 5 s a os maker 0
a hoe 3 1
gave 4 soft z
Singer bread 0 stick d
goat 0 stile 0
Goldilocks 0 straw 0
groat 3 suits 0

BOCK II, IfSVEI* I cont
n OB D FRRCCEHC Y
tap 0
thresh 0
trip o
troll 0
waked 2
water 3
wee 0
wheat 0
who 14
wolf 0
woman 3
g 0*1 r OP HP ‘•CT'-QQ
cannot
someone
upon
0
11
0

€•'* fe
OftADC 8
Words from SU^RBLI. primary List, levels 3-4-8
Not Already used in previous
List.
WORD FT’-SCtJENCY WORD FREQUENCY
above 0 cap 0
a fra id 5 care 7
against 1 carry 3
ago a car t 0
al raos t ii change z
alone 6 chee se 0
already 5 child 4
also z clean 0
animal 27 cl own A\J
answer 3 cost 6
anything 9 c oapany 0
arta 3 corner 0
around 11 cost G
ate Q course Z
cover 17
liable s 0 crack 3
bad 11 cream 0
bag Q cries 0
balance 0 crumbs 0
'oa,rk 0 cry 3
oar a 1
basket 0 dance 3
begin 6 dark 9
be bind Z d if fare n t 3
being 0 d ime 0
bel ie ve 0 disappoint 0
boil 1 done 3
beside 8 draw 0
between 1 dr© es 13
bicycle 0
bit & oacii Z
blackboard G car 0
board 6 early 4
boat 0 earn 0
br igtot z Easter 0
bring 5 easy 1
bugs Z <*3£ 0
busy z either 1
end 3
errand 0

GRABS 3 oont •
WORD FREQUENCY WORD FBgqUSHCg
even 13 hopped a
ever 10 hundred 2
« very body 0
every tiling 7 loo 3
expect 2 1*11
is 333
face Q it 233
fair 0 I * VC
fall 0
fara 1 joke 0
feat aere 2
feed 0 kept 1
fell a kind 9
few a kitchen 4
field l knew 1
fill l
fieii a land 9
five 0 large 12
float 0 la to 3
floor 4 lay 0
flows r 4 learn a
f ora st 0 leave li
for tn 0 left 5
friendly 0 light 9
fall 1 long 14
lost 1
game 3 lot 1
goes 0
gone 15 magic 0
ground 15 staple 0
grunt 0 v tor 1
guess 7 mean 5
Berrys ©-round 0
half 0 sight 9
hauler 0 Bind 3
hard 6 minute 9
hear 5 miss 0
he Id 0 month 2
hide 0 most 5
hiding 0 south 0
hill a move li
hit l Mrs.
hold 6 much 19
hole 34

GRADE 2 cont
if "1.
WORD LMk]LM£L %0-^P FREQUENCY
neok 2 right 22
n e » s 0 ring 9
Blok©
I
0 roar 1
noise 0 roll 1
Boon 1 roof 0
nuabe r 0 room 36
rope 0
often 7 round 0
only 12 rub 1
oven 0
o»n 4 sandy 2
sat 0
paps r 6 school 1
part 1 scrc&D 0
pass 0 scrub a
path 13 second i
pay 0 scorn 7
pen 0 soon 1
pe ople 10 so 11 7
perhaps 0 so ad 4
picture 0 so t 29
place 6 several 4
pins 2 shako 2
\> 1 e n t y 1 shall 2
p o 1 a t 2 shoe 1
police aa
a
Q shore 0
pond 9 short 1
poor 3 should 8
pretty 13 show 4
proud 0 s id© 9
puU 3 six l
pumpkin 0 skip 6
el Id© 1
queer 9 aly 0
quickly 17 small 3
quietly 2 smart 0
sail© 1
rabbit 10 a nee se 0
reach 3 anok 50
reason 1 something 13
reaeaber 6 some t itae 9
reel 5 song 1
r ide 2 speak 0

<%*
OBA.i/E £ ooat.
WCBD prsqugarqT were FBSOUEriCT
stairs l village 4
stand 12 vines 0
start 15
ato pa 1 wag 0
still 13 wagged 0
at one 0 wars 16
stood 0 was 56
strong 7 waste 1
each 10 wastebasket 0
snide a 1 w& ten 15
Suauaer 4 weeds 0
sun £ week St
sup ose 1 wnai QZ
sure 6 walls 5
srway 0 whisper Q
W.iwla 3
table 13 wife 0
tali 0 wild 6
tali 3 wind 6
taste 0 v* indow 12
to le po one y wings 0
ton l winter 0
terr idle z wise 0
than 4 « i til out 1
X hose 14 word 1
third 0 write 0
t i.o ce z
t w ug h t z yard 1
till Q year 23
togc taer 7 yet 2
t o 2 o r r ow 12 young 14
tonight 6
top 3
train 0
trap 33
tr uok 2
true 7
turn 12
turtle 0
uebrs 11a 0
upstairs 0

OP.ACE 3
for 4 a from cur Ztt primary list. Levels d«7
Hot Already Used in previous
List*
>70 pc FITSCOS NOT W
r
0fHfc F-'-rr'iiHcy
able 4 bo nd s
absent 0 beneath 0
across 1 beyond a
act 0 blanket 0
add 0 blink 0
addre ss 0 bliss 0
adventure 0 bl oota 0
afternoon 7 blossom 0
agent 0 body 0
agree 0 boil 0
ahead 1 born a
a ir 1 botuer 0
airplane 1 bottom 3
al ike 0 bought 1
al ive 1 bounce 0
allow 0 brass 0
aloud 0 break 3
al though 0 breath 1
among 1 breeze Q
amount 0 brook id
amuse 0 brought 5
angry 0 brush 0
any body 0 bubbling 1
anyone 3 build 2
anywhere 1 built 0
a par t 0 bunch a
arrived 0 bu sine os 0
artist 0 butter 1
asleep 1 button a
attention 0
attic 1 calf 0
automobile 0 calve s 0
awful 0 candy 1
can* t 0
bank 0 card 2
battle 0 ca so 0
become 0 castle 2
beg 0 cause 1
begin cent 0
belong 3 cer ta inly 5

0R62S 3 coat
r/QHS zmassax gOT?S FBS: U h?JOY
chain 0 decided o
chance 2 deck
chatter a deep *
che st 0 delighted 0
chief 10 del tght ful 0
choose 1 da tv 0
class 0 diamond u
clear 9 dida* t 0
cliff 0 die 2
el itab a different 3
close 7 d ig 1
cloth direction 1
clothes a dirty 0
eo.« la r 0 disappear 1
college 0 d ivldo 9
color a doctor 3
confusion 0 dollar a
oon t iaue 0 double a
cook 0 downstairs 0
cool 1 dozen a
copy 0 drag 0
Qottage 0 drink 0
count 0 dream 0
crackers 0 drips a
creak 1 drive 10
crooked 0 dr op
cross 0 drown &
cup 0 dry 3
cupboard 0 during 2
curious 0 dust l
curve 0 dwarf 0
dare 3 eager 0
darted 0 earth 1
date 0 easy 1
dead 0 east 0
Bece.iiber 1 o ight 7
decide 1 eleven 0
sloe 10
empty 0
enjoy a
everyone 11
'•
.
•
•
CrBAPS 3 OOUt.
WORD frequency FRSC'O ' HOY
everywhere 0 forget 0
exactly 0 forgive 0
except 2 forgot 2
exo It© 0 fortune 0
exciteuient 0 fortunate 0
excuse a f ortaard 0
explain 0 fourth 0
eye 0 free 0
free ze o
fact 0 Friday 0
factory 0 fright 3
fare 0 fr click 0
farther 0 front 3
fat 2 frosty 0
feaet 1 f rosen 2
Fe ii ruary 0 fruit 2
fad 0 fur ^ 19
fellow 3
felt 4 gallop 0
fence 0 gasoline 0
festival Q gather 0
fierce a gathered 0
fight s gay 1
finally 3 general 0
finger 2 giant q
finish 7 glass 0
f is no rraan 0 glove s 2
fit 0 glue 0
fix 2 gnaw 0
f lane 5 gobble 0
flapping 0 gold 33
fleet 0 grade 0
flight 0 grand 9
f look 0 grasshopper 0
flow 0 gray 0
foam 0 greedy 0
foggy 2 grae tings 0
fold 0 grow 0
follow 3 grin 0
fond 0 grocer 0
food 6 grocery 4
foolish 4 group 0
foot 3 growl 0

GRADS cent*
WOBD FEE . : MCY FRRC 'JET'CY
guard 0 Jacks
t
0
gu ide 0 jam 0
gulls 0 January 0
gum 0 jar 0
jaw 0
ilG.il 0 jerk 0
ua nU 1 c 0 join Q
happen 9 jolly l
hardly 3 jolted 0
ha t 1 j our nay 0
hatch 0 judge 0
haven* t 0 juice 0
aeal th 0 juicy 0
hoar t 0 July 0
heavy 6 June 0
hedge 3
bee 1 s 0 kettle 0
hive 0 keys 0
hoe 1 kick 0
boaey 0 kingdom Q
bonk 0 kies a
hope 14 knife 0
horn 0 knock 5
hose 0 kuowa 0
hotel 0
h o a r 0 ladder 0
however 0 lady 1
huge 1 laid 0
hues a lake 1
hung 0 lantern 0
faun ter 0 law 1
hush 0 lazy 0
lead 1
idea 1 least 0
ill 0 leg 2
ineh 0 Is agth 0
indeed 0 less 0
ink 0 lesson S
inside 10 lettuce 0
instead 0 liberty 0
inters ®t 0 1 ie 0
iron 0 life 3
itself 0 lift 4
1 inge r 0

OHADE 3 oo nt
mm.VA.mx WCH'D rns«:u”noY
lips 0 nap 0
listen 0 napkin 0
look a narrow V
lonely 6 naughty 0
lose 0 nearly Q
load 0 neither 0
lovely 11 not 0
1 ovs 1 newspaper 0
lucky 5 Hew York 0
lump 0 next 2
lying 0 nice 3
n ightgown 0
;«ald 0 nine 6
0 nodody 0
aa in 1 nod 0
aarblo 0 nonso use 0
march 0 nor 0
mark 0 north 0
uart'.ti t 0 nose 0
marry Q note a
carried Q notice Q
master 0 Hoveabor 1
match 0 nowhere 0
match© e 0 nurse 0
meadows 0
meant 0 oars 0
measure 0 oats 0
tie a t 2 obey 0
;0 1 t 0 ocean 0
mend 3 o» clock 0
merchant 0 October 0
ae . sen ge.r 0 offend 0
middle 1 of £ ico 3
Qj lie 4 oil 0
yin© 0 onions 0
miserable 0 order 0
mistake 0 ought 0
nix 0 oarselvc
s
0
.
. o a© n t J outdoors 0
moonlight 0 outside 13
mountain 8 owed 0
music 1 owl 0
ay self 4
.’
C-UPB 3 coat
ironio ft?,:, v:::<3r T?0!?3>
pack 3 protect
package 5 pudding
page 1 puddle
pa id 0 puree
pail 0 push
palace 4 puzzle
P&iu 0
papoose a quack
past 0 qua* rol
pasture 0 quart
pa toil a question
patter 0 Cj \X a 0 iC X
peach 0 quit
peanut 0 quite
poas 0
peak 0 radio
pa nay 0 rail
person 3 railroad
p iaao 0 rainy
pile 3 raise
pillow 0 rang
p in® 3 rather
pipe 0 rattle
pitcher 0 real
plain 2 receive
plan 1 rasa in
play -hinge 0 reply
pleasant 0 rhysae
pocket 0 ribbon
point 2 rice
polite 0 rich
pool 0 riddle
possible 0 ripe
potato 0 rise
pound 1 r Ivor
pour 3 roast
power 3 robbers
practice 0 roo.<
pruce 0 roots
pr int 1 rough
prise 0 rubber
promise 4 rug
proper 0 rale
rash
FaE:iH.:i;cY
1
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q
9
3
4
9
0
0
0
o
0
1
0
24
a
0
a
1
l
0
0
0
a
30
5
0
0
X
0
0
0
1
1
1

08AZ>8 3 coat.
h 08 D FWBftHBMOY mno FREQUENCY
sad Z star 1
safe 4 stats Q
sail 0 steal 0
©ala 0 steamship 0
sauce 0 «t#©r 0
say© s atop 1
scrap© 0 stir 0
gea G sit itch 0
sea t 0 stolon 0
SOVQii 4 stool 0
sew ? sty© lefat 4
©had ow 2 strange 2
shelf G at re ton 3
shiny 3 string 6
s •. i p 0 at rued 0
shoot 1 stub 0
shot 0 study 0
shut 0 suit 0
Blok 0 sup par a
sight 0 sweet i
sign 0 Miia 0
slU 0
sines 1 tanadar 4
sir 1 tears 0
3l30 4 teeth 1
shi 0 temper 0
shin 3 the .iaelvds 1
slept 0 think It%#
slip l though 3
si on 1 thou sa ad 0
smoke 7 threw 1
so her 1 through 1
sold 0 throw 2
so a 1 Thursday G
sorry 2 tied 2
sound 2 tinkle 0
south 0 tire 0
s park Is 2 tiresome 0
ape ad 0 toothless 0
splendid 0 toss 0
spoil 1 touch 16
spring 3 toward 2
stamp •& tower 7

OBADS 3 cont
WpBD |PBSC'UB»CY S'CIp FBEQ-'E
trade 0 whatever 0
travel 0 who e lbarr ow 0
trouble 0 woe never a
trousers 0 wherever a
tr uok 0 wn* t«er j
tract 0 whip 0
t u cable 1 whirl i
turkey 0 whistle 0
twe nty 0 whom 0
whose 0
ugly 3 wicked 0
unuer stand 2 w id© X
unfortunate 0 will 6£
unha ppy 2 W il J ow 0
unless 1 wink 1
until 9 w itch 0
upset 0 within 0
use 2 woke 0
wonder 10
valentine 0 wonderful 10
valley 4 won’t 10
ve ge tables 0 wooden 0
v© 11 0 woodpe cKer 0
velvet 0 wool 0
viols t 0 wooly 0
visit 7 world a
visitor s worn 0
voice Q worm
worry 3
wade 0 worse 0
waded 0 worth 0
wag on 0 wouldu* t 0
wall 3 wrap 3
war 0 written 0
wash 6 wrong 1
waterfall 0 wrote 0
wear a
weather 0 yell 2
4 ednesday 0 yesterday 2
weep 0 you 31
G
weigh 0 you * re 316
welcome 0 yours© If 316
wo t 1
whack 0

SUPPLE- M NT A ?.Y LIFT CP
wqsp FI?F; : US HOY •.roHfi FB®'--UCNCY
airport 0 crawl 0
along 10
always 11 da uo o 5
apple z deer 4
apples 0 dirt 3
aunt z dish®
s
Z
donkey 0
ball 4 dove 0
balloon 0 drua 0
banana 0
bang & edge 0
barked 0 ole paa»t 0
because 3 elevator 0
boo 0 oven 13
bench 0 every 7
bettor 7 exciting 0
big 13
bill 0 fall 3
bio vs 1 farmers 0
b O t ii 6 first 4
bow, wow 2 fish 2
o ranch 10 flash 0
brought 5 flat 0
buildings 0 flew 1
fly 6
cage 0 follow 3
candles 0 found 7
captain 7 friend 17
carefully 10 frog 0
carrot 0 full 1
collar 3
chickens 3 gate 0
Christmas 36 goose a
circus 0
cl lab a ha 1
1
0
clock 0 Halloween 0
cloud £ hands 13
c ocii-a-dooulo -doo 0 bappe nod 9
COld hay 0
cookies 1 head 6
corn 0 hoard 0
crowd 0 h razae If 4
cr led 0
crow 0 ico oreata 0

SUPPLE rJ V, ilT ABY HIT €F ' pHDS coni
.
WOHD FRSCUEHCY SFORS rRSC^ENOT
I * a pony 0
Indian(s) Id
islands a ranch 0
•
r obins 0
4uap 3 rode 0
roll 6
kitty 0 rooster 0
lady 1 Saturday 1
lamb 0 secret 1
last 10 seeds 0
1 *VO 43 sheep 0
log 1 saining a
look 17 shook 0
loader 0 shoulder 2
silly 0
smahins 0 silver 1
nauia 0 sky 2
may bo 20 sleds 0
as t 1 slow 1
aes 0 smell 0
aoo 0 g:allc 1
mors 10 smooth 3
sc tor 0 splash 0
aove 19 spots 2
iaUd 0 spread 2
squeak 0
nail 0 squirrel 1
near 12 start 13
nos t 0 stay 10
never 20 e team 0
nothing 3 story 9
storm 3
QtS 6 a aimay 0
or 17 sunshine 1
swam 0
park 0 swing 1
pan 0
pennies 0 tail 1
po t 2 tap 0
picked 0 teacher 4 -
pie 0 tent 0
pilot 0 that* c 0
•
coatSUP. LS::.2 :,’TAE-J : I '.T OF ^ OBSS
%QRj>
thing
tiny
tired
toad
took
tose 1
treasure
tr io r;a
tried
trot
toy
tub
turn
twelve
t inklo
t v ins
wake
walk
wash
watch
wavy
well
west
which
witioiea
wish
rpscu r. :icy
11
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
1
0
1
26
s
la
2
ia
a
Q
6
30

BILLY *3 SNOW FBI HD
3ILLY* a boy about eight or nine years old.
BILLY* 5 MCTI1SK
IT. Y • a boy about Billy* a ciao. hi toy ia a snow boy.

Words from "Billy’s Snow rriend"
not on tiie vocabulary lists
WORD
BILLY
FREDDY
WHITBY
3G
1
a
characters 1
curtain 3
flakes 1
geo 1
KUcaea 1
skate 1
scone £
waffles 1
'
BILLY*® 3 NOV. FRIEND
SCENE I
3STTXMG
i
AT SX-3B1
It is the kitchen of i illy* s house. It te early
morning.
Billy's author is setting the breakfast on the
table
.
MOTHS P i
BIMY4
MOTHIS s
BILLY i
MOT i
(Calls Billy) Billy, are you almost ready? it's
time you were upl Your breakfast 1 © on the table.
(From outside) J*m coming right down. Mother.
l*o all dressed. Lay. ©hat's fur ore kfast?
I tho ght 1 would surprise you* r, c are going to
wave something you liito very much. waffles!
(Billy comes into the kitchen)
-t * s wonderfull ( illy site at the table* lie
begins to eat.) Gee. i*m glad it's Saturday.
Bid you sue how deep the enow la? It oust have
snowed all night long, and it* a still coming
down •
I can sue how duep it la. it will bo several
days before the roads are cleared. wo live 80
far out in tho country. They never seoa to clear
*:
.
.
this far until the snow ie almost gone. Billy*
what ar» you going to do this morning?
BV J Y
:
Freddy and I wanted to go skating on Old ssaefcy
?ond, out tii« now snow has spoiled that. Tha ice
will he covered with snow. I han’t go to Freddy 1 a
in tola snow. It’s too deep, and no one can com©
here to piay, eitner. (3111y gets up from the
table and goss over to to® window.) Th© snow al-
most covers t e to > of t © hed
;
s along the walk*
That la really deep!
MOTHER: Everything is covered with sno% "©e h ov, the
branches of the trees bend low. They nearly touch
the ground. me enow and Ice are very heavy on
then. After you have finished your waffles and
nilfc you may go outside. X* isn’t very cold this
morning.
8 XT, X. Vs ({Joes back ah', begins to rat again) Mother, do
you know what T ata going to do this morning’? I’m
going to make a snow man. ve won’t be 4ust a
plain ev -ry da;; snow mats at all . He will bo made
like a boy just ray : lse . Ho will be ray friend,
and ho will play with rao today.
CURTAIN
.•
.
SvUfJE IX
3iiTTIN3 :
AT n..Ei
BILLY
j
SUOW BOY
i
BILLY
:
SN0* BOY
BILLY
«
Outside of Lilly’s house In the snow.
Billy puts on the la&t bit of s uots on the snon
boy. Th« aao* boy is finished.
The snow is just ri tjht for paoking. it didn't
take ma very long to faako the ooy. now that he
Is finished, ho suet havo a good name. (Talk®
to the aaovs boy) would you like the aaae A tidy?
NO* «• that is not a g-od aaoe for a boy of snow*
I knov.1 I hi toy l X’ll call ay friend ;itoy.
I like th.it name, too* i didn’t want you to
name me Andy. '.-hi toy is a good aaae.
< Billy very surprised) whatf Bid you say
sonothlatj? Can you talk? say something else,
Whitey. you did talk, didn’t you?
Certainly, I can talk. I think v-'hitey is a very
good name* lou have made me very well, Billy.
I look just like a real live boy.
Except you’re a little fatter. You arc just as
tall as I am. hat else can you do besides
talk?
3 N't* BOY i “ell, I really don’t know what else I can do. x
1•
'
• .
.
*
•
• •
«
.
*
•
.
.
haven’t tried to do anything «lce.
> So on. f$*ybe you nan do soaeth ing if you try.
SHOW 307i (rtoves hie head about) I can turn ay head to the
right side* 2 ea a turn my head to the left side.
I oao look behind ms. X can look to the side,
too. Why, I can even roll my eyes. (Moves his
aria slowly* and then the Snow Boy starts to spring
both of hie arms.) I can wave my arias high and
around. "ee, both arias will move at two same
tliae. iiaybe if X try I can move ay ley a » too.
Then X could walk and skip as you do.
BILLY i Whit oy
,
try and walk* Then we can run and play
together. Xou will be a really wonderful friend,
SKI 0$ BOY t (Bogins to fall over at his first try to walk)
1*3 a little shaky on my feet. Boon X * 11 bo able
to skip and dance as well as anyone. watch ae i
(Skips about)
BILLY t You’re doing fine!
SNOW BOY i For «aay long Months I have been watching boya and
girls play. I ua toiled theu on thoir way to school
in the aorniag. I often wished i could have gone
along with theca. 2 watched you play ball in the
field in the spring and in the summer. j watahed
you slide on the hill In t.ie winter. I have
*.
always wanted to be a boy. Won I am a boy l "fcen
I was In t *.€ clou is I coal In* % .lay a ti have fan.
I wasn’t a boy than* I was in the sky as hun-
dreds and hundreds of snow flakes, ^oaeone had
to put them all together to aak© a snow person.
M o one had made me into a parson. You did, and
now I can lau^h and talk and run sad play* I
cur. d„ all these tillage. I am so happy.
(The Z now Soy sings)
I ‘a a happy little Snow soy
Oo&e to play.
Let’s skip a .d run, and
Let*;, be gay . ha ... ha ... ha , .
,
Bi ll i (Laughs) That’s wonderful! Ccsee on! let’s nave
a snow fight. (They begin to throw snow at each
other
}
SHO» BOY*
BILLY £
SNv“’ BOY i
BliLY j
Look out! gore co ;ea a rood one! (The enow ball
hits D illy
)
Ofct ' ight down my nook, too! oh, it’s wet and
cold!
Ifayfee we’ve played long enough for & while. Let’s
rest a minute or ttvo.
|*b tired. I’ll sit over here on the « tope and
catch my breath. Due, but i * ;n warm. That was
.
SKC : BOTi
BILLY
s
quit© a snow fight* wasn’t it? (Billy falls
a^laoj.
)
Wall* I gutfsa the fun is all over.
(The Snow Boy sings)
Ohs I wish that the sunshine
Would g w av ay
•
I just want to b© hoy
All oa y • Oh* • • *Ohi d o s y » • »
1*8 afr&iu that when Billy wakes up 1 * 11 he gone*
The sun is high in the shy* it ie very .>ara. I
feel ay self Beginning to slip* I fool ay self ©«*
ginning to drip. It*r Been auch good fun to he
a hoy today* (The snow £oy falls on the ground*)
(wakes up ana looks all about hi®) Oh* T/hitey,
wn&t has happened to you? X guess I know* th®
sun uas taken you away* te had a wonderful tiuie
playing in the snow* you wore such a good friend
When wo have snow again, will you acme hack?
:o will nave fun together* we will sing and skip
anu play just as w© aid today *.*«
CULT A IN
\9
-
. ,
=4=
CKABACTEBS
il 2?ELTM AHor^VSt a teaohor at the ^iogston school. Mias
Andrews ie a friend and a teaohor of Marcel.
CONNIE* a girl about eight years old. connle is visiting her
Aunt, ;ico Andrews, during the Christmas vacation*
DP. QLA !B',KS ( a wo Unknown doctor who is also a friend of
Marcel* a .
SAFfOSL, a girl about eight years old*

words froui "jjjarael’a Christmas*
net on the vocabulary list®
WCP» JEB2MSI
ANDREWS 20
CHA ?4BEBS 25
COMKIS 23
KIHGS TON 3
flA X'- S E L 44
HRS. KILLER 9
bandage 5
bravo 1
cnarae te r
s
1
curtain a40
SVC 3
heroine i
pi nit 3
scene 2
vacation 1
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MAROEL* 3 OHT IST.3AS
SCENE I
SETT INS
i
In tii© living room of Miss Andros*© nous©.
It is Christmas Eve. The floor is oovoreu
Tilth wrappings and .uirietwaw ribbons.
AT RISE
t
t
lilse Andrews and Connie arc wrap ing Christ-
mas presents*
MISS AHBftSVSi She alight come in any »inuto. Let’s finish
wrapping tue presents as quickly as wo can*
I want her to be vary surprised*
CONNIE* Oh* I hops that Marcel does some over to-
night. 3 he wasn’t sure she could.
MIS" A HD HEWS: Maybe she won’t as so lonely .if sue o o <ae e
here on ohristaae gva. She hae no real home
of her own. she has no real family to take
•
care of her*
CONNIE * But where does oho live? who does oho live
with?
MISS ANDREWS J Two years ago Marcel oaao to live at firs.
Millor’s rooming house. p^arcel was given a
very little room in the attic. There is oao
—
125
>
>
i
very small window in her room, and the sun-
light doesn’t come in very well* often her
little room is dark and cold. Marcel helps
Mrs* Miller with the work at the rooming
house*
CONNIE* But Maroel Is so little. The is not very
strong* That kind of work oan she do?
MI 3 3 ANDREWS j She goes straight to ?£rs. Tiller’s after
school. There are beds which she has to
make. She often helps with the washing and
dusting* Sometimes she takes care of ^rs*
Miller’s baby girl. After dinner there are
piles and piles of dish«3 to be washed.
Marcel goes to bed early. The is very tired
after ’working so hard.
CONNIE: But when does she play? Doesn’t she have any
girl friends to play with? Doesn’t sne ever
go to their homes after school?
UIS3 ANDREWS : Marcel is too busy at Mrs. jiller’s rooming
house. she doesn’t have any time to play,
sometimes she comes here for a little while
in the evening, but she never 3tays vary
long.
CONNIE t Maybe she'll stay longer this time. " on’
t
f
'.
.
' ••
.
•4 O'g
.c.-4
MX (8 AN DEES'S :
CONNIE
i
BISS ANDREWS?
CONN IB :
&IS3 AN OPENS i
CONN IS
s
a is 8 aironsvs i
she as surprised with her Christmas present?
3he will Just love the blue dress, she
heart* t any pretty dresses. All she haa are
old drosses that s quo one has mad© over for
her. she has never had a new one of her
own. Slaybe she’ll wear it when aho visits
Dr * Chambers* Re told ae no had a surprise
for her. I wonder what it ia?
Br. Chambers? Who is he?
2>r. $ha»b#ra is one of the best doctors la
the country. He lives in a house with many
beautiful rooms. it is a lovely house* but
ho is very lonely*
Does ho live by himself?
Ho has a house Keeper * ft fat* Jolly# pink-
faced woman. gne is very kind and good, but
still the doctor is lonely in that bid house.
If Marcel hasn’t a real home... and if pr.
Chambers ia so lone ly ... why can’t Mareel live
with his?
Dr. Chambers likes r-arcel very ranch* I know.
H« would like a little girl to live there
with him. ouldn* t it be wonderful if that
wore his surprise? It would make Marcel so
sJJ
.
127
CCUiilE t
vary hap,, y.
It to«ld s«k« r. ObA«b«rs vary happy* too.
CUPT A XH

l:
SCENE II
1 SETTING
i
Tii© saie a e seen© i
AT BISIi Connie in putting Parcel's present under the
tree, Mi sc Audreys is sitting reading a book.
CONNIE
i
Tuercl Marcel* s present is wrapped, it doa»
look pretty in t a a t large box. (sous© ona is
knocking at the door)
MS S3 AMD HEWS : And I would ssj 4ust ia time, tool That mu at
bo Aareal non
.
1*11 ansaor tire door*
(Opens tie door) nello, uarosl, and unity
Christmas, dear.
COMM IS : Hi! Marcel. come on in and see the tree.
JABCEL s Hello, &iss Andrews. Hello, coh-lo, I hur-
ried ov^-r, but I couldn’t come any sooner.
(Starts to take off her coat, fior hands are
bandaged
)
MISS AHDRSfS* 1*11 ban 0 your coat here, dear. t?hy, &hat
has happened to your hands? They aro all
bandaged.
MAECSL
:
I just came fro a Dr. Chamber* a off ice. go
took oar© of them for me, rnay area* t hurt
very much. I burned them a little at th«

'jj
rooming house. They fuel ®uch better now,..
Oh* a hat a beautiful Christmas troe you have.
CCUNIEi There's a present under the tree. It has
your name oa it, y&roel. Your hands are so
bandaged up. 'ould you like a« to help you
open it?
MkitSZLt k present? Tor me? Oh* thank yout Put, I
no -ild like to open it myself. I don't think
the bandages will be in ray way. (Connie and
glas Andrews watch h&r open the pa oka s) That,
ban it be? The box is so large. The wrap-
ping* are so pretty. (Holds up the light
blue party dress) 0h» on,... a party dross.
A new party drasa of ray vary ova .. I never
had a truly new dress. But tshon shall I
wear it? 1 never go to parties. oh, it's
so beautiful.
Ut J 3 ANDREWS s fay don't you wear it tomorrow? It is
Christmas. if you visit pr. 0 ha saber* you
oould wear it than. He would be very happy
to see you.
A ROLL i I will ro to see hi®.. aad 1*11 soar this new
d see. it will bo sc pretty to wear. ('i-oae-
one is knocking at the door)
«f
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OOSNIE i
i
X> I .
.
e£AtfBS»0 i
1 ' !
BB . CHAM BSB3 s
0 08SIB :
DR. 3R«V.?B£RS
SI IB 3 AMD-RSW3I
DR. OiSAMBERS;
MARCEL
»
fho oati this be ? 1*11 e^s who*® kBCekiag at
the d or.
I * a Sr. Chambers. 7s Marcel here? Che left
the office so quickly* I d i & n * t know where
oho was atng. T»m worried about aer hand®.
They are badly burned.
Do cota© in, Dr. chamber®. a ho told us they
weren’t hurt badly. “pat happened?
Didn’t she tell you? Don’t you know about the
fire at Irs. Hiller’s rooming house?
KO* 8bw didn’t tell us about a fire, cone in*
Marcel is in alio with :ay Aunt. (h© cosies into
the living room)
Hello, 'lisa narorss.
Cvod overling, Dr* Ci&nbers* I’a so gl *i you
caajo over. 5 on* t you cose in and sit dot.a?
Thank you. Tiello# Marcel. How are your hands?
Oh, they are fine now. They don’t hurt very
D . CHA 8 ;,HS *
MAI CEL i
B . cha a :l • 3
1
much.
Young Lady# you were badly burned. you aust
bo careful. you came and loft the office so
quickly.
And will the baby be all right?
The baby will bo fine, you saved her life.

-1 BD>-*1
1
s
you are a heroine, Rfaroel. you are a very
brave little girl.
CONNIE; She saved the baby’s life? now?
MISS ANDREWS: Tell toe* ••just what happened?
DR. CHAMBERS; There was a fire at Mrs. Miller’s tonight.
Everyone got out very quickly. None of the
roomers were burned. The baby was sleeping*
Marsel went into her room and brought two
baby out safely, Marcel burned her hands.
The fire was out soon. Everyone is all right.
Everyone but Marcel.
MARCEL t Oh, I'm all right, too. My hands won't be
bandaged very long.
MISS ANDREWS; Marcel, dear, you have done a very wonderful
thing. Maybe someday someone will do some-
thing as wonderful for you.
MARCEL: But you have already. All of you. you are
such good kind friends.
DR. OHA BE S: I sou you have a Christmas present. what is
it?
MARCEL: I have opened it. It's to be a surprise for
you. wait until tomorrow, and then you will
see it.
DP. CHAMBERS; And I have a surprise for you. I have been to
..
,
*
*
<
1 32
ece ’ire. filler, he thinks It* s a fin® plan,
I hope you’ll like it, too.
MARSEL# You’ve been to see aI rs« Killer? that did you
ask her? *rhat did you talk about?
SB* 0 >4^8$ 7
1
Marcel, year
,
how would you like to Cota© to
ray big houce on the hill? Uy housekeeper has
already ra&de a roots ready for you. Th® cur-
tains are light pink, and the walls are llg;t
green. There ia a lit;!® dressing table with
a pink cover. It’s a beautiful roera* c»«
made just for you,
MISS A Mi) S : Ohf hector. You are ao kind* it would bo
wonderful for hert
MAROSLi I’d leva to ooras ...... only .........
X>S . 3 H A ’ - 3£ ' :• j 0 a 1 ~j * what?
MARCFL: 0nly**oottl4 I atill have &iss And row© for ray
teacher? could I still go tho the Kingston
3 c.iool?
DR. CKA"3SR$s of course , Iso •. ad row a will be your tea oner.
You aay still go to the Kingston School* Do
you car© if the walk sill be a little longer
•a oh day? Sow would you like to take music
lessons and dancing lessons, too? you have
always liked to sing and to dance.
-

MA -03 Li On. C o u X t'i i $ 0 Ould X really? X want to coo#
BH « CHAMBERS*
COIlfIXE :
i>F » CHAMBERS*
MABC3T.
i
bo ucsh. I want to acme soon,
you say come as soon as you are ready. you
ar.p o o esc tower rov Bernina and have Chr Jetoae
in you r now homo. You will be the very boat
Christmas present in the world its R**
I will help you ready tomorrow.
X will drive ever for you after breakfast.
Bi.all all have chrietsiac dinner together. I
;
will be & vary wonderful Christs** for every-
one •
This has been the best Christ**** X have ever
had. X am ver; nappy
OUBXAIU
r(t^'j
A N8f CAPTAINi
CHABACTSBS
ANDY • a boy about nine years old.
NABOB « a girl about seven or eight years old. she is Andy’s
sister
•
JI :» a friend of Andy* a, about Andy’s age.
Fa.jDY. about the sa:ue ago, a friend of Andy’s and jira«s.
.t
Words from "A M*w Gaptain"
not on the vocabulary lists
WORD FRECVSNCT
AMDY 34
F712DOY 15
3Vi 17
*4A RGB 30
ohara c tors 1
oheoke r a 5
oho ;ais try 3
ora ah 1
oar tain 3
<i -in 3
hookey 7
seen® 3
shout 3
skate 19
team 4

A NSW CAPTAIN
SETTING *
AT RISE*
UAVQEi
ANDYt
wtAEGS t
ANDY t
MAPCE
:
ANDY :
SCENE I
It Is the living room of ndy*s and Marge* e house.
It* e morning j a ver/ clear, cold, winter morning.
Andy and &arge arc sitting on the floor playing
checkers
•
It* s your move, Andy. Why do you take so long?
I can*t move. you* 11 Jump me wherever i move. j
don* t eee why we should play any longer, you win
againl
Then, let's go outaiue and play. Motner said w©
could
•
There* 8 nothing to do outside. There's no snow,
and it's very cold today. I would Much rather stay
In here.
we could go on down to the pond. The ice Is thick
eno.gh now. You haven't been skating all year long
Why* you haven't boon at all since you fell in
last yoarl
I j .st don't want to go* that's all. I don* t like
to skato any more. And, i*m not going to skate
'.
.
.
,
.
J7
i '’A TiGE i
AND Y s
MANGE j
ANDY :
:;a:?GI. j
ANDY*
MANSE i
today
l
You did cant to be captain of the hookey teas*
You wore the best skater last year. You could
still be captain if you wanted to be.
That was last year. rail, I don* t want to be
captain now. They wouldn't want tae anyway. I'aa
never going skat ing. ... never.
Well, l atal And i'ta going today. i»ll go down
to the pond alone if you won't go with ;ao.
3e careful. Marge. Don't skat© near the daps.
That's w.ero X nearly drowned, and you reaesiber
how that wasl The ioe is never safe around that
end of the pond.
I'll be careful, hue I wish you would coae, too.
Mayue Sally will be at the pond today, she
wanted to try her new skates.
Have a good tlcie. tee* 11 play sou© more Checkers
when you cops© back from skating. May ae it will be
ay turn for soae luck, then.
Goodbye. C oac on down if you change your aind.
(Marge walks out of the door)
GUFTAIN

138
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SCENE II
SETT IMG i The oam as Scene J. a few minutes later.
AT FlSBi Andy is alone in the living room. Be is still
looking at the onecicar hoard.
ANDY t I wonder how she did win that last ^aaoo I was
sure I was going to win* (someone is knocking on
the door. There is also yelling and shouting from
outside. Andy answers the door. Freddy and jim
come inside. They nave hookey sticks on their
shoulders. Skates hang from tie ends of tne
sticks.
)
ANDYs fill Kid si Come on ini
FEEDDY s xi o want you to come on out. How about playing some
hockey today? We need a good player on our team.
JIUi you were our best skater bef ore ... before you quit
skating last year.
AND Y s I didn* t quit!
JIMi well, then* if you didn’t quit, how aeout it?
Get your skates and hookey stick and let's go.
ANDY i But I can't go today. My mother is at the store
buying her groceries, and i»a supposed to waton
my sister.
•: '
.
...
C
FHSDJMTi
ANDY J
jin*
ASSY »
FBSDDY
:
ANDY i
31m
ANDY :
FESDbY*
JIM*
.
ANDY i
Aw. ..you’re Just afraid to go. you could go If
you wanted to. Anyway, I saw your sister at the
pond. we Just caste by there.
I know. She just wont down. I can watch her from
here. You can see the whole pond from this win-
dow. (Andy goes over t& tie window.) 1 can see
Marge, now. She found sally, and she*c having a
good titae with her.
Then you won’t go with us to play hookey?
No. Not today. 1 just don’t fool like skating.
But what about the teas? Are you going to let
them down?
1*11 go some' time, but not today. how about stay-
ing in here? \ye can work with ajy chemistry set.
The new one that Dad gave aa for Christmas,
wall, vwe were going to play hookey.
V
You should just see soa© of the thing® that we
can do. come on. 1*11 let you both work with it.
Geo, I’d like to stayl J never have worked with
a chemistry set before. how about it, jiia?
a
wall, O.K.* but tomorrow we’re going to go skating.
Whore is your aet? I’ve never seen it.
It’s roally a beauty. I keep it in the oallar.
You follows start do;n. I’ll bo down in a minute.
..
.
,
• v
'
•
. .
•
f • *
<*
JIKl
FBEDDY
s
J I 5
:
FBEBDY
:
J I ?! :
(Freddy and jicu go out the door which goes down
to the collar. Andy looks out of the window.)
She's skating all alone on the far and of the
pond. It isn't safe thorn. 2 told her not to
skate near the da .a. The ice is never thick there
and it might break away. she'll fall In Just as
I did last year. I must stop hart
(Calls up froa the cellar) Hey, Andy, aren’t you
coming down? What are you doing up there?
That's funny. He doesn't answer. (jia and Freddy
come up the stairs again) I wonder where he went.
I thought he was right behind ust
So did i. He certainly disappeared quickly. h«
may have had to tell Marge something. He’ll be
back soon. (noth JiiB and Freddy stand looking at
the checker board.)
Say, I wonder who was winning this game? Marge
is getting to be a pretty good player. :iie can
win games with Andy sometimes. Not many people
can play better checker® than *ndyl
X wish he would get back. lie's been gone almost
ten minutes. ($oea over to the window) H«y
•
here he comes now, and he brought Uarge with him.
FBSDDY What's the matter with ner? sne* s all beat over
*'
'
r
He haa his ara around her shoulder. Be* 9 helping
FnsDDY
i
kmrt
MAP SR !
AHBY i
JIMi
xusos i
imps**
her walk, I think she fell in. (Andy and Marge
Goa® in. Marge l« dripping with icy eater, and
quo is shaking with the cold.)
I was right. You did fall in* H0« did that hap-
pen?
Aw* s he went too no \r the aaa. I saw her abating
toviard it. I saluted and yelled, but sue couldn’t
hear me • The wind blew in the wrong direc tion.
The loo croaked and then cracked. Before j knots
it, the ice had split wide open. I saw her crash
through, but X got there in time.
He throw out a, large board for me to hold on to*
Then ho came out on the thin ice. it cracked some
more, but it didn’t break. B« reached out his
hand, i took hold of it and climbed up on the
board.
She was pretty frightened.
The poor kid. we’ll got you warm pretty quickly*
But AiO saved mo • H
o
didn’t let ae drownl no is
ao big and strong* Andy isn’t afraid, of anything!
Gee, you aren’t afraid of anything* nothing would
frighten you I Hey
,
w® need a new man for the
captain of the hockey team. you always were our

0© at sit&ler
JIM i
ANDY »
Sure, how about it? you would bo a good captain.
W« need a follow 1 lice you.
Honest, fellows? Do you really want «o to bo your
captain? That would be swell l But, let’s get
a oiao dry clothes for jn&rge...
30HTAIB

CHRISTMAS BVS AFTER AI.L
CHARACTERS
» a girl about sevats years old*
EVA*? MOT IT El?
MRS. 8R0V?K
MRS. STEEL
MR. STEEL
A TAX I DRIVER

fords froa *Ohrlstaas Eve After All**
not on tae vocabulary lists
icr.D
SET ULEH£.'4
37 A
MRS. BBGfttf
U. STEEL
MRS. STEEL
beads
oar ol
oharaotors
our ta ia
2 vo
a oa a©
silent
FBSC-UEMQY
2
20
4
4
a
2
2
1
1
5
1
2
6taxi
tea
*t
i 4 5
SSTTING
l
AT PISE
i
EVA J
HOT I SF t
CHPISTMAS EVE AFTEB ALL
SCENE I
Inside of Eva’s house. A table and a few ohairs
are all that there Is In the room. There 1b no
rug on the floor. a plain Christmas tree stands in
t*»e room. It has no lights or pretty balls on it.
A firo burns brightly in the fireplace.
E va is sitting by the fire. Eer mother is sitting
in a large caair by the firo.
Oh, ?!other, the fire is so isarcil geo hot* the
flames see a to be alive. T»ey play and Jump
.
?h©
aaadows play and danco. l>o you see one shadow that
looks like a hugs, black bear? He's going after a
red bird. iqq'kX The bird got away from him. I
can’t soe ths bear any more. And this flame looks
like a littlo string of beads. That one looks like
a beautiful pin.
Eva, maybe some Gnrietmas you will have a string of
pretty beads or a beautiful pin. Maybe someday tie
both can have a real Christmas with a tree with
bright lights and presents under the tree. But we
’
EVA t
MOT :SH i
EVA t
MOTHER t
EVA i
MRS# 3'0 :i i
•aust be glad to ii-iva this fine house and the
fire to Keep us wa rta. It’s so cold and snowy
outside. ,J?e are very warm la here. (There is
a banging sound from outsiue.)
What's that?
That Is only the barn door banging. The wind
is getting stronger every minute. The snow is
falling faster and faster.
(Running over to tu© window) Mother, it is so
beautifaltl The snow tamales and whirls so.
Finally, it reaches the ground and makes a cover
for the earth. It* s deep. The path is covered*
Evan the hedges are hardly showing.
Who can that be on such a cold and stormy even-
ing? I don’t know who would stop at our house
tonight. T q are so far from the main road.
1*11 sec. (Eva runs to the door, two women and
a aan stamp the snow off thoir feet. They walk
into the room.)
Good evening* This certainly is a stormy
C nr i etnas Svci tty hands arc very cold and my
feet are just frozen. Gould we please come in
cy your fireside?
HP. STEEL i we wore coming home from the city. The taxi
f
driver didn't dare drive furtaer into the storm
He das gone ahead for help. The storm came up
so suddenly. aU the roads are piled high with
snow.
MOTHER i Oh 9 do come int I'll put another log on the
fire. You'll be warm soon.
MRS. STEEL
*
had to walic about a mile to find your house.
We saw tae light at your window and hoped we
could come in for a little while.
EVA * Mother and I are glad you stopped here. What
are all t^ose packages you are carrying?
MRS. STEEL* Why these are Christmas presents for my little
girl. che's just about your age. The other
packages are groceries for our Christmas dinner*
MHO. BROWN
:
I left so much shopping to do tonight* I never
should have waited until the night befoie
C hr istmasl
MR. STEEL* Why. ..your tree. ..it's lovely. It's a beauti-
ful true. T-e branches are so full and so green.
MOTHER * It was the prettiest tree in the woods. W*
pioiced it out very carefully. It is the most
beautiful tr^e we have ever had. we have no
pretty balls or lights for our tree, out it is
still beautiful)
*. i
.
« . .
JIK. STEEL i
EVA :
.
MOT ,2R t
STEEL i
MOTHER
s
EVA :
TAXI
DRIVER*
Why, I have Just the thing. I n this boxl c&n-
dies covered with gold and sil ver papers! There
are all kinds of paper things. soaie animals. •
•
some stars. . .even same little paper people.
Thee q will be jus t fine for yo ur tre e
.
(Mr.
Brow q, Eva and Mr 3. Brown, put the pretty papers
onto the tree.)
Lc t ia@ help, plea so l
We can all work t oge tiier
.
fthil & you people fix the tree. 1*11 fix something
for as to drink. I wish we had some cookies and
oak© 3 to give you f
Here
, I have a very fine fruit oak©
.
please put
this on the table
.
(Mrs. Stee 1 hand s her the
cake •)
Oh, tnank you. you are very k ind • This cake
will he very good
.
(The taxi driver knocks on
the door.
)
Borne on© els© is a t the door. I»ll go.
O.K.. you can get your things together. Te'll
be on our way. The road is clear now. 7b© men
finally got through and cleared the snow.
I wish you could stay and have something to eatMCTHLK 1
* •
TAXI
BPXVERi
EVA *
EVERYONE i
MOTHEE t
EVET YONB :
MRS. MTSSll
ME 3 . BFOVNi
MR. STEEL i
MRS • STEEL
»
with us. The fire is aloe and warm.
1 am a little cold. It all loo its so friendly
and «&ra* Guess if you don't mind. I'll warm
up a little.
Let'® sing a Christmas carol. silent Nigh t is
the carol I like the very best.
Good ideal wonderful I (Everyone sings 3 lie at
Eight )
That was lovely. Qh, Little Town of Bet hlehem
waa always one I liked to sing. Bo you think
we could sing that carol?
Yes, yes. (Everyone sings Qh tittle Town of
pa
t
hie he a
. )
That was very beautiful. I nave never enjoyed
it as much*
It has stopped snowing. w© should be on our
way home.
This has been a wonderful Christmas Evet
Eva, I want to give you a doll that I have in
this box. (Gives the beautiful doll to Eva.)
My littl© girl had a new doll last year. ..q
doesn't need another doll this Christmas. 1
have many other presents for her Do take her
l
I > * 1
c
EVA i
MF . BRO^lfi
MGTHEB t
TAXI
DEIVSR:
EVA i
SVEBYo :E s
Oii» she's lovely. Look at the string of yretty
beaus around her neck! Mota«r t Mother, they are
like the string of beads I a %» in the fire to-
night.
And we have so many groceries already at home,
please take these for your dinner tomorrow.
(Mr. Brovin gives Eva's mother a package filled
with groceries.)
you are all very kind. you have been good to sac
and to ay little girl, £va. Thank you I All of
you.
we'd better be going now. Sure was nice in here.
Tn&nk you, so much.
We did have a Christmas after all. a real Christ-
mas. And a very merry Christmas.
’ferry Christmas, everyone!
(As they leave the house) Kerry Christmas!
CUBTA IN
*.
*
NATALIE MS STS A QUEEN
CHARACTERS
NATALI: • a little girl six or seven years old,
IIS, Natalie's older sister, about eignt years old,
TILT IAN, Natalie's twin brother.
T :!£ OLD IAN, a stranger along tno road.
7..L YOUNG MAN, a frlond of Ann Collin's,
ANN COLLIN, a beautiful moving picture star.
41— - -

$ords froja *Ra tails M«®ta a Qu«ea"
not on the vocabulary
?GB$. FP£ IT
ARN 30LLIN3
23TA3BG0K
fcSABIS
RATAL IB
WILL IA3»!
3
0
34
4
blood I
oharaotors X
ourtadn 4
kitoaan 2
aa 4
quo on 40
Boyal 1
soo no
i eta
SSI
3

UKTALIB MEETS A QUEEN
SETTING I
AT U 1 3 £ j
NATALIE
t
MARIS
«
NATALIS j
scene; i
The kitchen in an old farca houte. It is Just
after supper
.
Marie and Natalie are playing cards. »illiaai Is
building an airplane on ine floor. Mother is
sitting in the chair by the kitchen table reading
(Looking at one of tne picture cards) And what’e
a queeu?
Why, a queen* s a woman* . • • Jus t like gga* But nor
blood is royal, and ah© rules over people* And,
of course, she* s very, very beautiful*
(speaking to herself) a queen is like 'aether
Sear? only very, very beautiful? ??otaer Bear is
good* she does nice things for you. But she
isn’t beautiful) I*vo seen beautiful sunsets
and beautiful rainbows* The flowers in the aua-
iaer ar© beau if ul . But Mother X>oar isn’t beauti-
ful. Row can Mother be like a queon? now can a
queen be like Mother? I really can* t understand
that) on, haw I would love to so© a real, live.
*9
cloving queonl
MARIE *
NATALIE
t
9/1; MAM
i
MOTHER*
liATALIE »
And a queen is all sni log and gold. you never
saw anythin, quite so beautiful in all your life.
(Goes over and stands beside her pother) you
know* Ma, the woman who bought the Betabrook
Place? They say ahe’e a real movie queen. Thoy
say she* o there now. Just think.... so near ust
A qucenl A real, live, moving queen. And she
lives so near us. Oh* I must go see her right
away. I just s*« the beautiful, shining qaeenl
(To her saotnor) M&» take us to see her. please
take us to see norl
aay, aha wouldn’t avan look at uai
I’m afraid she wouldn’t think tauoa of a visit
from us. Come child, you must go to bed now.
(To herself) To ss;e ner just oucel I wonder
how X can go alone to see her....
CHPTAXR
'....
.
•
i .
'
. .
.
tSOSHE II
SETTING* on a oountry road near Natalie*© hotae. jt is
early in the afternoon.
AT HI0Et Natalie has started out alone to find the queen.
Natalie’s Bother was busy making butter* she did
not sue her g o out* Natalie sill be home in
time for ©upper*
NATAL IIS s
OLD MAM
i
NATALIE
s
0 LJ> <4A N :
NATALIS
i
(Looking up and down the road) what a sa ra after-
noons X dope the : ctabrook place isn’t too far.
I ’ a not sure just which way to go. Maybe it* 0
near the lake. bother Lear just couldn’t under-
stand. I want so ffiuah to so© the beautiful
saining queen.
(walking toward Natalie) where are you going,
little girl?
I*a going to see the queen.
To the Green’s? well* that isn’t far* I’ll
show you tne way if you like*
No, thank you. I’ll bo there soon, i’m glad it
isn’t much further. It seeas to be getting dark.
(The old aan goes off) I’ll ask the nest person
I meet how to get to the queon’s. I’ll have to
W
r
.;
•
YC'DMO MAlft
KATA LI E
J
YOUNG MAS*
NATALIE
i
YOUNG MANs
NATALIE
YOUNG MAN s
NATALIES
YOUNG MAN t
JLC’O
hurry if i*s» going to get homo in time for sup-
per. It’s really quit© dark, out I don* t want to
go ho <30 now. I must find the queen’s house l
(walks on) ’tell o , little girl. What arc you
doing out on the road so late?
I * a going to the queen’s.
What queen, dear?
Why, the shining
,
moving queen that lives in the
old etabrook place.
(To himself) 3he must mean Ann* (Takes Natalie*
a
hand) you mean the movie queen, don’t you, dear?
But, anyway, tell ae your name. x will take you
home •
My name’s Natalie Andrews. But I* a not going
J»os*«t r * m going to as© the queen. oh, please,
mister. I’ve w&l cd all afternoon, and x haven’t
found her yet. (Begins to ary)
7 here, there* Don’t cry. you shall certainly
so© the queen. I’ll take you to see her myself.
Then I’ll take you homo or else have your mother
come for you.
Oh., .do you knos; t e queen?
$?©ll--or-«*7hy
,
yos, I know her a little. Test’s
go this way. It will take no time at all.

ha tali;.; j
(Thoy start off)
I * vo wanted to see a real, live, moving queen for
®uoh a long time. r .e* g a teal quv«n isn’t she?
All gold and shining? And very beautiful?
YOU NO HAN t yes, my oh 114. she is a real queen# she la
very bo&utiful.
CUP? A IN
r
SCENE III
SETT INC
:
AT RISE:
YOU US MAN t
NATALIS J
YOUNG MAN
i
NATALIE
i
ANN COI.LIH
i
NATALIS t
A rooa In the taovie queen* s house* The room
is very beautiful*
Natalie is sitting la a very large eaalr. The
Young Man staa s in front of her*
ploaae* won't you wait hero? I'll toll the
queen that you are waiting. i'll e«o if s.>©
will see you. (Qoes out of th© roora)
(Natalie ©ait a quietly. she looks about the
rooa. Che picks up a book and looks at it)
Oh* what a lovely roots! It Is just so beauti-
ful I
(Coaes book) She is ready to see you now*
dear. she ©ill be right in*
Oh* I can hoar her aoain,,!
(Cotaes in. the ha# on a beautiful dress of
gold lace. It sparkles as she walks, she
has shoes of gold. ;&# wear# several rings on
her hands.)
Oh* Qbl You are so beautiful* So shining and
lovely
.
ANN CO. L IMS t (Sailing. *. bends over and kisses riatalie) you
rO'
dear child . 30 you wanted to see a real, live,
moving quean? well* now you have soon one,
naven* t you? (Takes a ring from her little fin-
ger and puts it on nataiie*s finger) Here is a
gold ring# Tusre, you can tell your friends
tnat the moving queen gave that to you. I want
you to keep it always. (3h© kisses her again;
and is gone)
YOUNG SIAN j (walk a in) "/ell# are you ready to 3
0
homo now?
You really have soon her. 1*11 drive you home
in tho queon's ear. It *
3
a long walk, and it*
s
vary dark outside now.
cubtajn
f•
.
1
I
f
sitting t
AT RISK:
KA TAL I
K
j
lAQT.il- i
MATA l-IS*
. ,v:.;
NATALIE
:
The saae as scene I
nether, illia» and mrl® are In the kitchen.
Natalie i.as Ju&i eesae In,
Oh, Kat I sa« her. I aaw the beautiful queen.
And she gave as a gold ring to wear. she is so
vary level,,.
(Hurries to her. > he throws her arae around her)
Oh, my baby. you frightened me so. rue re have
you boon ail afternoon? I have been so serried,
I au so glad to have you coae iioase safely
l
Why 9 Mother ! ear, you are like a queen, you are
beautiful and ahiney like a lovely queen.
pear Child. t hope you will always think so.
I shall always remember tuo saevio queen in her
gold and aparklin
,
dross. But you arc the most
wonderful queen of all.
CURTAIN
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TRAPPING WITH ben
OHAHACT^HS
BEN 9 a trapper.
TE'Bl* a bo| about nine years old.
MAC » the saae a^o ao terry

Words froa "Trapping With Ben*
not on the vooabulary lists
30 S3) PH SCI? StIQ Y
3BN 3a
MAC 13
TS8BY 10
bone 1
bus no
s
2
cabin &
oharaotor
e
1
cur tain a
den 5
ate® t 3
eoons a
skunk 15
twig 3
wild a

THA?PX»& • IT ’ B 14
MTTIflO
i
AT RICE:
TERBYi
MAC :
tsf:?y $
SCSHft I
Outside of s cable In the woods. It is a
very clear cold morning in Peeeaber.
Mac and Terry are sitting on a bo* under the
window of the cabin. They are waiting for Ben to
ooa®.
(Rubbing ail hade together and b tamping his foot
nd) see, it*e c-Hi this morning. My
fingers are cold t and :ay fuel are almost frozen!
you* 11 forget all about your hands and foot soon
enough* p.e will be out in a minute, and we* 11
be on our way through the v;qq&s. 1*11 be glad to
jet startodl
?e*re very lucky we can :c ith him today. i*vc:
always wanted tc go trapping with gen. no kaowa
all there is to know about hunting and trapping,
because he has lived in this cabin for years aud
years. He knows every kind of anlael that lives
in those woods, too.
MAC * B®n has told us aome wonderful stories about the

It
TERRY *
&hO *
T1SPY*
MAC )
TERRY
J
SAC :
TERRY i
)
UAO i
i t?4
1*0x00 and door that llv© near his cabin, g# haa
told us how ho traps the smaller animals toe. r e
are going to watch hi/a trap todayt
\»hat anlaala does he catch?
Bfi o catchw a ekunks and rabbits in his traps. Trap-
ping those aalaals and selling the fur is hia job.
He can sell them in the village.
Cfcunfce and rabbitn? is that what ho is trapping?
Why do people want to buy skunks?
To wake a fur coat. skunk fur n&kec a very war
a
winter coat. re wouldn't be cold at all today if
we had on fur ooatc*
Do people eve buy akunfc to oat?
ITo, the meat isn't good to eat, but poop le do bay
rabbit meat to eat.
I know, rabbit io very good to eat. pad brought
some hone a few days ago. abbit fur is good to
sell, too. It isn't good for coats, but it is
used to make felt. You know what felt is. Your
’lad* s best hat is made of felt. Babbit fur is put
inside leather gloves, too. I have new gloves with
rabbit fur in theta » and they arc very warm
Does Ben always o trapping on suah cold winter
days? ' hy doesn't no wait until it is warmer?

TERRY i
MAC i
T1RP i i
^0 t
H« doesn't begin to set oat hie traps until Novem-
ber. He cannot trap before this. It ia against
the law. Re must trap only in the winter Biontbs.
Tills is the best time of too year to catch aniemls.
In the winter, when it is cold, animals must have
thick; fur to keep warm. The trapper tries to get
skunk® with g^od, heavy coats of far. These are
the best to sell.
I know another reason why sen cannot aunt and trap
in the summer and in the sprin^. In the suia-er the
mother animal i© taking care of her babies. she
must get their food and protect them fro.a other
animals. The babies arc too little to care for
themselves. vneu winter comes they are bigger.
Ben started to trap last month. h® goes out early
every morning and looks at the traps. He is hop-
ing to catch many animals this winter. It will bo
lots of fun to go along with him today and watch
him. I wonder if we will find anything in the
tra ps
.
He'll soon find out. Here comes Ben* now, and he's
ready to got
CU *TA IN
«.
3CEHB II
SETTING
i
The same as Soon® 1 outside of 3©n * b cab in.
AT RISE * Ben has Just come out of his cabin •
B3H* Hello, Boys. Are n* t you a 1 it tie oarly
?
MAC < We wanted to be hero in plan ty of time
.
BSJt * Sorry I made you wait for ho . I » a ready now.
Let* s gol
MAC 5 Bo we have t o go vary far to find the traps?
BEN i Oh, no. Not very far. we w ill be able to walk
there in just a few minutes. com©... it* s this way*
We*ll follow this path. ( 3 en leads the way. jjj&c
and Terry follow his through the woods.)
TERRY t (pointing to the ground) Lookl Theret jen»t
that an animal hole? What kind of animal made
that, Ben?
BEK : Can you guess? It isn*t a large hole. the ani-
mal oan*t he a very large one*
TERBYj It must he a rabbit holel is it?
BEN* It does look like a rabbit hole. The size is just
about big enough to be a rabbit hole. But look
carefully around the hole. pick up aoae of the
leaves and broken twigs that are on the ground in
..
. .
.
.
.
...
• •
.
.
.
.
front of the bole. Look at them vary o&refallyl
MAC i (Both hoys pick up some loaves) I don't see any-
thing except dry loaves. What else oould there bo?
TERRY s Soot On this twigl There's a little piece of
fur. Where did that cosae from?
BBS i That's a piece of far froa the animal that made
that hole. If the fur is black it is a skunk hole
If it is brown fur it is a raabit hole l weat
color did you find, Terry?
TEH3Y
:
It's black and white. it must he a skunk
i
BBSs You iaay be right. A skunk hole is about the same
wise as a rabbit hole, but sow© time a it is a lit-
tle bigger.
aAC i Why didn't you put one of your traps here?
BBS i I did put one here a few weeks ago, but I didn't
catch anything. I case here every day to look at
the trap and found nothing. I guess there aren’t
any animals living In t. at hole now.
TERRY
i
Do you think they oould get out another way? you
told us there wore two holes. The animal might
have gone out the other hole.
BEK * No, I put a few loaves and some dirt over the
other hole, so the animals couldn't get out that
way It aast aa an old nolo that anlraals used to
..
.
.
MAC i
BSNi
TEF3Y
;
BSNi
T1HRY
:
BEK j
TERRY i
BEN s
live in* they have left It now.
If there’s any animal in the hole, you’re going
to trap him. Be aust go out the hole whore the
trap is eeti
That’s right. The skunk cannot get away! Say,
do you see that big hole in the side of the bill?
Can you tell me what kind of an animal lives in
there?
I can tellt It’s a fox den. I know it isi
How can you tell?
I can ace chicken feathers and c - token bones in
front of the opening. They are all over the ground
Foxes hunt and kill chickens at night and bring
them back to their den to eat. And there’s another
way I can toll that this is a fox den.
How’s that?
I can tell by looking at the bushes and twigs out-
side of the den. T >ore might be a little piece of
fur sticking to tnasa. If it is the color of a fox
it will be a brownish-red.
Yes, those are two very good ways to toll. some-
times wo can tell by looking at the animal tracks
near the den, toe. (Ben has been holding a trap,
and now he puts it down on the ground.) Here is a
..
-
MAC MU)
TEBBY
*
S£1N»
MAG i
BI-JN :
hole that looks as if an animal might be living
in it. Thie will be a good place to set my trap.
Will you boys help tae set it?
Sure! we’ll help. what do you want ue to do?
Whil e I pou nd tb is stick i nto the ground, you c ov-
er u p the othe r hole with dirt and loaves. Th e
ring of the t
r
ap goes over the stick. Yi i 1 1 pu t
the trap at the opening of the hole
.
(Ben put s
the ring over t io stick. He pu ts the t rap by the
hole and cover a it with leaves. ) Now I'll put a
few leaves ovc r the trap* so th e animal will n ot
know tha t it i s hero. now th is trap is ro ady
.
Let* & look in some of the traps tha t I set out yes-
terday. last night was a very foggy night. on
damp, foggy nights the skunks like to cosae out and
walk around. If we’re lucky we’ll find three or
four in too traps around here.
(pointing at a trap) There’s one over there!
looks like a great big skunk.
(Bends over and, opens the trap. He takes out a
big black skunk and holds it up for everyone to
see.) This is a very good one. Hie fur is very
heavy. There is only a little spot of white on
his head and a little piece of white on his tail.

The skunk; with a big piece of white fur is not as
TSHKY
s
3SN s
TEH 'Y j
bsk *
MAC :
BEN s
T2RPY J
BEN I
good to sell as this one. The all slack skunks
are the best of allt
H«*s such a big onei
That makes him a very good catch, too. The bigger
pieces of fur are the best.
What do you do with him now?
We’ll take thy skunk back to tue cabin, you can
watch ;ae cut off the skin if you want to. I try
and cut it off in one piece. After I take it all
off it has to be stretched. It seems to get small-
er at first. I pull the skin over a ooard which
is called a stretcher* The skin stays on this
board for about two weeks. That** all I do with
it.
Then it is ready to take to the village to sell?
It is all ready to sell then.... Do you want to
come back to the cabin with aie? I will take off
the fur and put it on the stretcher. &ayh© you
would like to help me.
fciay we couse and watch you tomorrow? it* a almost
time for dinner, and I* a very hungryi I think
1*11 go hose now if I may come back tomorrow.
It is time for you to go. ?hy don’t you come

'.0 I
BEN i
back again? There will be something you can help
we with. I will be very happy to have you go
trapping with se in the morning.
rait for ue. we* 11 be here early. Goodbye, Bon.
Thank you for letting ue go with you today*
Goodbye, Boys* we’ll moot tomorrow at my oabinv
CURTAIN
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i
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AT THE TOP OF S' AP MOUNTAIN
CHA f?AOTER$
FHBB JAMES* a nine year old boy.
rift* SAM JA t:.S * Frod*s father.
HA »1 B r O M# a forest ranger.
C :XiF S "ITHE PS • a fir© ohief.
I
>

ffords fro*,* "At The Top of Boar fountain"
not on the vocabulary lists
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AT THE 70? OF B3A8 8GHHTAIN
SETTING i
AT RISE*
SaB JAMES i
FEED s
MR. J A MBS i
FRED t
SCENE I
It is Fred* a bedroom. H« has just gone to bed.
Mr. James is standing by the door of the room.
Goodnight, Fred. Better get a good sleep tonight.
Tomorrow is toe big day t
©ad, wn&t are w© going to do tomorrow? It's my
birthday. you said w® oould go somewhere. wnere
are we going?
Well, it was going to be a surprise. I'll tell
you if you promise to go right to sleep. do you
remember my friend, fiank grown? E« Is the forest
ranger at the top of Bear Mountain. Tomorrow
we'll drive to the lookout tower to see him.
He'll be on vsqtoh for fires in the forests around
Bear fountain. It has been so dry that the grass
and the old branches can catch on fire very
quickly. Then there's danger of a fire In the
woods, Hank must stay on watch*
Oh, I wisn it were tomorrow morning right nowi
I can hardly wait
.
MB# JAM', 3 : If you go to aloe p now it will bo morning al
FRII> i
most Ijeforo you know it. Goodnight, Fred.
Goodnight
,
:>ad.
SUSTAIN
t

SC 3WS II
SETTING
:
AT RISE:
HANK SBO'Mt
FRED :
HANK BROWN:
MR. JAtS'ASi
HANK SHOWN:
In the tower on Bear Mountain* 1
1
is the next
morn i ns
.
Fred and his pad have just ootae in the door.
Eank Brown stands looking at a map which i 3 on
a large table in the middle of the rooa.
Sas, it* s good to see you again. prod, how
tall you ara t Why
,
you aua t be about nine
years old by aowi
I am juat nine. Today is ay birthday. i
wanted to see the lookout tower and visit you
today
.
It* 3 lonely hero at times. v; hen there* 3 danger
of a fire, I must stay on waton day and night.
I like to have someone to talk with now and
then
.
Hank, what is this large picture on the table?
It looks like a map, but it's not like any map
I have seen before.
It is a map* It shows the weeds and mountains
around Bear Mountain. If I so© smoko or firo 1

phone the Chi f, z »ief 3ai there, and report the
FREE j
HANK BROWN:
F' "D *
MR. JAMES
t
BASK SHOWN:
CHIEF
3 WITHERS :
f ire
.
But what are these dark, i-nvy lines ana the
dark, straight lines?
The dark wavy lines tell where the brooks are.
The fire fighters must have water to help put
out the flaaes. f ;e dark, straight lines shots
the roads on there mountains. often the sen
must ride several wiles to reach the fire. They
must knots the shortest and quickest way to go.
(Looking cut of a tower w i nd o» ) you can see
varj clearly for a lies and ailee. Look l is
that smoke over there?
I see it, too. It does lock like smoke l Look
at it rise to the sky.
you* re right! That is eraokei That means a
fir el (Coes over to the map and finds where
the fir© ie) It's on eld Indian Hill. The
fire is very close to this mountain. (Goes to
the telephone) chief, this is Rank. i*» tele-
phoning about a fire on Old Indian Hill* Can’t
tell much. Can only s^e smoke nowl
(From outside) O.K*» Rank, 1*11 send Jack right
' V
now Ke ia the quickest aan wa hava * He
HANK SHOViHi
MB * JAMSt
F?ED t
knows Old Indian well* jack r, ill find out
how bad the fire is and will lot us know.
Ho cun telephone tae so that I can send taen
and tools to fight the fire, i»ll call
you back when I hear frets Jack.
(Turns to Frod) You see, all we can do
now is wait until Chief ssaithere calls
bacit. we must keep on watch from the tow-
er, Jack it a good man* Before we send
men and things to fight the fire with, we
must nave so.^e word from jack.
But how did such a fire start? Did some-
one set it?
Son, it might have been solas people who
didn* t mean to etait the fire at all.
Sometimes when people have a picnic and
build a fire, they leave it burning. a
wind comes up and blows the fire about.
Before you know it, the fire is roaring
and spreading quickly.
What happens to the squirrels and rabbits
that live in the woods?
MR, JAMES i They run as fast as they can away from the
.*
‘
£ ir a w.jto lit tl a animals that live in
HaKK BBONi
SANK 3P0WN*
3HI3F SSIT.i .-;3*
HA UK BBO'SN
;
C b I : F SHIT.i -.iii
the ground nurry quickly Ante ti #lr lioUii
Taa i’i.s cannot go t to them under the
g r o i mi .
liaay bird#} tuiu animal® arc killed dur icg
a fores. fir a. rany trees are burned, too.
.lost fire® arc oausMd uy careless people.
(Telepnoue rings)
il O 1 1 Q » * * J » « 1 0 i » » »
(From outage) Jack just called ae on the
telephone. Tb® men are already ia tuo
trunk® and oa t*»eir way. Thsy bav# all
they aaodf shovels, picks, and doss. I
seat twelve me a in the two trucks. mey
will put out the fire quickly.
(Looking out of tbs window) They a/e al-
most to Olu Inlj.au now. $ & can see the
us n from nor®. They didn’t waste any time
getting started. The fire 1® close to the
t oner
.
*he fire will soon be out. I hope It
hasn’t spread much. Tns wind is pretty
• wrong, though. It will be hard to put
out tne flames. |»11 keep in touch with
..
.
J
. . . 1 . .
.
BASK 31:0 "K t
FHHD :
U- . JAMES)
FRI31M
BANK 33CTN:
413 • JAMES;
HANK 3R0WN*
FEED t
Cioodbye, j nief
.
(?at 3 the telephone da ok)
Dad, what are the awn doing nos? Th®y
inve reached tie fire and are pulling up
ir saa and digging in the dirt, -aat good
a oo 3 that do?
They are making a path around tho outside
of the fire# Thors will bo no grasses and
old brand, .os to catch on fire. it will be
out noon. They are digging the dirt to
throw on two fire. po you know what good
that will do?
Oh, yes, tho dirt will keep the air frou
the fire. A fire will go out unloss there
is air to keep it burning#
That’s just rigat, Fred. It looks as if
the fire wore just about Out now. The fire
fighters caught it just ia time.
And the watch on tho tower telephoned a-
bout it vory quickly.
Hut that is tally v. hat I ;.sust do,
Many trees have fallen. There is the
place where the fire was burning. it*s
still suoklng a little, hut I can’t see

HANK SHOWN*
GHI&F Simr^S;
HANK BROWN:
MP . JAKS81
FPSD j
BANK SHOWN?
MR. JAMES*
FRED :
HANK BROWN:
the flames any wore. (Telephone rings)
Hello.
Tli e fi e is out. The taen wor Iced quickly
an -'1 Aid well. Thanks to you, It was called
In r>oon enough. There wasn't auci land
that was badly hurt. If anyone had not
don© his part, it sight have been & bad
fire. Nice work*
Thanks, Chief. Clad it's all c.K. how.
What do you think* Fred. it's cbout time
you ad I started hoae, isn't it? It's
been quite a day.
Could come up here again, pad?
I wish you would come again. another day
X will have a chance to really visit with
you. We hardly had time to visit at all
today
.
We'll be back, and soon. Goodbye
,
Hank,
Goodbye
.
Goodbye. Do com© again soon?
CBBT * IN
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IN INDIAN COUKTPY
CHARACTERS
SKIPPY* a boy about sight years old.
A I.ENi , his sistor, a year younger.
d:;E~F0 07* an Indian boy about too saue age.
SKIPPY' S FATHER
SKIPPY* S MOTH&H
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Indian Country*
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IN ZftBXAM COO NTBY
SETTING t
AT PISS
i
FATB ? ~ {
moth:: *' :
SKIP : T *
365 NT I
This is a picnic ground beside the road in the
Mohawk Valley. It is about noon.
Skippy, Arlene. Mother and rather have just
climbed out of the oar. They are walking about
tae picnic ground.
(Stretching) tty » but it* e good to stretch tay arms
and legal te*ve boon riding for a long time. jt
was early inis morning when «o left home. I aa
glad to have a chance to rest here.
This spot ic cool and shaay. i»ve been looking
for a plaoc where we could cat the food I packed.
Thie soctas to be a very good place. Afcd, look,
over there la the woods is a brook. it winds in
and out among the pine trees. Bow lovely it is
here in the noh&wk valley
l
Mohawk valley l A long time ago Indians lived her©
They hunted in these woods ana fished in thie sa^o
brook.
t Y«e» right he re where wo are now was the home of a
.
FATKf.r 5
3Kl??Ti
A S L£ HE t
S/.X?: "i i
AFLSKE
i
great Indian tr ibe « . . *c oa«
,
Dad, lot*s get soae of
the food oat of tae oar and have something to oat.
W#*r o all very hungry!
Arlene* walla Mother and 1 got tr.a food ready, you
and Skippy run down to the brook and wash your
hands. -,on*t be gone long, and stay near no re# it
la easy to get loot. the woods are very largo.
All right# Daddy. coae on, lisippy* Let* s see who
can reach that old pine tree by the brook first!
(The t*vo children run down to the brook)
$a tied! (They stand and look into the brook)
Look, Arlene, we «an see our faces in the brook.
That* s because the water is so clear! I-ook, t>»are
arc little fish at the bottom.
I can see thou. Oh, how funny we look! our faces
are so different!
The water l& aoving* If It ware still we could see
our faces much bettor. But it doos look like us*
(fbile they stand looking into the brook, pearfeot
enters and stands beside t.*esu
}
I sue something else! It looka like soaeone is
standing beside us. There is a face in the water
that is not tay face and is not your face. (Both
look about then) ykippy
,
there is soncor.al
, ,
....
*
i
.
.
SKIPPY*
DESBFCGX
*
ABLEIJE t
D SKYCOTs
SKIPPY i
A L£?!!.J
B&B 33FGGT
:
A BLEBS :
SSSRFOOT*
(Surprised) Hello! ' r no are you? why are you
standing aara?
My naa® is beerfoot. I live in a village just
over that dill* 3*y father is t«e flui©f of the
greatest trios of Indians in the Valley.
Bow did you oosjo hex a?
My pet rabbit ran away, and I as looking for
loppy now.
?e just stopped .era to rest and to eat* uy
nano it sklppy • e-ad this in my oiotor, Arlene.
I aopa you can find Soppy. you think i. <at wa
could nalp you look for hisi?
How did your rabbit pet away from you?
Soppy hurt his foot when ha was just a baoy rab-
bit. fhen I found him under a bush he was very
frightened* I brought him home and took cars of
Ms until no could hop again# no was almost
wall, and he got away i L© t* s get started, nay-
bo wo* 11 find his if wo all look*
shore will w© start to look? The woods are so
large. ..ow can we ever find him?
let’s go along this path. It winds and turns be-
cause it goes alon 0 the brook. if we should come
to a pond or little lake the path will go around
*
it. Indian paths ara never straight.
m ip y » What a a. fees tne path so hard and smooth, poorfoot?
D
£
CHFOOTi Our Indians go over these paths very often. ild
aaiaals go along these paths, too. Th«j go down
to the side of tno river or the brook to gst a
drink of water. $« often 3®e an animal talcing &
drink of water.
AKLSS^E t Do you think wo sight noe any animals? I wish we
would!
DEEBFOOT i Wo must go vo ry quietly and vary carefully. If
wo are lucky wo might find a boar or a door down
by the side of the brook. There Is an open place
In the trees In front of ub on this path. let’s
slip in and see if there are any wild animals in
there now*
AH LENS « Oh* look, '~kippy. % mother boar and her two
babies.
SKXFPYt 0ee, taey are so sweeti
X> -EBFOOt J They come evory day at this time. r,e«3 how they
hurry off into the woods. They have noard us and
are frightened. ipe must keep on looking for tne
rabbit, loppy doesn’t seem to bo hero.
SKIP: Yi Whore arc we going to go now, poerfoot?
p: ? f! foot t i ® are almost to the hunting ground of our good
«
•
,
.
SKlTTY*
a^Esrooii
SKZ?r’Y»
DkE^FOOTi
A BEENE ;
DISHFOOT
t
a ad strong men. They hunt vita bows and arrows
and always go on foot when they hast* * oas times
when the hunters leave the village they do»*t come
back Tor several days. Then they do com© sack,
wo have a ^rsat I -act and dance.
Hos do they bring heae the aaiaals that they have
killed? Aren’t they too heavy for tire strongest
Indian to carry?
If they have luck and kill a dear, two isen suat
brills i»la home. They tie the doer to a long pole
and rest the pole on the shoulders of the tso
Indians *
I5o the hunters over leave t elr own land when they
go hunting?
Ohs yes* scale t la«*s they even have to go through
land that belongs to other Indian tribes* The
o ther Indians do not like the® to go across their
land*
Do tne other Indians ever try to stop then?
They do. They will shoot arrows at the® if they
see strange Indiana going ever their land. They
try to frighten the® away, sut our Indians are
very careful. They often walk in the Crooks or
along the rivers or on smooth rocka. this keopa
.
ABX.SNK *
d r» z v . poor*
8 KXPj Yi
psanroot*
A t
bllEEFCCT*
A T?LBH8 A HP
thcsa froua staking f ootprints* Our aers are
very quick a. id are good huateret
But seerfewi, we’ve cost© all this way arid
haven* i found your pet rabbit, Happy. n«
jusc deeeu* t s«eia to be anywhere*
He M«u;< a -.ve round hfU real hoae again#
Soppy was well enough to back with his
brother© and oiatero*
!•.« rat hit .rill jo auoil happier wita then#
That 1 # fight* j» at glad k© ha© gone back*
thanks for helping a© look Tor hia*
9© auut hurry back to the picnic ground*
Qklppy. Mother a. .d paddy aight b© worried
Do you know aoi? to get baofc, Arlono? just
follow this path along the brook# You' 11
go bask to the place where we set, by the
old pine tree beside the brook# Goodbye,
my friends.
¥*Ga0c,hye, goorfoot.
o n: i if

CHARACTEBS
ELLEU* a little girl about seven or ©ignt years old.
BOB. Ellen’s older brother.
PANDORA, a very beautiful little girl. She is about the
same age as Ellen.
.
words from " ?he story of pandora"
riot on the vocabulary lists
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th: story of pandora
SST TING :
AT HISS:
ELL
2
.U i
BOB i
L! :
BOB »
ELLEN t
BOB s
ELLEN i
SCENE I
It Is a house line your house; In a town like this
town.
Ellen is sewing, and Boh is reading. They are In
the living roota.
The afternoon is almost gone. i * a finished with
my sewing. Let’s go outside and play before it’s
ti.no for sup er.
(Locks up from his book) please wait until I fin-
ish this story. Then we’ll go. now’s that?
How much mo to of your story do you have to road?
Oh, ouly a few more pages. I don* t want to put it
down 0 ow • It* a a very good book.
fhat s t ory are you road ing?
It’s sailed pa ndora • Would you like me to tell
you about her?
oh. yes. plea so te 11 mo about her •
A long time ag o , a very long time ago th« r
a
was a
very beaut iful girl . She lived in & country very
diff eren t from our country. Tuis c ou ntry ia far
,
5GB t
*.
*
.
.
'
133
ELLEH ;
SOB i
ELLEN
t
BOB J
far away. pandora was trie most beautiful girl in
the country. Maybe aue was the most beautiful girl
in the whole world.
If I close ay eyes, I can almost s,.e her. nut go
on with your story. trnat happened to pandora?
There was an old box in the house waere she lived.
It was cut in a very fancy way . It was a very
,
vsr. beau V 1 fu 1 b o X.
box
.
but one d id no
tr ie d to guess * b u t
novo r to open it.
SOU . But she did n*
But did s he aver fi
box? Bid she P
side ?
She found out »ha t
I'll tell you wha t
C IFSTAIN
».
<.
SOUMg II
SKTTIhS 1
At ;u
PA H'Jij As
A living roiu, uut i i l oak a vary dli'feren t fr^a
the living i'ooa in c.IUa* 8 and ob'e house.
Pandora, is Sitting in a chair sowing* g he is
look in
,
at tuo iiox wh ieh is in the tar side of
the rooa«
Sf&ny years ago that box was brought into this
house* Ho one nas ever opened the cover. I wish
I could open it. i want to da os tne seore t . i
wonder. .
. No* 1 sauot not open it. Z promised not
to. (pandora starts to cow again. pandora walks
over to ths box.) How beautifully t-.e box is cut.
It has flowore and birds and tail and little trees
cut all over it. (she moves her hand ever the
box.) It 1 e very old and very strong. I wish i
dared to lift it Just & bit. But. I must noti
(Pandora goes back tc bar chair and site again.
Sne sews for a siuute and iiusi nail® ane eews.
Then she goes back to the box.) &o one is boro to
use do. X v> ill open it. then I will put the cov-
er deft n quickly. No one will know I locked inoido.
I wonder what it could he. It's been closed up
tightly for so long. ( a& goes over and lifts tne
•
cover quickly. Pea the r e and papers that look like
bugs fly all over. There are green, rod and yellow
huge*} Oh# what have I done? Wha t Is this fly-
ing about? on. Oh, they are biting me* They bit©
and stick and cart me so. I should never have
opened the box. I snould never have looked inside.
These things arc all very bad. f have let bad and
ugly things into this house! Everything was good
and beautiful until n or. 8 These are all bad and
ugly* If 1 oould only catch them and put toea
back again I ( ‘a ns and tries to catch tnes) lut,
I can’t! I can’t! They flew ail over the house.
They even flew out of the windows. I t • s too late
to get theta back. (closes the cover of tue box)
Maybe sometning is still inside! «ayb« they all
didn’t get out* I hope I can look up sobic of them.
(Kneels down beside the bo:. She is holding the
©over down. She starts to ary.)
CUBTAIII
<
SCENE III
SETTING t 3aae as Scone !•
AT 813$ l 3oo is Tinian! ng tae story of pandora*
SLLSNi 3ut wh&t will poor pandora do? ,he is very un-
happy. sae tried to catch the®, hat she couldn't*
She let out all tn© ugly and had thing*. they
nave gone over the country. They nave gone over
the whole world
.
303 t 3© you remeaber that panuora did get toe cover
closed? 3o you reiaembar what fine said taeo?
ELLEN s Do you aean that aaybe ana could ico* in some-
thing that was at HI at the button of too box?
W&f there something else in the box that did not
fly out?
BOB i list there was something else in the box. some-
thing very wonderful was at the bottom. it is one
of the most wonderful things in all the world,
pandora didn't let it fly away
l
ii» L LE 1 1 t But wnat was in the box?
BOB t It's called Hop©. whsn we are unhappy and sad w©
need Hops, pandora kept Hop® for all the world.
It will always be with us.
SLLSN » And that's the story of pandora. of the little

JOB s
girl who lived iaany aany years a ;o in a land
far av#ay. It'
a
a wonderful story.
I think so * too. 3Ut# cosae on* Let’s go on
and play. It will i>e dark soon.
far
«
out
OUBTAlii

THS GOL'jBN TOUGH
KING I-SIDAC* a King of a far assay land.
OTTC » a servant to the King.
BIC IYSIUS* a good looking, young c-reek God.
.
Words fro a "Th® Oolden touch*
not on tft« vocabulary lists
FR3<1SSK0Y
dxohts fjs
G0.5
OPBEK
MIDAS
OTTO
14
1
1
ad
3
character
s
curtain
1
3
K lng 12
rid 1
scene
sarva n t
3
a
thirst l

TBS GGLCJK TOUCH
SETT liv.'.i
:
AT H 13 B j
*11 2A 3 J
DXCMYS IUS :
MICAS t
SOSHE I
Thors Is a forest land near the castla that he*
longs to King Hides.
King Midas is walking along the path in the
forest land*
(Talking to niracelf) it*
a
a wonderful day to
walk in tno woods* There's so aa oh that is
beautiful to soe
.
The leave s on the trees are
so green. The yellow and white spring flowers
are up. Here and there a bird Jumps in the
hedge or flys from branch to branch. tus brook
is bubbling a song at the side of the path. it
is a beautiful worldti I wonder if I will meat
anyone in tub woods today. ^ait, I think I hear
something coming. (There is a cracking sound as
if the branches of the trees wore being broken.)
(A man enters. It ia Dionysius.)
Oood morning. King Midas. Are you out hunting
alone this beautiful morning?
I’m not hunting at all. It’s such a warm day.
#i
*
.
)r
DIONYSIUS
i
MIDAS *
DICftYSlUS *
MIDAS *
I wanted to go for a walk through the forest.
But what are you doing in the woods today
«
B io ay situs?
I have been looking for you, x wont first to
year castle. You wore not there. Your servant
told me to look for you hero. Have you beo
s
thinking over what I asked you yesterday? Have
you thought of your v iah? I premised you X
would bring to you anything that you wished for.
I hope your wish will be & good one. You must
think it over very carefully, You have only one
wish. It can .•sake you very happy or stfe® you
very sad.
I isavs thought about ay wish* X have sad© up »y
mind • X could net sleep a wink all night,
didn* t even close ay eyes a second
. X thought and.
theugai. finally, j decided just amat would emits
roe happiest of alii
And Just what is your wish® Midas? it shall ooae
true
.
Will you really hake it come true? Then X wish
everything X touch will turn to gold. I love
gold more than anythin, in this world. i want to
turn everything into geld. Then I will be very
happy
..
’
DIONYSIUS i (Laughing) Oh* that is a very foolish wish
MIDAS i
Bioinrsius t
MIDAS
:
You are a very foolish Kingt l>on*t cii^oee that
for your on® wi®h* ft e member , you have only one.
It (sod* t oak* you happy. Don*t ask It i Hot
thatt
I do & etc i t. That is ay wish • You premia ed t
make ay i* i sh come true. The Go ldon Touch is
t I a sk I
T he a you a ha 11 nave your b isn e I very thing tha
you put y o ur hands on aha 11 t ur n to gold. you
shal 1 ha ve t he Golden Tou oh • (B ionyeiue pa t s
hiS ha ad 0 n King ida®* head
.
)
My c loth a e a re heavy. My coa t is not soft and
light no«. It ia heavy and hard. Already iny
wish is coding true. (King Midaa walks over
and touches a branch of a tree*) The branch ic
cold and shiny. It Is a beautiful gold branch,
now* (King Uiuac bonds over and puts his hands
on the grass*) The grass turns to gold v;nen i
touch it. Everything will be of gold* o«»
Dionysius, the power is wonderful* Thank you
for making my wish ootao true. I must hurry back
to t*.e palace* I will turn my tables, my chairs*
ay rugs, and avail the v#alls into ..old. And i
<1
shall be tae happiest aan in the world
3UBTAXS

SOSKS II
8STT f MG
t
AT RISE:
HIPAS i
OTTO ;
lyfIDAS :
OTTO i
A r 00% la the palaas of K lag Midas.
The K lag is sitting at the table* jj© on© ©Is© is
in the room*
(To hi.self ) It* a -onely here without ay aog.
Sandy »a & such a good dog. HO was a good eat ah
dog and a good friend# I 11 tied to play with hi a
In the afternoon. This afternoon I tried to pat
hiss* 1 forgot about the Golden Touch that Dioay-
oiue had given to ase* Toor Sandy is standing in
his yard no*# $te is stiff and ©old. when t
touched his head it was not ataooth and soft. x
felt hie far turn into ©harp p Isoes of gold. I
should have use a more a ireful# I aia very hun-
gry. I wonder where Otto is with ray supper 5?
(King Midas rings a boil.)
(Goaee into the :aoa) yes* Sir.
It* s iiae for supper • The long walk today aade rae
very hungry* please bring m& my ©upper* otto.
It* s all ready. King 1-4 idee. I will put it here
beside you. I hop© you will enjoy your food and
your drink. {otto walks out of the roo«5. )
.'
•
. ,
. .v
'
' •
UXMSi (Tails s ari apple from the Trait dish on the table.)
Oh, Oh, what has happened! The apple la hard be-
tween my teeth* I cannot bite into itt it is gold,
too. I cannot eat gcldl (Tahee broad anu trios to
break it.) T .ic broad won* t break* it in hard* I
snail never bo able to eat this f*>od, and yet i aa
co hungry. C*i, bad, torrible, 1 lony aiuet i tfhy did
you sake uy Kish ceae true? Certainly I shall die.
I cannot -at and drink goldl I -suet go to hi on, s iu si
yay be he ?, il 2 bd able to help 430 . B© gave iSe the
wit:..
.
flay be r- 9 will take it away. ' I sau#t find him
(Xing iw.as 1oavae.)
Otjr.TA Vi
.
SETTING :
AT RISE:
DIONYSIUS }
Si I DAS i
DIONYSIUS :
MIDAS :
DIONYSIUS :
IDAS s
2ce
SCENE III
sama as In scene I in the forest.
King Midas meets uionyslas in tne forest.
King Midas, why hid you come bach into tee
woods? I thought you had gone to the palace
for the rest of the day.
I had to find you. please be sorry for ?ac
,
Dionysius. Plaasv. taka the Golden Touch away.
I will die of hunger and thirst.
But you asked for the Golden Touch. That was
your wish. I cannot take it away. it is too
late. But there may be something that you can da
You can try it, anyway.
Toll ae. 1*11 try anything! If only I can
get rid of this power*
Go down to the river and wash your face and
head and arsas in the clear water. Maybe you can
wash away the Golden Touch. If this doesn*t
work, there* b nothing that I can dot
1*11 go now, and taank you for helping met (The
King hurries off to tne river.)
.*
*
DIONYSIUS
«
M1&A3 t
DIONYSIUS
s
MI DA3
t
Oh, foolis.i, foolish King Midas. it way work.
Ho didn’t know how terrible tn© Golden loach
could, bet I tried to wake blw change his wish.
If h© had only known that h© wouldn't b© happy
with all that goldl
(Ooa«e back from the river) jt did tsorkl ?h©
power is gone t The Golden Touch has been
washed away. I don’t want any more* gold* I
don’t even want to go ,;&ok to ay golden palace*
I will live la the fields and la tho wooaa* The
trees and birds and the beautiful flowers are
all batter than gold.
you are right. King 11 uaa. They are bettor than
gold. The Golden Touch did not sake you happy
.
You will be hap y no© that it is gone.
I a«a happy, now. How that I can live as other
paopl q do and no longer turn everything to
gold.
OtjBTA IN
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